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Audio Dramatization as a
Reading Comprehension Tool
Betty and Jerry Woodfill
American copyright law is partially responsible for this
work. The author(s) sought engaging short stories suitable for
collegiate developmental reading courses. The initial candidates
were the vignette writings (In God We Trust, All Others Pay
Cash) fashioned into A Christmas Story by author Jean Shepherd.
Having kindred roots with Shepherd as a Hohmann (actually
Hammond) High School Wildcat, one of the co-authors lived out
his formative years, (1944 - age 2 through 1960 - age 17) a mere
five miles from the birthplace of Ralphie’s fabled Red Rider
Lightning Loader Range Model 200 Shot Air Rifle.
Shepherd’s delightful anecdotes of the 1940s offered
ideal candidates for a study of oral versus read comprehension.
Their humor and entertaining content were fraught with
powerful vocabulary building prose lending to an average twenty
word-list per story.
Especially suitable was Shepherd’s account, Amateur
Night at the Orpheum. an amusing description of the talent show
at the Orpheum Theatre in Hohmann, Indiana. (actually
Hessville, a suburb of Hammond) The operative concept was to
memorize the account, perform it as a dramatic, standup Sheplike performance then immediately test class retention with
twenty multiple choice questions. Subsequently, another class
section would read the same narrative then answer the test
questions without the benefit of either the oral presentation or
printed text.
Because Jean Shepherd’s stories have endearing charm
for a broad age, social, racial, and educational audience, they
seemed ideal for the project. However copyright law posed a
dilemma. Their use in the classroom in either printed or acted
form required copyright approval. Additionally, multiple copies
for large classes need be purchased by both students and the
project authors.
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After reading virtually all of Shepherd’s works dealing
with his beloved denizens of Hohmann, Indiana, the co-author
Jerry Woodfill cloned Shepherd’s writing, vocabulary, and
anecdotes in A Christmas Story fashion. Similarly to Shep’s In
God We Trust, All Others Pay Cash, Jerry Woodfill's clone was
titled One Nation Under God, Others Choose Your Own Deity.
The book of short stories has 35 vignettes. These are mostly nonfiction incidents of 5 to 15 pages. They, like Jean Shephard's
tales, could be performed or read to or by the class. Along with
corresponding comprehension, spelling and vocabulary tests,
each offered sufficient content for a single 55 minute class
period.
After considerable editing of the stories’ text, the
compellation became a self published 233 page book. In the
interim, one of the co-authors became a full time instructor at a
local community college teaching developmental reading/writing.
Based on her course content, she as co-author fashioned
questions for class discussion and word lists from the 35 stories.
Her questions highlighted (1) inference, (2) critical analysis (3)
empathy (4) comprehension (5) mood (6) tone (7) argument and
(8) vocabulary throughout the stories.
Prior to applying the concept in the classroom, the authors
produced an audio CDs of each story. This freed, the co-author,
a government electrical engineer, from having to perform the oral
versions in class. Instructors would benefit having the stories
readily available via an inexpensive CD player for class use.
Operational, Instructional, and Content Solutions
When class numbers are large, the use of copyrighted
materials is especially challenging. For the comprehension
comparison study, the solution was the creation of a tri-fold
booklet composed of both the stories and corresponding tests.
(See the accompanying photos) By judiciously selecting font
size, each of the 35 stories was fashioned into an 8.5” X 14”
duplex tri-fold. Likewise was each of the corresponding
question/vocabulary list worksheets duplex printed and tri-folded.
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Since the presentation of each story was either orally read
aloud (or played via the CD player) or read silently, the number
of printed copies need only equal the largest class size. Since all
tests were multiple choice, inexpensive notebook paper served as
answer sheets. With most computer printers capable of using
8.5” x 14” paper, duplexing is achieved by simply selecting the
word processor’s printer’s odd page option and page number for
one side of the sheet then turning the printed sheet over and
selecting the even option with the subsequent even page number.
For the cost of two sheets of legal sized paper, a single student
has both the text and test for a class session. (Of course, the
stories and corresponding tests are available as a digital Word
File formatted for legal size paper.)
With copyright and cost challenges dealt with, the
author(s)’ interaction with the developmental student population
began. A number of questions remained, (1) Were the stories
compelling enough to hold the hearers or readers’ attention? (2)
Was the content, based on the author’s world view, appropriate [
Indeed, even Shepherd’s writings and oral programs can
challenge content censors. ] Because of the age of those enrolled
in developmental college reading classes ( post high school to
adults) this was somewhat mitigated. However, reviewers were
asked to comment and edits were made accordingly.
This was the process which resulted in the following
summary:
*****
Results Summary
The Approach
The subjects of the study numbered approximately 100
students of a reading developmental education program of a local
community college. A broad range of ages, occupation and
educational status comprised the test population.
At the onset, the study approach was conducted as
described above with (1) subsequent classes tested on the orally
performed then read versions of the short stories. The oral vs.
read scenarios were interchanged between classes to normalize
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the data. (2) While the initial stories were performed live for the
oral case, later oral presentations employed the recorded versions
of the live recitations.
Analysis of the results was conducted to assess the
advantage, or disadvantage, of the oral presentation approaches
(live versus audio CD). (3) Additionally, effort was undertaken
to examine results based on the content of the stories, i.e., the
entertainment effect. Colleagues were consulted, asked to read
the subject stories, and grade their “interest value” respectively.
This assessment was correlated with oral and read class
presentation results.
Comments: At the onset no grades were given the students in
the interest of engendering cooperation. Later, a daily grade was
entered based on the multiple choice comprehension test
questions and vocabulary study. In order to allow for absences,
students were permitted to drop 2 of the five comprehension test
grades.
Predictions versus Results:
The authors went beyond the developmental college
population, asking friends and other groups to participate in the
study. Among the stories used were: The Spalding 7 and the
Titleist 3:23, The Dirty, Disgusting, and Diseased, and He’ll
Blow His Fingers Off. The Nurse’s Office, and Dirty Disgusting,
and Diseased though, perhaps, the most entertaining of the 35
samples were deemed too long (25+ minutes) for most groups to
devote time to hearing or reading in a class period.
Initially, it was predicted that the oral performance would
reap the best retention. However, one adult reviewer, a former
elementary school teacher of reading in a minority community
listened to the complete set of audios then read the published
version. Her assessment was that the published version was
altogether more engaging.
When asked the reason for her comment, she said, “I
believe these stories would be wonderful for classes based on
their presentation of the 1950s culture. Any time I showed my
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classes the movie A CHRISTMAS STORY, they were very
attentive.”
The co-authors believed results would be better for the inthe-flesh oral reading compared to the audio CD. This, in fact,
was the case. Likewise, the thesis that Oral presentation derived
superior comprehension results to the read version. In fact, the
test results confirmed the comprehension improvement amounted
to 20 percent.
Future Plans
The co-authors chose to install the stories and audio files
on-line at the web-site www.spaceacts.com to benefit the
Developmental Education user community. This was in keeping
with the two fold reason for the study in the first place: (1) to
provide public domain non-copy-righted resources for
developmental education use, and (2) to make available
inexpensive reproducible class materials.
Of course, the book One Nation Under God, All Others
Choose Your Own Deity will be available at nominal cost as well
as hard copies of the CDs and MP3s to fund future study.
Sequels to the original stories are planned.
Below are the listed test story candidates
employed in the study:
Story Title
Audio Play Time
1. The Nurse’s Office
2. The Across the Tracks Girl
3. The Dirty, Disgusting and Diseased
4. What Dad Never Taught Me
5. He’ll Blow His Finger Off
6. The Ledger
7. The Spalding 7 and Titleist 3:23
8. The Brantwoodian Villain
9. The Rock and Roll Hall of Shame
10. The Town Theater
11. Battle of the Alimentary Canal
12. The Report Card

25:56
17:51
27:57
30:28
9:51
20:33
16:58
12:55
11:15
17:50
10:58
25:17
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About the Co-authors:
Betty and Jerry Woodfill
Betty and Jerry Woodfill have been married for 43 years.
They have two married sons, Jared, an attorney, and Matt, a
pastor. While Betty is from Nacogdoches, Texas, Jerry is a
native of Indiana. Attending Rice University on a basketball
scholarship, Jerry met Betty, an elementary school teacher, after
graduating as an electrical engineer and joining NASA.
Betty Woodfill entered the field of developmental
education as an adjunct instructor at San Jacinto College
(Central) in Pasadena, Texas. After serving 14 years in an
adjunct capacity, she was selected as a full time faculty member
of the San Jacinto Language Skills department in 2006. In that
capacity, Betty participated in a number of national and state
conventions gleaning ideas about improving student
comprehension, retention and writing skills.
Simultaneously, Jerry continued his work at NASA which
began in the mid 1960s as the Apollo Program warning system
engineer. However, in recent years, he devoted a portion of his
time to educational outreach for the space agency.
By
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One Nation Under God

The informational introduction which follows should be
read or played prior to conducting the exercises.
Have you seen that classic yuletide Jean Shepherd movie
A Christmas Story? It’s an infectious experience. Most don’t
know that the plot is a compilation of author Jean Shepherd’s
short stories composed about his youth in Hammond, Indiana.
Hammond was the actual name of Shep’s fictional Hohman.
I found the movie and stories so enjoyable that I authored
an unpublished book - ONE NATION UNDER GOD as both a
tribute to Jean Shepherd’s story telling but also as a memoir of
the Brantwoodians, my Indiana caste. We were the landed
gentry, (80 foot wide lots) compared to Shep’s Denizens of the
Open Hearth, the steelworkers of Hessville. I deemed them the
Hessvillites, as in Amalekites, Jebusites, inglorious tribal names.
Our Brantwoodian kingdom of a half square mile was
graced by the boundary of Wicker Park, Highway 6 and 41 and
the infamous CREEK. This, being only 5 miles, as the crow flies
from Shepland, the Hammond suburb of Hessville, Indiana,
seemed a worthy subject of satire.
Like Jean Shepherd, I was a Hammond High School
Wildcat, only a score of years later. But I hoped to capture
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Shep’s irreverent, lofty style of writing and speaking. Like him,
my sentences are oftimes paragraphs long employing archaic and
often self-coined adjectives and ever present mockery of the
pompous. I tried to ply exaggeration, understatement, and selfdeprecation as does he.
The authors would encourage asking class members to
view the video, A CHRISTMAS STORY. The 1983 movie is
readily available on DVD or VHS. Though most students have
seen the movie, a fresh viewing is helpful to encourage interest in
the workbook accounts and questions, especially since the author
Jerry Woodfill’s stories have similar tone and setting as the
movie.
Note: Care must be exercised not to show A Christmas
Story in violation of copyright laws. However, there is limited
permission when specified educational criteria are met which
enable a classroom showing:
Under the "Educational Exemption" copyrighted entertainment
movies may be shown in a school without copyright permission
only if all criteria are met:


A teacher or instructor is present



The showing takes place in a classroom setting with only
the enrolled students attending



The movie is used as an essential part of the core, current
curriculum being taught. (The instructor should be able to
show how the use of the motion picture contributes to the
overall required course study and syllabus.)



The movie being used is a legitimate copy, not taped from
a legitimate copy or taped from TV

For specific requirements, please reference The Copyright Act of
1976, Public Law No. 94-553, 90 stat 2541: Title 17; Section
110(i), or consult your copyright attorney.
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Finally, One Nation Under God (Others Choose Your
Own Deity) treats author Jerry Woodfill’s Brantwoodians
forbearers in the same way Jean Shepherd characterizes his
beloved denizens of the open hearth, the steelworkers of
Hammond, Indiana.
The study/project begins with the experience of the
Nurse’s Office. The date was November, 1952. The settting
8728 Woodward Ave., Highland, Indiana, Brantwood suburbia:
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The Nurse’s Office
Jerry Woodfill

The card came in the mail. Before I disclose its contents,
things need be said about Brantwood and Hohman, Indiana
medical paranoia. The scourge known as Polio hung as a
prospect over both Indiana communities. I’d liken it to the
threatening sickle in Poe’s short story The Pit and the Pendulum.
The terror of the disease discouraged many parents from
sending their children to public pools. Wicker Park swimming
pool, at the height of the pre-Jonas Salk vaccine days, might as
well have been the Black-Hole-of-Calcutta as far as my Mother
was concerned.
Fortunately, she got a grip on her fears so that I learned
how to swim there, taking aquatic instruction on the dog-paddle
and other more advanced strokes. This led, one lonely morning,
to my survival. I was 100 feet from shore when I found myself
“over-my-head”, the term for any depth more than 6 inches
greater than a young swimmer’s height. The deep in this case
was a mere five foot, sufficient to drown me. I panicked. There
was absolutely no one to save me. No Wicker Park life guard, no
life raft, inner tube, rubber ducky air-float, puffy water wings,
plank of flotsam, nothing!
I was finished.
Then came the miraculous, an inexplicable inner calm, the
kind I’d seen my hero cowboy Hopalong Cassidy get when a
desperado drew his gun. My skinny limbs began that perfunctory
canine stroke learned in the urine warmed waters of the Wicker
Park pool.
Thank God! Mom had acquiesced, exposing me to the
ravages of Polio. Had I been infected, I, nevertheless, might have
survived, though in an iron lung. That would not have been the
case without the dog-paddle I learned there.
I would have
drowned.
Incidentally, my Uncle Bob did contract Polio as a
youth. It left him with an impaired ability to swallow. However,
he is well into his 90s, at this writing, having long outlived all in
my family who never got the disease. Again, heredity reigns.
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Brantwood’s little Lords, of which I was among, had no
private school nearby to shield them from the influence of the
common elements, i.e., children from “across the Monon
Railroad tracks.”
The options were the Culver Military
Academy, hundreds of miles away though a very fine option for
incorrigibles or the near by St. Thomas More Catholic school.
Though but five miles distant, Mom’s Missouri Synod Lutheran
leanings scratched it from the list. Besides, the family income
was limited.
The public links to education it would be, Lincoln Grade
School. Conveniently, Lincoln’s campus was but a nine iron shot
from Brantwood, walking distance for every privileged lad and
lassie in the realm.
Remarkable about Lincoln Grade School was its roofline.
It had the shape of a 240 foot long by 50 foot wide gutter. Often,
rain funneled from the roof’s open ends like Niagara’s roaring
waters, drenching those of us without umbrellas.
Should a flood of biblical proportions befall the
Brantwoodian Kingdom, the populace could flee to that roof. It
surely would serve as ably as Noah’s Ark. In fact, those divine
specifications given Noah revealed the providence of Lincoln
School’s architect. The Ark hull and the school roof were
identical.
But what about that card that came in the mail? It had to
do with Lincoln School’s medical vigilance. The school nurse
operated a mini-clinic housed next to the principal’s office. A
long list of unusual medical tests, procedures, and preventive
practices were regularly performed on the 400+ juvenile victims,
ages, 6-13.
There was the tattoo torture inflicted on every one.
Protest was futile. It was for the miniscule chance that fate
ordained a ghastly accident, a torrential blood spurting from a
wound, each spurt syncopated to the final beats of an expiring
heart.
“If only we knew the child’s blood type, perhaps, there
might still be time to save the tyke. “
“Doctor, this child is from Lincoln Elementary School!”
“Yes. Nurse check his right side. They tattoo all of ‘em
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there, just like prairie cattle.”
“Ah, ha, there it is!”
“He’s an A-positive type. Praise the Lord! We’d got a
dozen pints of A+ in the cooler!”
“Thank God for those Lincoln school administrators.
That nurse…she’s the Florence Nightingale of the Highland
Independent School District!”
And that was the justification for the pain each of us
endured. I’d liken the pricks of the multi-needled tattoo “burner”
to a small dose of the State’s electric chair. It sort of buzzed into
your flesh, burning, pricking, injecting the vial blue ink
subcutaneously beneath the epidermal layer.
That night, I undressed to the waist. With Mom’s hand
mirror, positioned like a submarine’s periscope, I looked for the
image stamped forevermore as that brand identifying me as a
Lincoln Lion.
`
“There it was.” But…
“Oh…no!”
“It didn’t take.”
Somehow those needles didn’t make the vertical line in
the plus (+) mark dark enough. You couldn’t tell if I was a +
(plus) or – (minus) .
To this day, my fear remains of a hapless ambulance tech
finding me prostrate, entangled amidst the carnage of my
Explorer.
“Yes, there it is. He was one of those Lincoln School
kids. Shoot him full of his blood type. A-NEGATIVE!”
Agh!
No, the card wasn’t an official acknowledgement of my
blood type, though they did give me one just before that
branding.
But, considering what I know historically about my
classmates, (A half century has passed.) to my knowledge, not
one has benefited in the way the nurse said we would from
getting that tattoo.
Another of Lincoln School’s required medical procedures
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was the Hair and Scalp Surveillance Exam, a most bizarre and
humiliating undertaking, sure to encourage a case of “hookey”
the day it was scheduled.
The dreadful process was confined to a dark closet in the
nurse’s office. The juvenile subject sat rigidly erect. Gloved in
latex, the nurse deftly raked a comb-like sickle in slow random
swipes through the subject’s head-hair. Her other hand grasped
some kind of light-ray device that looked like a prop from a
Frankenstein movie. A supernatural appearing pinkish-purplish
beam flooded her view of the scalp so that the entire room lit up
as though nurse and subject were encapsulated in a pink
Christmas tree light.
The comb-light apparatus was said to ferret from the scalp
hidden vermin like lice, dandruff, and colonies of indescribable
microscopic and , of course, potentially fatal bacterium cultures.
But it was my mother’s dire warning which most terrified my
tender psyche,
“Don’t wear another kid’s hat or you’ll get the
RINGWORM!”
My deepest fear was the nurse’s surveillance beam
uncovering amongst my crue-cut hair follicles, a full-blown,
advanced, final stage, terminal, metastasized, untreatable, fatal
case of that unspeakable contagion RINGWORM!
When the nurse gave her prognosis, I sighed in relief.
The note sent home said only, “Jerry, has dry scalp. Try another
shampoo.”
For yet another year, I was RINGWORM free!
That card mentioned earlier was not the scalp exam result.
It was much more dire.
Those annual darkroom parasitic searches spawned
unforgettable tales among the waiting victims. Perhaps, this was
the genesis of that tapeworm story often told in hushed tones of
disgust and derision. More likely it was a result of reading the
tri-fold health education flyer sent home with each of us.
In this “worm-warning-tri-fold” was a sketch of the stepby-step tape-worm infection process. What began with walking
out-doors barefooted, progressed through the stages of tape-worm
infection, including maturation of the worm, and ultimate
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intestinal infestation in the host human carrier. The closest thing
I could compare to the descriptive process would be those early
1960s lunar landing posters showing the launch into Earth orbit,
trans-lunar injection (the journey to the Moon), and the ultimate
Moon landing.
In comparison, launch for these tape-worms was your
naked feet. Innocently stepping on a nest of their lava was the
same as launching them into the cosmos of your body. Like the
Moon mission, the second stage worms climb intravenously into
and up your legs. Their mission success comes when the morbid
beasts reach your bowels, i.e., stomach, colon, intestines, large
and small, as well as your throat. At that time, comes the
momentous words, “The tapeworms have landed!” along with
the sequent pronouncement of the child, “Mom, I’ve Got a
Problem.”
The ravishes of a tape-worm colony sucks the
nourishment of Mom’s daily three course meals of salad, meat,
and desert into growing longer and longer worms. The flyer said
the tapeworm was a “parasite” but the person was a “host”. This
had to be a lousy name for the affected person. My idea of a
host was a person who invited a guest into his home. Certainly,
no one would welcome the visit of a tapeworm.
But the horror story heard often about the Lincoln School
campus dealt with a method for getting the tapeworms, off-themoon, i.e., out of the body and back to Earth. It seemed that a
wholly tapeworm infested family, moved into the neighborhood
from the south, i.e. from across the Creek. (These were, of
course, not Brantwoodians.)
Despite enormous helpings of pig jowls, collard greens,
liver, and wild possum meat, the “youngin’s” were “wasting
away,” thin as an Indiana corn stalk. Apparently, scores of miles
of tapeworm torsos serpentined through each child, from gullet
to anus, consuming most of that southern cooking.
Now, these southerners were more worldly wise than
Brantwoodians, finding kindred wisdom among the HammondHessville populace, not needing medication, surgery, or
mechanical means for tapeworm deliverance, the extracting of
the elongated beasts. “The milk-cure would save those kids.”
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These southerners must have been neighbors of Shep’s
coarse Bumpus clan, but their remedy for tapeworm dated back
to the Lewis and Clark Expedition. Those pioneers knew well
the medical benefits of the “milk-cure” just as surely as the fatal
consequences of the “milk sick”, an early form of milk
malignance that killed within a day of consuming the cow’s
contagion.
Unknown to Brantwoodians, tapeworms cannot resist
warm foamy milk any more than a Wabash Street Wino can
cheap wine. That gaggle of southern kids kneeled down, side by
side, mouths open wide so not to obstruct the passage of those
tapeworms. A red wood picnic bench sat beneath their four open
mouths. The process required each child to breathe solely
through the nostrils of the nose. This prevented the trekking
tapeworms from choking the hosts, i.e., the children.
A shallow pan was placed on the bench before each of the
infected tapeworm carriers.
From the kitchen came the
irresistible tapeworm pottage, a porridge of warm foamy Pleasant
View Homogenized Dairy Milk.
The return to Earth phase was ponderous for the worm as
well as the juvenile host. It was said, to consume several hours
of gagging, vomiting, choking, spitting, screaming and moaning.
But, be assured, the mission was always completed successfully.
Needless to say, I seldom walked bare footed outside 8728
Woodward Avenue.
This had to be one of those “urban legend” tales that
today’s Internet blog-sites parrot. But in 1950, at Lincoln
School, validation true or false was impossible. My Dad had
sort of a fetish for these kinds of ghastly and altogether
nauseating stories. His favorite, supposedly true, reminds me of
A Christmas Story scene where the Bumpus’ hounds devour the
family Christmas turkey.
Again, a nameless family of unfortunates surrounded the
Thanksgiving feast prepared by the clan’s mother. The center
piece, as expected, was the 20 pound turkey, cooked hours
overnight to a tender, juicy perfection.
Because of the family’s generosity, wanting to share their
modest blessings, (After all, it was Thanksgiving!) they had
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invited a street person from the tawdry real estate under the
Ridge Road Creek bridge. This child of ill-fortune is given the
honored seat at the head of the table.
To begin, the perfunctory blessing is said over the manna
placed before them. Then, the pitch fork sized turkey fork is
lifted, poised to spear the big bird’s chest, preparatory to drawing
and quartering the bird in traditional Thanksgiving butchery. That
is when it happened. It was the guest interloper, not really his
fault, but, nevertheless, just as terrible. There are sneezes and
there are SNEEZES of which the event was of the awful latter
case, a spewing, harking, quaking, inner rumbling of phlegm and
expectorant blasting from the vagrant’s mouth, lips, and nasal
passages with such force as to be the envy of the hosers of the
BVFD, the Brantwood Volunteer Fire Department.
The glistening golden brownish hairless chest skin of the
family bird caught the brunt of the blast, instantly bathed in the
slimy, foamy saliva, mucus and general mixture of Mogen David
and less pricey imbibings. The Turkey’s chest color had changed
hue from golden brown to a creamy, silvery white. Like an
oyster, it was slimy to touch. Only the bird’s large size had
shielded the family from residual exhaust leaking pass the fowl’s
carcass.
At once, the smiling facades of the hungry feasters
darkened with thoughts not unlike those entertained by
incarcerated felons awaiting their final meal. What choice was
there but to lift the contaminated bird, its platter, along with the
stuffing falling from its open neck wound from the table? The
only alternative was for the fowl to be washed, reheated, and reserved? And so it was.
Dad enjoyed the conclusion of his tale, watching the
grimace on my face when I asked, “What happened then?”
“That night the entire family, except for the vagrant, came
down with the dysentery.”
I didn’t know what that word meant and didn’t want to
show my ignorance so I found it in the dictionary. It meant “a
sickness in the lower bowels, with diarrhea that becomes mucous
and hemorrhagic.” Now, I didn’t know what hemorrhagic meant
either. So I looked it up. The definition reveals just how
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repulsive Dad’s tale was. It meant a discharge of blood. “What a
Thanksgiving that must have been!”
Enough of Dad’s fantastic stories, the sad look on Mom’s
face, her measured, carefully chosen words as she handed me that
card told me it was not the stuff of tattoos, hair lice, worms, or
stressed bowels. It had to be life threatening, and it was…
Next to Polio, the grim reaper stalking Brantwoodian
youth in the 50s was the dreaded malady Tuberculosis. TB for
short. No one escaped those screening X-rays at Lincoln School.
Some kind of a huge rolling van docked like an oil-tanker in the
parking lot. It looked more like one of those Oscar Meyer
Wiener Mobiles than a medical diagnostic facility.
The 400 Lincoln Lions and Lionesses filed in line for
several days hearing those words, “Inhale deeply young man.
Hold your breath. Yes, its cold on your chest but only for a
moment. Be patient.” The shutoff of the machine’s buzz, with
the simultaneous and abrupt, “NEXT STUDENT!” told me it
was O.K. to step back, put my shirt back on and leave.
Except for that icy contact with my bare skin, the test was
no more bothersome than the shoe-fit X-ray diagnostic machine
at the Highland Department Store.
At least that X-ray-er
showed my toes wagging in my Tom McCann’s while I watched.
I didn’t need a card to come in the mail weeks later telling me my
shoes fit.
The card came two weeks to the day the X-Ray-Mobile
motored North onto Highway 41, perhaps, in route to Shep’s
Warren G. Harding Elementary School in Hessville, 5 miles
closer to Lake Michigan’s shores than Lincoln School. There,
other mere youths in the prime of life might, also, receive the
same card…”We have found a suspicious indication of a
potential problem on your recent chest x-ray.
See your physician immediately. Lake County Medical
X-ray Community Services.
At once, the scene of a choking, convulsing Tiny Tim
came to mind, immediately followed by Boy’s Town’s Father
Flanagan at Mickey Rooney’s bedside ministering last rites. I
protested out loud, “Mom, I can’t have TB, its winter. The
Wicker Park pool’s been empty for three months.” My thinking
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had made that pool the single and only place on planet Earth one
could contract Polio, Tuberculosis, Whooping Cough, and lessermaladies like Cancer, Typhoid, or Cholera.
My official Doctor Kildare immediately became World
Book page 8192 of volume 16 which was “T” among the lettered
volumes of our set of Encyclopedias. Carefully, I studied its
prognosis. I was not comforted by these words, “Tuberculosis is
one of the most serious infectious diseases, and today…causes
about one tenth of ALL HUMAN DEATHS…sometimes called
THE WHITE PLAGUE because it is SO DEADLY…It may
attack all INCOME GROUPS. (Even Brantwoodians!)
The worst was yet to come from my good Doctor World
Book. “Many a child has been infected by careless spitting of
others.”
“My God,” I thought, “Dad’s Thanksgiving story could
have had a much worse conclusion than dysentery. It might have
been TB infecting the family.”
Then came the symptoms, “chills, fever, pain in the chest,
cough, labored breathing, and lung congestion.” (I had them all
though it was likely from simply breathing the polluted “yellowtinged air which hung over the steel mills.)
“So,” I wondered, “What stops the symptoms and heals
the disease?” Again, my Dr. World Book Volume T, M.D.
minced no words. Its “bedside” manner was as subtle as a root
canal, “These symptoms last four to twelve weeks ending in
DEATH. THERE IS NO KNOWN CURE.”
I was a “dead boy walking”! Likely, I wouldn’t make it
to summer vacation. No Camp Pokagon this year, no more
Wicker Park pool. I couldn’t even retaliate and give the guy
whose sputum I walked through back his stupid disease.
On the World Book page was a 5X7 inch photo of that
cumbersome x-ray machine, x-raying a young woman with a
nurse standing close by pushing the woman against that cold
framework. The apparatus looked like something the Merciless
Ming would subject my hero Flash Gordon to endure. Closely, I
studied the photo’s caption, hoping against hope, for some hidden
flaw in the process, “The X-Ray is a Quick Way to Detect
Tuberculosis, it shows SPOTS ON THE LUNGS.”
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“God no,” I wept, “That’s what the post card says, “a
spot was on my x-ray.” It was over for me. If I’d only have had
a less serious malady like a mile long tapeworm feeding on
Mom’s predictable Thursday liver dinner, or a Ring Worm
infestation that kept a nylon woman’s stocking over my hair for
the rest of my life to keep me from infecting others, or if I’d only
had lice, or bed bugs, or leeches, or pin worms…anything but
TUBERCULOSIS!”
I read on: Sometimes victims survived a bit more than 12
weeks, but in such cases, “No child should live in a room where
he can infect another with this dreaded disease.”
At once, the scene imaged before me. I was prostrate in
a hospital bed, a plastic tent over me, attendants attired in defcon
space suits bringing my last meal. I was a “Typhoid Jerry!”
Knowing death certain within the school year, I felt my
eyes begin to tear, “I wouldn’t even make 2nd Class Scout, I’d
die a lowly Tenderfoot member of the Eagle Patrol.
About to close Volume 16, I noticed the following topic,
“Tuberculosis Society of America.” One of their fund raising
methods was offering Christmas stamps. “Small consolation,” I
fretted “if I died within the 4 week window of survival, I just
might become a listed victim for the year 1954.”
The saying goes, “A coward dies a thousand deaths but a
brave man but once.” By the time of the scheduled retest on a
hospital’s X-ray machine, I was well on my way to that thousand
count. But my symptoms were not getting worse. Perhaps, the
steel workers were striking and the open hearth pollutants had
abated, but things were definitely improved.
The retest confirmed it. It found no evidence of
Tuberculosis. I would not die a Tenderfoot after all.
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The Nurse's Office Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry received a package in the mail.
(T)rue or (F)alse
_______ 2. Jerry’s mother worried he’d get________.
a. AIDS
b. Polio
c. Impetigo
d. Pinworms
_______ 3. The Wicker Park Pool saved Jerry from?
a. TB
b. sunburn
c. influenza
d. drowning
________ 4. Brantwoodians avoided the pool.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. Jerry's mother didn't want him
swimming in the Wicker Park Pool
because _______.
a. Gangs might do him harm.
b. He'd be run over by a car walking
to the pool.
c. He'd catch a disease.
d. Some kids went to the bathroom in
the water.
________ 6. Why did the nurse tattoo the students?
a. So they could be identified if they
were kidnapped.
b. It was a fad which made them
distinct as Lincoln Lions like
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wearing a school sweat shirt
with the mascot on it.
c. To identify their blood type for a
transfusion if they had an
accident.
d. To help them distinguish their right
side from their left.
________ 7. How did Jerry discover his tattoo was
flawed?
a. He bruised his side and the
nurse told him
about it.
b. He used his mom's hand mirror to
see it.
c. A friend saw it at the Wicker Park
Pool and
laughed about it.
d. It started festering and itching
causing him to ask his
mom to look at it.
________ 8. What was the purpose of the nurse's
hair and scalp exam?
a. To make sure students were not
violating the hair style code of
the 1950s at Lincoln School,
that is, no Elvis Presley
type hair styles.
b. To send a note home that the
student needed a haircut.
c. To suggest the right kind of
shampoo for the student's hair.
d. To find evidence of scalp and hair
disease or parasites.
_________ 9. What did Jerry compare the tapeworm
infection process to?
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a. Jules Verne's book, A Journey to
the Center of the Earth.
b. The three little bears' eating their
mother's porridge.
c. Finding his way out of a haunted
house maze.
d. Neil Armstrong's Eagle spacecraft
landing on the Moon.
________ 10. What did the vagrant do to the turkey?
a. Slipped a drumstick into his pocket.
b. Named it Oscar Meyer.
c. Patted it on its chest.
d. Expectorated on its carcass.
_________ 11. The card that came in the mail said
______.
a. Jerry might have polio.
b. Jerry had won the lottery.
c. Jerry had ring worm.
d. Jerry might have TB.
_________ 12. Jerry decided to investigate what the
card said by______.
a. Calling the doctor.
b. Asking the school nurse.
c. Examining volume 16, pg. 8192 of
the encyclopedia.
d. Watching Dr. Kildare on television.
_________ 13. What did Jerry NOT think about his
fate?
a. No Camp Pokagon this year.
b. No more Wicker Park Pool.
c. He was a “dead boy walking.”
d. He felt sorry for the person who he
thought gave him the disease.
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_________ 14. What disease or malady did Jerry
most fear?
a. a mile long tapeworm.
b. ring worm
c. Tuberculosis
d. pin worms
_________ 15. Jerry began to cry because _______.
a He would not be able to have the
hair/scalp exam again next
year.
b. He'd thought he'd die a lowly
Tenderfoot Boy Scout.
c. He'd miss his mom's calf liver
dinners on Thursday nights.
d. He'd never be able to experience
the tapeworm milk cure.
_________ 16. Who would you rather be in the
story?
a. One of the family at the
Thanksgiving dinner.
b. The kid whose “spew” Jerry
thought he's stepped in at the
pool.
c. One of the kids taking the “milk
cure.”
d. Jerry
_________ 17. Who among those listed below are
not Jerry's hero?
a. Flash Gordon
b. The television cowboy hero
Hopalong Cassidy.
c. Frankenstein
d. Dr. Kildare
_________ 18. What saying impressed Jerry?
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a. “Dead men tell no tales.”
b. “Stupid is as stupid does.”
c. “A coward dies a thousand
deaths...”
d. “What you don't know can't hurt
you.”
_________ 19. Jerry's symptoms improved because
______.
a. There was less pollution in the air.
b. They were imagined, and he
stopped being fearful.
c. He was resigned to dying and
stopped worrying.
d. He really didn't have TB.
_________ 20. The major anecdotes in The Nurse's
Office did NOT include ____.
a. The story of the vagrant at the
Thanksgiving dinner.
b. The tapeworm cure being
administered to infected
children.
c. The nurse's hair/scalp exam being
conducted.
d. Experiencing the Lincoln School
tattooing.
e. Receiving the wrong type blood
after an automobile accident.
f. A ricocheting BB breaking Jerry’s
glasses
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The Nurse’s Office Vocabulary List
Word
1. paranoia
2. inexplicable
3. desperado
4. perfunctory
5. acquiesced
6. vigilance
7. miniscule
8. syncopated
9. subcutaneously
10. epidermal
11. prostrate
12. metastasized
13. prognosis
14. genesis
15. derision
16. maturation
17. intravenously
18. parasite

19. host
20. torsos
21. serpentined
22. malignance
23. trekking
24. fetish
25. nauseating
26. interloper

Synonym
fear
puzzling
desperate criminal
routine
agreed
alert watchfulness
extremely small
irregularly sounded
under the skin
outer
to lay flat on the ground
spread
forecast of the course of a
disease (prediction)
origin
ridicule
becoming fully developed
in a vein
an animal or plant living on or
in another animal or
plant
the animal or plant in or on
which a parasite lives
bodies
snaked, wove (coined word)
a deadly thing
to travel or migrate
obsession or unnatural desire,
slang hang-up”
sickening
intruder
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27. expectorant
28. facades
29. incarcerated
30. dysentery
31. hemorrhagic

spit or other ejected fluid from
the mouth
faces or fronts
imprisoned
diarrhea
bloody
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Answer Sheet: One Nation Under God
1. _____________ Story: The Nurse’s Office
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Matching Quiz: The Nurse’s Office
Word
1.____ paranoia
2.____ inexplicable
3.____ desperado
4.____ perfunctory
5.____ acquiesce
6.____ vigilance
7.____ miniscule
8.____ syncopated
9.____ subcutaneously
10.___ epidermal
11.____prostrate
12.____metastasize
13.____prognosis
14.____genesis
15.____derision
16.____maturation
17.____intravenously
18.____parasite
19.____host
20.____torso
21.____serpentine
22.____malignance
23.____trekking
24.____fetish
25.____nauseating
26.____interloper
27.____expectorant
28.____facade
29.____ incarcerate
30.____dysentery
31.____hermorrhagic

Synonym
a. irregularly sounded
b. becoming fully developed
c. ridicule
d. agree
e. outer
f. stretched out flat
g. spread of a disease
h. one who feeds another
i. fear
j. in a vein
k. forecast, prediction
l. body
m. deadly thing
n. alert watchfulness
o. one who lives off another
p. puzzling
q. snake or weave
r. obsession, unnatural desire
s. routine
t. sickening
u. extremely small
v. spread
w. desperate criminal
x. origin
y. under the skin
z. spit
aa. front
bb. imprison
cc. bloody
dd. intruder
ee. travel, migrate
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The Across the Tracks Girl

Hessville, Shepland, was across these tracks
Jerry Woodfill
“Why couldn’t I like a Brantwood girl?” There were
plenty of Brantwood sixth grade girls at Lincoln Grade School.
But only one girl attracted me…a ravishing blond, beautiful
before the time when girls should look like movie stars. But she
wasn’t from Brantwood. Though she lived only a block beyond
the tracks bordering Lincoln School’s campus, she was definitely
from across the Monon Railroad tracks.
I was eleven years old, solidly in the years of parental
consent so that I couldn’t drink, drive, join the army, or marry
without it. But I was a dutiful child. For me, the legalities of
parental consent extended far beyond the courts.
Mom’s
influence, though unspoken, put Catholic and Democrat women
off limits. (She was both a rabid Republican and Missouri Synod
Lutheran.)
I wasn’t sure about her thoughts on nonBrantwoodian girls. Conveniently, I wouldn’t ask about it.
Now the dilemma was that which vexed all courtships, “I
like her, but does she like me?” Only Adam was free of such
uncertainly. God made an offer Adam couldn’t turn down…it
was the only one he had, Eve. But I had options, even among
the Brantwoodians. And later I would come to my senses and
date only Brantwoodian women. For now, no girl on the planet
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equaled the girl from across the tracks. I don’t recall how I
showed my admiration, but somehow it was known among my
sixth grade classmates.
My primitive courtship techniques make me think I’d
been better suited as a spy rather than a NASA engineer. Here’s
why: To gather evidence that my “across the tracks” girl liked
me, I devised a test. The basis for the test was whether a girl
looked your way more than other competitors. I examined
myself. Didn’t my eyes track her every move because I liked her.
Of course, I’d been careful to only glance, lest she know of my
admiration. Likewise, she should be looking my way more than
others.
If I could collect data confirming my theory, I would have
sure evidence I was her favorite. With such proof, I would have
the confidence to ask her for a date. (At NASA we call such a
feasibility study, i.e., arranging two trial scenarios. In this case,
the options were: Does she most often look at me or other boys
in the class?)
With a 2006 video cell phone, the assessment would have
been quite easy. But in 1955, the closest means of clandestine
surveillance was a make-shift rear viewing mirror. Actually, it
was the paring knife Mom packed with my lunch. Its purpose was
for pealing my apple, but I had other more useful plans. The
knife was ideal, having a shinny three quarter inch wide blade. I
practiced orienting the blade’s pitch, roll and yaw with respect to
my classmates’ seats. Only desks behind and in adjacent rows
could be viewed.
The initial scan was sobering. The third row to my right,
four seats to the rear sat a massive sixth grade girl. The term now
used to describe her is “morbidly obese.” Her eyes bored into the
back of my head like the cross-hairs of an assassin’s rifle scope.
She definitely, by my hypothesis, liked me.
“Better beware not to encourage her affections,” was my
thought.
Applying a thirty degrees yaw to my left captured a
classmate mining for a “booger” in the recesses of his right
nostril. Apparently, the excavation was an arduous task. This
was the kind that came out only by a vibratory, rotational, jack-
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hammer-like, scrapping using the little finger as a combination
awl and flat blade screw driver. It so repulsed me that I
immediately pitched my periscope-like blade 30 degrees
downward. His shoes came in view.
He was sock-less.
“Probably one of those southern interlopers,” I’d heard about
them moving into the trailer park across the tracks.
“Where was the object of my surveillance? Yesterday,
her desk had been at the far side of the room, the door side,
about eight to ten seats from the blackboard. Since I was toward
the front, in the third seat, an orientation control operation equal
to any performed by astronauts in route to the Moon would be
required.
Having made two scans, I feared my intent would be
obvious. Stealthily, I slid the knife-blade under my Redman
Yellow lined paper pad. I would try again later.
Another opportunity was not to be that day. That
afternoon the event which brought inexplicable fear into each of
my classmates for years to come happened. It had to do with the
after lunch recess. One would think that fifteen minutes of semicontrolled riotous uproar would be insufficient to merit a major
playground felony. Perhaps, the extended half hour recess would
be ample time for such crime. But fifteen minutes? Only
misdemeanors could be perpetrated in so brief a period. Yet, that
day, wild lawless confusion reigned on Lincoln School grounds.
It is a fact of male/female maturation that sixth grade girls
are more than equal physically and in every other way than males
of like age. Biology ordains the age of a sixth grader as sort of a
peaking in girls’ heights overall size, strength and innate
craftiness. This characteristic led to sort of a gang culture among
my classmates, the girls versus boys, a pair of gangs composed of
30 eleven and twelve year old playground fighters.
The carnage remains memorable even now. I was
captured by the enemy, a gaggle of five Amazon-like-female
fighters, the morbidly obese one among my pursuers. My
comrades, incensed by the five to one mismatch, rallied.
Tossing my captives down, pulling their hair, even hurling
playground rocks (hauled on site from the depths of the Wabash
River bed) at the ravenous pack of she-wolves freed me from
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incarceration.
My recollection was that each army of 15 had a place of
incarceration for captives. Ours was the ten foot tall iron “jungle
gym”, a maze of iron bars, not unlike the Lake County Jail.
Theirs was a covered open sided porch-like room in the side of
Lincoln School. (I guessed it was designed to shield students
from rain during recess.)
The school principal was returning from lunch at exactly
the moment my comrades launched that counter attack which
extricated me from savage feminine tortures. (One boy said he’d
been kissed on the cheek while imprisoned.) Seeing the rock
throwing, throw downs, and hair pulling of those abused girls
was his only evidence of misdeeds. He had not witnessed the ten
fold greater violence wrecked upon our numbers earlier.
Immediately, he concluded the male gang must be punished to
the fullest extent of 1950s style corporal academic punishment.
The principal delegated our teacher as judge and jury.
After informing him of our charges, the principal assigned him
the punishment determination as well as the execution phase of
the process. Well I knew of these types of judicial juvenile
academic proceedings. In the past, I was often the subject of
swift retribution from a cranky teacher. ( She had skipped her
morning coffee.)
My weasel-like yips and chuckles in at least two instances
aggravated a female educator beyond her limit. She would
forego a gentle request of, “Please be quiet, Jerry?” Both
teachers responded with the usual in my case, a cutting slash of
the palm of their hands against the side of my face.
Of the two slapping blows in subsequent years, the second
might have been fatal. It was administered by a woman twice
the size of that actress who played the lead roll in “Throw Mama
Off the Train.” The blow caught me unaware. It had the impact
of one of those karate chops which would become popular in
America twenty years later. Fortunately, I slumped in my chair,
sort of like a drunk driver who survives an automobile accident
because his muscles are relaxed and pliable when the jolting
impact of a collision occurs.
She swung that open pork-chop (actually more the size of
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a beef-chop) hand extended from her outstretched arm like Sam
Sneed swung his driver on a 600 yard par five. It caught the left
side of my face, from behind the ear to the tip of the chin. My
slumped, limp 120 pound body recoiled upward and toward the
aisle. Only the cross arm of the desk supporting the writing
surface kept me from flying into the aisle atop Eddie Catchet,
my friend across the aisle.
But this day’s punishment promised to, at least, equal my
karate chopping teacher’s. Our judge and jury of one offered a
plea bargain. Those who repented by offering both an apology
and confession of the name of the “ring-leader” would receive a
suspended sentence. Proudly, not one of our magnificent fifteen
warriors stepped forward.
“Alright then,” he grinned the smile of the actor who
played the Boston Strangler and continued,
“All of you boys line up shoulder to shoulder facing the
blackboard.”
Each of us fought off irrational fearful thoughts as to the
extent of the punishment. These were the days of the Korean
War. We all knew of the death marches, the water tortures, not to
mention psychological punishment called “brain washing.”
Perhaps, brain washing might yet be administered for one
of us to “rat” on a friend.
Apparently, all of us would receive the same punishment.
I looked around the room. No paddle in sight. No “cat of nine
tails.” Fortunately, my knife remained hidden under my writing
pad. The blackboard pointer rested against the chalk ledge, but it
had a rubber tip. It would do little harm as a device for corporal
punishment.
Then I saw the torturer’s weapon, the terminator’s
enforcer. This would not be easy to endure. Our executioner
spoke, “Each of you extend your arms, elbows at your waist,
forearms side-by-side, palms of your hands facing the floor,
knuckles up.”
“Oh, no! It’s the awful knuckles-rapping-ruler torture.”
Only the suturing of an open wound compared with the
pain felt from the wood ruler knuckle rap. No fleshly buffer
protected the knuckles as did the fatty tissue covering the nerves
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of the buttocks.
“If only that three foot plank used by my third grade
teacher had been available,” but it wasn’t.
Anger welled up within the deep recesses of my spirit,
“Those evil girl savages deserve this not me.”
“Each of you will receive three raps for your offense.”
The trite clique followed,
“Let this be a lesson to you.”
My thought was, “How can this be a lesson? A lesson of
injustice? No judge and jury of our peers? Our gang should be
freed as NOT GUILTY!”
I was the middle felon in the line of the fifteen guilty.
The greatest trauma came to those who imagined the pain as
administration of the ruler-knuckle-rapping began.
The teacher, perhaps, fearing doing too much damage
began with modest blows to the knuckles. When his victims
failed to at least grimace, choke slightly, clench teeth, or let out a
brief cry, the subsequent blows became more fierce in lashing
force. As a result I couldn’t tell whether subsequent victims felt
pain commensurate with their screams or were bluffing. My
assessment? It was a little of both.
However, most disconcerting were the chuckles, smiles,
grins, mock screams, and general obnoxious sounds from the
gallery of fifteen she-devil onlookers. I relished the thought of
our next encounter. We’d lock the lot of them with chicken-wire
mesh behind the jungle-gym bars of our playground prison.
Eddie was receiving his “raps of correction.” My time
had come. I looked into my teacher’s face as he raised his
weapon of destruction, my boney knuckles naked in the path of
the twelve inch guillotine.
Suddenly, I saw it, if only for a fleeting moment. His
right eye lid sort of winked at me as he brought that ruler-likemachete down in macabre fashion. ( It had a 12 inch long metal
ribbon inserted in a slot along its length.)
I don’t know how to explain what happened next except
to liken it to those late night wrestling matches seen on television.
The combatants strike with blows that, by all appearances, might
kill a normal person, yet are endured with such resilience that
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their only impact is a grunt or scream. I always wondered if
those wrestlers were really wrestling or were behaving like
movie stunt men acting out a stunt.
I think my teacher had the skill of those wrestlers. Every
one of his ruler-knuckle-raps swung downward like Lash
LaRue’s snake whip, but felt no more painful than a rubber ruler.
I, like my comrades, let out a horrifying death-like guttural groan
after each blow. Was I alone in receiving the reprieve, or, did
others? I would never learn.
But what happened next had to be a Providential act of
the highest order.
With his most serious voice, he said,
“Now in order to prevent such fighting on the playground
in the future.”
This would be added punishment for our transgressions…
“I am rearranging our room seating. No boy will sit next
to another boy. No girl will be beside another girl.”
And then,
“Jerry, I’ll begin with you. Sit in the seat by the door.”
Then the miraculous,
“And beside you I’m seating Sherry Jones.”
“Wow, no more knife needed, the across the tracks girl
is my seat mate.”
And best of all, her smile said it all. She wanted to sit by
me as much I wanted to sit by her.
Weeks later, the across the tracks girl was to be my first
date ever.
That was the best punishment I ever had…
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“Cross the Tracks Girl”

Members of the Lincoln Gangs

The Across the Tracks Girl Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of questions.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s girlfriend was a neighbor.
(T)rue or (F)alse
_______

2.

Jerry’s Mother thought “mixed dating”
was? ______
a. dating a girl across the tracks
b. dating a Catholic or Democrat
c. dating someone from another school
d. dating someone of a different nationality

_______ 3. Jerry was repulsed by a classmate’s____?
a. Belching
b. Vomiting
c. Spitting
d. Boogering
________ 4. One of the girls who captured Jerry was:
a. morbidly obese
b. a junior lady wrestler
c. Mary Poppins
d. 13 years old, she’d failed twice
________ 5. Jerry tried to discover whether a girl
liked him by _______.
a. asking his friends to ask her
b. having his mother call her mother
c. counting the times she lined up for
lunch near him
d. secretly watching her reflection in a
mirror-like device
________ 6. Why did Jerry and his friends receive a
punishment?
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a. They had been tardy returning from
recess.
b. Someone had seen them harm girls
on the playground..
c. They had posted inappropriate
graffiti in the teachers’ lounge.
d. A Whoopy Cushion had been
placed in the teacher’s chair.
________ 7. How did Jerry discover his teacher
was bluffing?
a. The knuckle rap didn’t hurt very
much.
b. His friends let out frightening
unnatural screams.
c. He knew corporal punishment was
forbidden in 1950s grade
schools.
d. An eyelid flickered.
________ 8. Why did Jerry survive the slapping
blow inflicted on him by his
teacher?
a. He’d seen a wrestling match where
the combatants stiffened their
bodies.
b. He used his Geography Book as a
shield.
c. He was a junior black-belt in
Karate.
d. His limp body was held in place by
his desk.
_________ 9. With what did Jerry compare the
punishment?
a. The Indiana electric-chair.
b. A hangman’s noose.
c. A guillotine.
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d. A mouse-trap
________ 10. What did the teacher additionally do
to prevent classroom disorder?
a. Assigned one boy to “tell-on”
talking girls and one boy to
tattle on boys. .
b. Turned all the chairs around to spy
on students from behind for
mischief. .
c. Played the radio program THE
SHADOW KNOWS to
frighten the class
into proper behavior.
d. Assigned seating so that boys
sat beside girls in adjacent
rows
_________ 11. What were the “raps of correction?”
a. Slang for (w)rappings of ribbon
about the wrists in “handcuff”
fashion for punishment
b. Blows to the knuckles
c. A snare-drum beat made famous
by a prison band
d. Gentle pats administered by a
parent for “Fs” in conduct
_________ 12. Sam Sneed was a ______.
a. Golfer
b. Rock’n Roll lead singer
c. Famous radio star of a detective
series
d. A cartoon character akin to a fox
who always sneezed
_________ 13. What did Jerry NOT think about his
punishment?
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a. Is was just.
b. The girls’ gang, he deemed as the
“She Devils,” should
have been punished instead.
c. The verdict of the school honor
court, a jury of his peers, was
unjust.
d. The teacher had chosen an
altogether humane
punishment.
_________ 14. What punishment did Jerry equate to
the teacher’s?
a. water torture
b. whipping
c. stitching an open wound
d. paddling
_________ 15. Jerry yelled aloud because _______.
a the pain was severe
b. he wanted his friends to think the
blows hurt
c. yelling before he was struck might
cause his teacher to ease the
blows
d. his stomach cramped as a result of
the school lunch he ate before
recess
_________ 16. Why was Jerry slapped by his
teacher?
a. She was a robust woman practicing
Martial Arts.
b. Jerry was mistaken for his friend,
Eddie Catchet, the actual
talker.
c. Jerry’s talking in class required
punishment.
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d. The teacher missed her coffee that
morning.
_________ 17. Who of the listed cowboy actors
below reminded Jerry of the
punishment ?
a. Tom Mix
b. Hopalong Cassidy.
c. Lash LaRue
d. Roy Rogers
_________ 18. What evil criminal did the teacher
remind Jerry of?
a. John Dillinger
b. Goldfinger
c. The Boston Strangler
d. Charles Manson
_________ 19. Jerry's plan for revenge upon the
girl gang was to…
a. lying that the girls were seen smoking
behind the janitor’s shed
b. put a fake grass snake in their lunch sacks
c. incarcerate them with “chicken-wire”
inside the playground jungle-gym.
d. put chewing gum on their desk seat.
_________ 20. To what did Jerry compare a
student’s act of “boogerremoval?” ____.
a. a surgical procedure requiring
extreme dexterity.
b. a doctor’s prostate examination
c. removing a scab from a sore
d. mining with a screw-driver.
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Word List
1. primitive
2. dutiful
3. clandestine
4. feasibility
5. scenario
6. adjacent
7. obese
8. vexed
9. surveillance
10. misdemeanor
11. felon
12. maturation
13. ravenous
14. incarceration
15. retribution
16. irrational
17. obnoxious
18. machete
19. resilience
20. guttural

crude, coarse, simple
obedient
secret
practicality
situation
next to, beside
overweight
troubled
spying
minor misdeed or petty crime
crook, lawbreaker
growth, age
zealous
imprisonment
revenge
not logical, crazy
distasteful, unlikable
large heavy knife used as tool
elasticity
throaty, harsh
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Answer Sheet: One Nation Under God
1. _____________ Story: Cross Tracks Girl
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Matching Vocabulary Test: Across the Tracks Girl
1.____ primitive
2.____ dutiful
3. ____ clandestine
4.____ feasibility
5.____ scenario
6.____ adjacent
7.____ obese
8.____ vexed
9.____ surveillance
10.____misdemeanor
11.____felon
12.____maturation
13.____ravenous
14.____incarceration
15.____retribution
16.____irrational
17.____obnoxious
18.____machete
19.____resilience
20.____guttural

a. next to, beside
b. zealous
c. practicality
d. imprisonment
e. troubled
f. crude, coarse, simple
g. minor misdeed, petty crime
h. situation
i. elasticity
j. growth, age
k. revenge
l. overweight
m. crook, lawbreaker
n. spying
o. obedient
p. throaty, harsh
q. secret
r. distasteful, unlikable
s. large knife used as tool
t. not logical, crazy
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The Dirty, the Disgusting, and the Diseased
By Jerry Woodfill

The Slough of Despond, A.K.A. The Pond
“Your skin is ghastly!” Such was the pronouncement of
the dermatologist. His tri-fold told the unhappy tale: “Youthful
exposure to the Sun’s harmful radiation may lead to skin cancer
in later life.” My blemish count eclipsed the most grotesque
Halloween mask’s façade. (When I included face, forearms, and
hands in the tally.)
Dark thoughts of those Japanese exposed to A-bomb
fallout explained my dilemma. Encapsulating my body in a
dermatological sun-protective wardrobe would be useless. Basalcell carcinomes (my word - as in gnomes) would continue to
decorate my face forevermore, i.e., eliminating added outdoor
exposure would not stop the process. Those damnable vermin
had already required planting a quarter-sized donor patch of
cheek skin in the center of my nose. I was no longer an object of
feminine admiration with such a disfigurement.
Yet, I’d earned a measure of respect. Jerry Woodfill was
the “go-to-guy” at my NASA workplace for counseling
colleagues about epidermal afflictions, mole pigmentation, and
like epidermal threats. However, my greatest specialty was
describing the characteristics of basal cells; especially, how mine
had been treated. More than once, I’d provided my doctor’s
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phone number to the concerned among our kind. My quarterly
visits for those liquid-nitrogen-cotton-cue-tip-freezings of
suspicious facial flaws left me scab-faced for days.
This led co-workers to take comfort when I offered the
encouraging words, “Your situation is not near as dire as mine.”
Nevertheless, their dread of my fate soared when I applied a
proactive basal-cell-killer-cream. It was altogether loathsome.
This was the stuff which seeks and finds those carcinomes hiding
among normal cells.
It then executes the hellcats before they perpetrate their
epidermal crimes. The battle was fought on the field of my
complexion. Unfortunately, the catch-22 of the skirmish is not
only extreme itching. A police mug-shot would have my bilious
face looking like a street-wino.
Along with the itch came
shocked stares from my office associates. Mercifully, after a
month, the redness left.
Like historians seeking the origin of ancient bones, I
sought the source of my Sun exposure. Though a half-century
past, at once, the cause came to mind,
“Too much GOLF.”
Sadly, I’d seldom worn my Sam Sneed Dobbs straw hat.
Sam wore his to shield his bald head from the Sun’s rays. My
full head of hair was protection enough. Besides, I’d caddied.
No golfer’s bag-carrier dared sport headwear. Our naked heads
segregated us from our mentors.
But then, it was like the plight of those 1950’s cigarette
devotees, whose habit was deified by cinema stars of the era.
No caveat warning was posted either on packs of Camels or the
caddy shack . There was no “Solar Radiation May be Hazardous
to Your Skin” warning sign. The five bucks I earned for four
hours of weekend golf club carrying has become my 2006
quarterly $300 visits to the skin-clinic. Thankfully, it’s not
something more serious. Had I smoked, it might have been lung
cancer.
However, among our kind, there was a greater health risk
on Wicker Park’s links than sun burn. It was the illicit Moonlight
trespass onto the grounds for what we called golf ball
reclamation. The mischievous doing consisted of retrieving ball-
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booty, hidden treasure, submerged in the depths of Wicker Park’s
water hazard, the par three third hole pond.
The ball-bounty was akin to how lottery jackpots grow.
In early summer, there was a water-ball dearth. Nevertheless,
day-by-day, duffers populated the depths of that sour smelling
reservoir, making the end-of-summer harvest bountiful.
What assured the large prize? It was the unlikely
prospect that any golfer would wade into that slough of despond,
sock-less and shoeless, for a lost ball. Only the Creature from
the Black Lagoon, a horror film shown at the Highland Town
Theater, might dive to such depths to reclaim his $1.25 Titleist.
Seeing schools of threatening water bugs discouraged an
outstretched hand from reaching beneath the dark gray liquid.
And, yet, some braved the waters in search of their errant tee
shot. As a result, more than one over 90s, forty plus handicapper
fell prey to blood sucking leaches. Such creatures affix
themselves to bare feet and hands.
Week by week until the onset of September did the water
hole gather its collection. The well-healed ball-knockers, the
affluent Brantwoodians of the kingdom immediately across
Ridge Road, lost their pricy Spalding Top Flights. Likewise, the
proletarian steel mill ball-toppers from afar, Hessville, dribbled
their Sears Roebuck K-28’s and Podo’s into the pond’s deep.
The former leavings were worthy of professional tournament
competition and the latter - practice range dregs for honing ones
swinging skills.
Remarkably, the spherical multitude, whether expensive
or discount store stock, remained in pristine state, as though just
removed from the three-ball-carton. This had to do with a
golfer’s optimism at the onset of play. Confidence reigned
supreme after the first two holes. “I will surely reach the green
despite that pond, “ was the thought which kept the virgin ball in
play.
Later in the day, with the fatigue of sun, sand, and sloppy
play taking its toll, a “water-ball” of lower pedigree might
substitute for more expensive stock. But because hole one, a long
par five, and hole two, a modest par four, posed little challenge,
confidence reigned. No slashing machete-like-club-head-gash
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had wounded the dimpled skin. The ball of the same highbearing launched heavenward on the first tee remained in play.
Like those who matriculated into America from Ellis
Island, those pond balls became the stuff of democracy, mired
together awaiting the providence of reclamation, new life in
fairway pastures of golfdom.
Some kind of mysterious psychological phenomena had
to be responsible for the host of balls swallowed on that third
hole. Even the illicit mulligan stroke often drowned along with
the first shot into the pond. As a result, the hapless player was
facing a triple bogey with fifteen holes remaining, a sure end to
improving ones handicap. Henceforth, when peril threatened, on
those remaining holes, only the flawed dregs of the bag’s ball
pocket were played. Happily, for us, the pond had claimed its
prize, soon to be our spoils, a pirate’s purse of countless white
dimpled loot!
Why had other marauders failed to raid our treasure?
Surely, during scores of summer nights, some vagrant, an across
the track interloper, might have collected our due. Remarkably,
in the course of many summers, none had. The explanation has
its foundation in a business practice known as risk reward
analysis. Simply put, “Is the risk worth the reward?”
Our risk, though considerable, had built in safety factors.
We were grade school youths within walking distance of the
pond. There was no need to travel from afar, hide an automobile
from the Wicker Park Police or the golf course’s greens-keeper.
The pond was not illuminated, and, as caddies, our sure
knowledge of its location, required no flashlights to find it. The
end-of-summer pond heist was the perfect act of criminality.
Besides, it wasn’t like a bank vault break-in where funds were
missed. No one knew the ball count before and after our
felonious raid.
But our greatest advantage was ignorance, specifically,
ignorance of the risk of disease. We should have known that the
pond’s water held grave consequences for those predisposed to
disease. It was the era of pre-pollution-control. Any lake, creek,
pond, or pool might serve as a neighborhood toilet for all manner
of human and commercial excrement. Bordering the course, less
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than a hundred yards from our beloved pond, was the infamous
CREEK. Tales were told of a vacationer’s discarded match
igniting surface slime with a ghastly napalm-glow.
A puzzling creek phenomena confused me. Where its
waters flowed over a make-shift dam appeared an enormous
cloud of soap-like bubbles. My Dad explained the source,
Mom’s detergent. Our bathtub, washing machine, sinks and
toilets, along with the same from hundreds of neighbors’, flowed
into the Creek.
“That’s one bubble bath, I’ll never take.”
However, most nauseating was watching and smelling the
CREEK from its bank. I saw schools of oblong brown skinned
fish-like masses flowing pass. Moments before, these creatures
had flushed from Brantwood toilets into that ecological tributary
flowing just yards from our pond. Once, I saw a strange tubular
half-foot-long-jelly-fish-like skin deposit itself on the bank. I
asked an older caddy about the creature. At once, he educated me
on the biology of human reproduction in altogether non-medical
textbook terminology.
Each of the course’s eighteen holes had a huge faucet on a
pipe jutting from the ground. I’d watched the greens-keeper
attach a hose and nozzle then spray blast water onto the green in
fire-hose-like fashion.
“Where did the water came from?”
Fortunately, I never got an answer until long after I’d
visited the pond. Both the pond and the green had the same
source, THE CREEK!
Yes, ignorance was, indeed, an advantage. I knew not the
risk, i.e., nothing of the pond’s contaminated contents, of its
potential for contagion, how tuberculosis, polio, even typhoid and
cholera might infect those who raked its bottom for golf ball
treasure.
I was amazed by my first voyage into its waters. Shoeless
and sock-less, I wadded forth, my feet sinking three to five inches
into its muddy bottom. Often, rather than taking steps, I simply
inched through the mire forcing my feet forward. Around my
neck, I’d strapped Mom’s laundry sack using its drawstring as
sort of a hangman’s noose. It draped down my back so I could
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bend at my waist, hands feeling along the muddy bottom for
those dimpled white nuggets. It was as though I was collecting
balls on the practice range, each only inches apart. A better
description would be catching a school of stationary fish, one at a
time, and throwing each into the laundry sack. My excited greed
overcame the fetid smell of the pond’s surface. Besides, I had
trained myself to breathe wholly through my mouth so that
nausea seldom overwhelmed me. That had not been the case on
my first visit. I’d almost vomited in the midst of that tepid slime
until I discovered the mouth breathing alternative.
After an hour’s wading, the catch weighed heavily on my
back, perhaps, a record. However, the prescribed reclamation was
a two-fold process. Most balls lay undisturbed on the mucky
bottom mire. Like an open fairway lie, a swift sweep of the club,
my hand in this case, lofted the ball upward into my bag. These
were the so-called “give-me” grabs, akin to a sure-thing putt to
“hole-out.” A novice water-hole sleuth might conclude his
venture with these gimmes, ignoring the white-dimpled gems
imprisoned beneath the muck. The imbedded jewels covertly
dwelled only inches beneath the quagmire.
Their recovery from the bog tested the meddle of water
hole felons. Though naked feet often mistook lumpy stones for
these projectiles, the accomplished ball-gleaner never failed to
pause for these muddies (as we called them). Extracting them
from their cocoon-like environs validated our art.
Truly, this was not unlike the experience of Neil
Armstrong’s first steps on lunar firmament. Geologist insisted he
immediately grab a “contingency sample”, a moon rock
conveniently collected and deposited in his laundry sack, not
hung about his neck as mine but a leg-pouch sewn onto his space
suit. His was altogether like my plight. Should an unexpected
malfunction of his space suit or Eagle lander ensue, the aborted
mission could bring at least one moon rock home.
However, like Neil’s acquisition of lunar regolith, no
abort appeared imminent such that both gimmes and muddies had
become a heavy but welcome burden. Perhaps, several hundred
Podos, Spaldings, Wilson K-28s, Titleists, and Ben Hogans were
among the collection.
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Even the loathsome bare-handed extraction of those slime
covered muck-balls was proving tolerable. These, I washed in
the pond’s liquid drool, a cleansing agent of sorts for both hand
and ball.
Ignorant of myriad microscopic vermin contained
thereon, I wiped sweat from my forehead with that contaminated
hand. Likewise, it served well as a mosquito-swatter, combating
the swarming beasts attached to my forearms, neck, and face. The
risk/reward ratio was growing with each potential injection of
malaria, encephalitis, and dengue fever.
Capture of perpetrators of my kind was unlikely. This
was before the advent of video surveillance, motion detectors,
golf-course night watchmen, and roaming herds of Dobermans
intent on seizing golf-links trespassers. And who really cared?
This was mischief not the felonious theft of pro-shop
merchandise. However, there had been occasional acts of
vandalism, i.e., ripping off a tee-box ball washer, or inadvertently
strolling over a rain softened green leaving trench marks. For
these nefarious deeds, park police maintained vigilance. From
the road, they swept the dark void with a floodlight attached to
the patrol car’s frame. But the encircling park road was just
distant enough from the ball reservoir to obscure exposure.
Besides, our ball seining stoop-labor posture hid us beneath the
pond’s raised banks.
All these factors lowered that risk/reward ratio. No
clandestine “look-out” accomplice was needed. A gang of one
sufficed. (Thinking of the experience, it was usually a gang of
one person, only me.) I don’t recall often dividing my ill-gotten
cache with others. However, this night, an alarm to “cut and
run” might have saved me.
My later NASA career dealt with Neil Armstrong’s
spacecraft warning system. Aborting a Moon mission in
response to an alarm would save an astronaut’s life. The Apollo
alerts came in two categories: a caution type alarm that danger
was likely but not imminent and a warning type that peril was
imminent requiring immediate action.
I’d always wondered why Wicker Park’s greens had such
a foul odor early in the day. It was as though an unseen load of
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barnyard manure covered the manicured blades of Bermuda
grass. My guess had its origin as a mysterious rancid morning
mildew. In a moment, I was to discover its true cause.
Approaching the green side of the water hazard, I looked
toward the outlying road whose path between the Creek and golf
links defined the perimeter of the course. A slow moving vehicle
ambled along, certainly, not a patrol car, judging from its height,
length and tire complement. The front wheels were dwarfed by
the rear tires.
“How can this be?” I wondered.
“A tractor?”
The only farm nearby was Vandermollen’s rhubarb
patch across Ridge Road from Wicker Park. A wooded picnic
area with playground equipment, bathroom facilities, and brick
barbeque pits separated the golf course from Ridge Road. The
same road which encircled the golf course crossed Ridge Road
into the Vandermollen farm. This was the road patrolled by park
police. Apparently, Herr Vandermollen was on his tractor simply
enjoying a slow joy-ride around the golf course. In a moment, I
planned to walk that route home.
“My heist was complete.” My coffers were overflowing
with ball-booty. Still at ease, I glanced at the tractor. Hopefully,
Mr. Vandermollen had not recognized me or my wicked act of
golf ball reclamation. That would not be good. Unexpectedly,
instead of passing along the boundary road, the head lights of the
mechanical barnyard beast shined my way.
“Had I been seen?” I wondered.
“Perhaps, I had.”
The tractor was now off the road, trekking across the
adjacent fairway toward the polluted pond where I knelt.
Suddenly, the bag of balls felt like a hangman’s noose about my
neck, choking my anxious breathing. There was no doubt I was
being pursued by the farming Dutchman. His were a moral
people, members of the Christian Reformed sect of Protestant
kind. He would certainly report my wrongdoing to the
Brantwoodian community. I would be excommunicated from
the Walther League, Redeemer Lutheran’s society of sinless
youth. The church elders would advise my mother how best to
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punish her incorrigible child for his mischief.
The pair of round lights failed to hold a steady beam,
illuminating the pond. The irregular terrain jarred the tractor
causing the lights to beam upward and downward, often far
above or below me. If I could slither from the pond bank across
the twenty yard grassy expanse between the pond and the green, I
might not be seen. And this I did as the tractor neared the water
hazard. Finding refuge in the grassy frog-hair slope behind the
putting surface, I heaved deeply, exhausted from the squirmy,
belly waddle, handicapped by a rucksack of hundreds of golf
balls.
Crickets chirped wildly, my heavy breathing alerting
their legions to an unwelcome presence in their wooded laird.
But the tractor’s motor had ebbed into an idle. It no longer
stalked me. My Dad’s World War II Field Manual served me
well. I recalled the sketch of an infantryman peering at the
enemy, postured so that his presence was undetected as he
peaked over an embankment at the opposing army.
“Yes, it was a tractor but not Herr Vandermollen’s.”
“Much, much worse…it was the greens-keeper!”
“Why was he here? It was long past night fall.”
He was not someone a mischief maker would want to
encounter even in daylight. I’d heard he had chased a pair of
teen-age vagrants off the course. He pursued them across the
seventeenth hole. They only escaped his wrath by catapulting the
barb-wired fence. On the run, they disappeared beneath the
Highway 41 viaduct bordering the eastern reaches of the course.
Screaming expletives, he’d threatened those delinquents with the
sickle he’d been swinging to chop weeds surrounding the
refreshment stand.
Apparently, he hadn’t seen me, or I’d be joining those
miscreants, dashing for the barbed wire fence separating the
picnic area from the third hole links. Again, I peaked. There was
a four wheeled open cart attached to the tractor. He had
dismounted and was pulling some kind of apparatus from the
cart’s bowels.
It appeared to be a long python-like snake,
perhaps, thirty feet in length. Dragging it over the green, he
placed one end of the mechanism near the hole. What he did
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with the other end of the serpentine-like device was hidden.
The noise of the tractor’s engine combined with the
chirping crickets muffled the distinctive sound which was
forthcoming. It wholly revealed the source of the wretched
morning odor of Wicker Park’s greens. As I heard the tractor’s
engine throttle open, a torrent of fetid Creek water blasted
skyward from the orifices of that green-centered device. Like a
fire-engine’s water pump, the tractor motor augmented the
process so that the liquefied contagion increased in pressure,
volume and force. Not only was the green inundated but all life,
animal, insect, and, yes, human within twenty yards.
I had become a dog’s urine drenched fire plug, an
outhouse’s one-hole excrement, the flushing refuse of
Brantwoodian toilets, the vial drool of used washing machine
detergent, the slimy residue of discarded neighborhood oil
changes, the companion of those oblong brown Creek aquatic
species, the substance of life defined by my caddy friend, and,
one from whom even the Creature of the Black Lagoon would
flee. No skunk would have me.
I had become Jerry, the
loathsome CREEK BOY, never to return to the scene of his
crime.

Creature From the Black Lagoon
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The Dirty, Disgusting, Diseased
Comprehension Questions

The Slough of Despond, A.K.A. The Pond
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s skin cancers were caused by
the pond water.
(T)rue or (F)alse
_______ 2. Jerry did not compare himself to:
a. Neil Armstrong
b. A pirate
c. A fisherman
d. Elvis Presley
_______ 3. The vehicle Jerry encountered was:
a. farmer Vandermollen’s tractor
b. a Wicker Park police patrol car
c. The greens-keeper’s tractor
d. Teenager’s OTV
________ 4. Jean Shepherd and Jerry Woodfill
attended high school together.
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(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. The third hole pond was:
a. ideal for swimming.
b. a winter ice hockey rink.
c. used to water the green grass.
d. a children’s wading pool.
________ 6. What was good about retrieving balls?
a. The sweet smell of pond water.
b. The interesting aquatic life.
c. The diseases one might catch.
d. The valuable golf balls recovered.
________ 7. What was the ball bag not like?
a. a hangman’s noose
b. a laundry sack
c. Neil Armstrong’s space suit pocket
d. Superman’s red cape
________ 8. Creek water did not include:
a. detergent
b. urine
c. feces
d. napalm
_________ 9. The balls found were classed as:
a. gimmes
b. muddies
c. practice range dregs
d. all of the above
________ 10. What diseases were a threat?
a. Malaria
b. Encephalitis
c. Dengue Fever
d. the golf bug
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_________ 11.What increased the risk/reward ratio?
a. a sickle-swinging-greens-keeper
b. mosquitoes
c. microscopic pond contagion
d. all of the above
_________ 12. Did lower the risk/reward ration?
a. lack of watch dogs
b. no night watchmen
c. no get-away car needed
d. blood-sucking-leaches
_________ 13. What movie is like the account?
a. Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm
b. Lassie
c. Creature From the Black Lagoon
d. It’s a Wonderful Life
_________ 14. Jerry is an amateur expert on skin
cancer.
(T)rue or (F)alse

_________ 15. Jerry risked the pond because?
a it was too dark to see him
b. he knew exactly where it was
c. the pond was near his home
d. all of the above
_________ 16. Why did balls end up in the pond?
a. squirrels put them there.
b. the greens-keeper planted them
to catch golf ball-thieves
c. duffers (lousy golfers) hit bad shots
d. none of the above
_________ 17. How did Jerry seine for balls?
a. with a cat-fish net
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b. using an underwater rake
c. scuba diving
d. using his hand like a rake
_________ 18. How did Jerry deal with the odor?
a. wore an Army-surplus gas mask
b. by breathing through his mouth
c. vomiting to empty his stomach
d. wearing a perfumed painter’s mask
_________ 19. Jerry escaped by:
a. going unseen under water
b. hiding in his ball-bag
c. crawling behind the green
d. asking the greens-keeper if he’d
seen Jerry’s lost dog
_________ 20. The bad morning odor was?
a. the Gary steel mill smog
b. marauding nocturnal skunks
c. the golf course “out-house”
d. the nocturnal green watering
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The Dirty, Disgusting, and Diseased Vocabulary List
Word
Synonym
1. dermatologist
skin doctor
2. encapsulating
enclosing
3. proactive
planning ahead
4. devotee
follower
5. illicit
wrongful
6. reclamation
recovery, restoration
7. dearth
shortage
8. affluent
wealthy
9. proletarian
working-class
10. pristine
new, unblemished
11. dregs
residue, sludge
12. pedigree
origin, heritage
13. matriculated
enrolled
14. providence
divine guidance
15. host
multitude, large group
16. spoils
loot
17. marauders
pirates, looters
18. vagrant
hobo, tramp, street person
19. interloper
invader, intruder trespasser
20. predisposed
prepared, ready
21. excrement
waste, feces
22. fetid
foul smelling
23. tepid
lukewarm
24. covertly
secretly
25. quagmire
swamp, bog, slough
26. regolith
covering substance
27. myriad
immense number
28. excommunicated
cast out of, removed, purged
29. incorrigible
rebellious
30. expletives
curse words
31. miscreants
villains, wrongdoers
32. seining
netlike catching
33. clandestine
secretive
34. coffers
treasure chest, strong box
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Answer Sheet: The Dirty, Disgusting, Diseased
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
The Dirty, Disgusting, Diseased
1.____ dermatologist
2.____ encapsulating
3. ____ proactive
4.____ devotee
5._____illicit
6.____ reclamation
7.____ dearth
8.____ affluent
9.____ proletarian
10.____ pristine
11.____ dregs
12.____ pedigree
13.____ matriculated
14.____ providence
15.____ host
16.____spoils
17.____ marauders
18.____ vagrant
19.____ interloper
20.____ predisposed
21. ____ excrement
22. ____ fetid
23. ____ tepid
24.____ covertly
25.____ quagmire
26.____ regolith
27.____ myriad
28.____excommunicated
29.____ incorrigible
30.____ expletives
31.____ miscreants
32.____ seining
33.____clanestine
34.____ coffers

a. worker
b. enrolled
c. divine guidance
d. large number
e. waste, feces
f. secretly
g. foul smelling
h. prepared, ready
i. swamp, bog, slough
j. covering substance
k. rebellious
l. villains, wrongdoers
m. skin doctor
n. netlike catching
o. secretive
p. immense number
q. enclosing
r. recovery, restoration
s. new, unblemished
t. planning ahead
u. rebellious
v. wrongful
w. wealthy
x. shortage
y. curse words
z. invader, intruder, tresspasser
aa. origin, heritage
bb. Pirates, looters
cc. treasure chest, strong box
dd. Hobo, tramp
ee. lukewarm
ff. cast out, removed, purged
gg. loot
hh. residure, sludge
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What Dad Never Taught Me
By Jerry Woodfill

(From the unpublished book, One Nation Under God, Others
Choose Your Own Deity)
What did my dad ever teach me? I inventoried sports never taught me anything about baseball, basketball, or golf, the
sports I enjoyed. Though he’d been a collegiate tennis
champion, he’d not seen fit to impart his knowledge to me. In
fact, I taught him the finer strokes of ping-pong, a sport akin to
tennis. Wouldn’t you have thought, since he’d played trumpet,
had his own dance band, and was also a virtuoso of the sax, he
would have schooled me in these instruments of his youth? No,
he’d paid an instructor for my weekly trumpet lessons.
My joy as a parent of two sons was the opposite. Honing
their basketball skills was a passion. It consumed me such that I
coached both their YMCA teams in back-to-back practices.
Likewise, I taught their Sunday school classes for eight years on
the basis that I would only teach if both boys, though two grades
apart could be in my class. (The superintendent agreed. They
were short of teachers, and, besides, I was the superintendent.)
When the older boy lost focus in High School Trig
making an F, I authored a curriculum for one. My class of one
went from F to A in six weeks. (His instructor cited this as some
sort of academic miracle.) Likewise, the younger lad was
deemed by his third grade teacher as math challenged, certainly,
not college material. Teaching him nightly, assisted by his
adjunct instructor, my wife Betty, he earned a BS Degree in
mechanical engineering.
When the oldest boy seemed drawn to the guitar, I’d
become his instructor till his interest ebbed. Yet, Dad had not
shown such interest. To his credit, he was not living his life
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through my successes as, perhaps, I was through my sons. Why,
had my Dad been so unlike me?
Searching the inventory of memories a half century past
turned up nothing Dad had mentored his son to do. There was
nothing automotive, academic, mechanical, electrical, or practical
he gave instruction to in my behalf. Surely, there must be one
thing.Then, a sentence came to mind from this wearisome
sojourn into the past “’Twas midnight on the ocean, not a streetcar was in
sight...”
Dad had taught me a poem! And not any poem. One of
almost a half dozen verses. Could I still recite it - though my
teacher schooled it to me fifty years ago? Quickly, I scribed the
verses on scrap paper:
‘Twas Midnight on the ocean, Not a streetcar was in sight, I
walked into a cigar store, And asked to borrow a light.
The man behind the counter, Was a woman old and grey, Who
use to peddle peanuts, On the road to Mandalay.
All her children were orphans, Except one little tot, Who lived
across the wayside, Above a vacant lot.
While the organ pealed potatoes, Lard was rendered by the choir,
The sextant wrung the dish rag, The church was set on fire.
Women and children first he cried, As he passed his plate for
more, Now his head resembles heaven, For there was no more
parting there.
Amazing, not a word missed! My memory ripped it off,
like a machine-gun picking off Iraqi terrorists. But did I have it
right? Unfortunately, neither Dad nor I had written it down. It
was one of those folk-lore things, passed from generation to
generation, word of mouth like. He told me his father, Jared the
second, taught him the poem. Dad’s grandfather, Jared, the first,
had taught it to Dad’s father.
But were the words accurate? To my astonishment, one
of those vast question and answer Internet web sites polled the
entire electronic world of countless millions and found no one
with the accurate wording in its entirety. Dad had left his mark,
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not in passing along academic, athletic, and artistic skill. He had
made me, perhaps, the sole repository of a ridiculous poem. I
was the Library of Alexandria’s remnant of poetry, after the fire,
the resurrection of “‘Twas Midnight on the Ocean…” Thank you
Dad.
Perhaps, that’s what Dad passed on to me, a strange
penchant for memorizing puzzles, poems, and passages as well as
lyrics, limericks, and lists. This, among other traits, set me apart
as a Brantwoodian. No Freudian analyst can ever logically
explain the bizarre things my inner id compels me to memorize.
Perhaps, it’s a competitive passion. Remember the Rubik’s
Cube, that multicolored block of movable cubes within a cube
whose challenge was having each side the same color after
moving the hellish little single colored mini-cubes in the correct
order?
Through heroic rote practice of a solution given in a
learned text, I averaged times of 25 seconds. On occasion, I
nearly achieved a world record. A recent Cal-Tech tournament
classed 25 second averages as world class competitors. Surely,
no Hessvillites could ascend to these elevated Rubik’s heights.
I pursued valedictory acclaim among Highland’s
Redeemer Lutheran Church catechumens (eight in number).
This led to reciting the Bible’s sixty-six books flawlessly. Such
earned me the coveted Praying Hand Award. In later life, I
challenged neophyte Bible Bowl boys and girls at my Methodist
church to recitation contests. I offered a five dollar reward to
those who could best my 22 second time in calling out those
sixty-six books. One child burst into tears, losing to me.
Instantly, I became Satan personified, in the view of her parents.
So much for that idea as an evangelism tool. “But does
this gift of yours make any money?” My wife often questioned.
“No, it never has!”
“Dad. Thanks a lot.”
To recover the respect of my Sunday school children, I
became a biblical thespian. Taking on the persona of the likes of
Gideon, the boy David, Goliath, and Paul required a wardrobe.
My wife’s brown bathrobe, worn inside out by inserting my arms
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so that the opening was in the back like a hospital frock, became
my Old Testament tunic. Her sleeves were a half foot shorter
than mine. This made my exposed forearms quite authentic as
far as my students were concerned. Of course, her silver winter
scarf wrapped several times around my forehead became
Gideon’s headwear.
I used a water balloon concealed in a fox-fur as a fleecing
trick. Remember the story about the wet fleece being a sign of
divine instruction? When I squeezed that fur, I broke the waterballoon. The flood of water might as well have been a tidal wave
in the sight of those bug-eyed kids.
They’d never forget that story for the rest of their lives.
Nor would I. The bursting balloon soaked through my tunic into
my church clothes so that it looked like I’d urinated on myself.
Happily, it dried quickly. I’d been scheduled to usher that day,
and they would have been one short for the offertory.
Fortunately, a church friend, liked the idea of theatric
Sunday school ministry and assumed my role. Henceforth, I
called on him for such performances. But when my sons
graduated from Sunday School, I retired as a biblical mimic
completely.
Nevertheless, that thing of which Hollywood’s finest
evolve burned within my theatrical being. I must pursue this
latent gift for the good of all mankind. I’m uncertain when, how,
or why another one of those inexplicable projects struck. As
always, it offered no monetary rewards – only the satisfaction of
inspiring the nation’s youth. In this case, not in ecclesiastical
endeavors, but, perhaps, in a related realm – to voyage among the
stars – through a NASA career.
******
I’d gathered my art supplies to sketch a scene along the
Chicago River, a few blocks from the Chicago Art Museum.
Stepping onto the Michigan Avenue sidewalk turning north, I
saw a southbound motorcade approaching. Police cars with
lights swirling and several stretched limos passed. Their
destination was only a short block west, within a few minutes
walk.
And that’s what I did. Postponing my creative outdoor
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assignment, I walked within listening distance of Presidential
Candidate Richard Nixon’s whistle stop speech to by-standers in
the Chicago Loop. Indeed, I was impressed by the rhetoric, the
emotion, the passion Nixon seemed to possess, akin, to that talk I
heard by the Lt. Governor of Indiana visiting Lincoln School.
Surely, he would defeat Senator John Kennedy in the fall. But
he didn’t.
Again, I was on the wrong side. First Dewey, now Nixon.
I bet those Hessville steelworkers were responsible. Dad and
Mom were aghast. First Truman over Dewey, now their beloved
Ike Eisenhower’s protégé Nixon’s loss to another Democrat.
Mom always felt threatened by Catholic folk, having one as
president didn’t sit well. But, for the first time, I began to see
differently.
Especially impressive were President Kennedy’s televised
speeches. He presented himself, his ideas, and his dreams for our
nation in a charismatic fashion that won me over.
*****
(September 12, 1962) Now, it was John Kennedy, not
Richard Nixon speaking about his dream, “As we set sail (for the
Moon), I ask God’s blessing on the most hazardous, and
dangerous, and greatest adventure on which man has ever
embarked.” While 40,000 cheered his speech in Rice Stadium,
I looked on, vowing to be part of the endeavor. And I was. Forty
years later, long since Armstrong made the “first step” I recalled
the President’s passion on that day, how it set the course for the
Moon, but, more importantly (for me, that is) , my life’s work.
“Couldn’t I inspire others, especially youth, like President
Kennedy had inspired me forty years ago?” Like I had once
memorized Dad’s poem, “ Twas midnight on the ocean not a
streetcar was in sight,” neighbors heard me talking to myself
walking the neighborhood before work, memorizing and reciting
JFK’s words, “We do this thing (going to the Moon) not because
it is easy but because it is hard.”
Jerry Woodfill was becoming the personification of John
Kennedy, at least during those two-mile morning walks. Even
the nasal pronunciation of JFK’s “h” words like hard, became
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hod, sounding as though I had a Ha-a-a-vard education. My
resolve was sincere, cloning JFK’s demeanor, his attire as well as
the props accompanying his speech – a podium, American flag
and Presidential Seal.
The easiest of those three - demeanor, attire, and props,
was demeanor. I could readily replicate his hand motions,
passion, and, of course, the words of the speech. However, his
attire, i.e., his appearance, was a formidable challenge. Finding a
Navy blue suit like he wore with such thin lapels in 2002 wasn’t
easy. Likewise, a search of Houston clothiers for JFK’s narrow
matching blue tie proved unfruitful.
Perhaps, used clothes
outlets like Goodwill had donated suits akin to those worn years
ago? Alas, none were found at such stores.
Remarkably, the Dillard’s® Men’s department had a
single tie on the floor which sort of matched the photo of the
President at Rice Stadium.
It was a Tommy Hilfiger®. That tie, including tax,
probably cost about as much as the President’s suit, $45.00.
Ugh! But, never mind, this had become a patriotic contribution in
behalf of space exploration.
I never found a thin lapelled Navy men’s suit. Instead, I
substituted a blazer that sort of looked JFK-like. Besides, Betty
worked for a local clothes store and got a 20% discount on the
thing. This added another $35 to my donation. My tattered
Haggar® brand combed cotton Navy pants closely matched the
blazer’s color.
I’ve had an unfortunate habit of keeping my hands in my
pockets which frays the fabric, but the length of the blazer hid the
damage.
This would have to do. Besides, the pants cost
nothing. At least, my wardrobe was now in place. Clothing was
the least of the appearance challenges. My age, my face, and my
hair posed big problems. I wore glasses. He didn’t. He was 45.
I’m in my 60s. He had a full scalp of hair with its original color.
I had neither. What hair I had was styled in a combed-back
fashion. His was parted. He was handsome. I’m not. (Though I
believe my wife is even more attractive than his was.)
In due course, I dealt with each hurdle. With regard to
our faces, I discovered a store in downtown Houston which sold
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latex party-masks of famous persons. The JFK look alike cost
me $25.00. The rubber-like full headed covering fit perfectly.
For good measure, should I extend this talent to other recitations,
I also bought George W. Bush and Ronald Reagan.
Unhappily, when I practiced the speech wearing the mask,
I nearly suffocated. Added to this dilemma, the words sounded
slurred because my lips vibrated against the wet clammy latex,
often making a wholly inappropriate bathroom-like sound. A
copious flow of saliva collected on the mask’s inner latex
surface. It would have drowned me midway through the speech,
had not this river of expectoration run down my neck, soaking the
double Windsor knot of my Tommy Hilfiger $45 tie. Add
another $25 to my patriotic space contribution. Now I had
collected three such masks (Kennedy, Bush, and Reagan),
available only for masquerade party use.
Perhaps, I’d be more successful with my hair? I searched
the Internet for a suitable wig. Only the Elvis types appeared
authentic enough to use. But they had a peculiar un-JFK-like
pompadour swirl. This Elvis-like curl looked most unpresidential.
“Maybe, I could grow my hair so long that I could shape
and style it on the top, the sides, the backs, over, under, around,
through, with multiple combings into JFK’s style. Once achieved
I’d liberally apply Helen Curtis EXTRA HARD TO HOLD spray
with multiple coatings akin to decoupage.” This would mummify
the locks of hair. They would stiffly stand in place during my
performance.
I discovered a patent for such a technique, the Extreme
Comb Over, a U.S. Patent issued in 1975.
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However, I’d seen a colleague at NASA perform such a
miracle. His immaculately groomed, full-blown hair style was
the envy of every over fifty years of age space center male. I
had no idea that he was follicly challenged until the day a wind
blast struck us on the way to a presentation.
His hair blew back like a tropical palm hit by a hurricane
wind, leaving the top barren. His hair now covered only his
shoulders and back. Actually, his hair had been something of a
wig attached at his neckline, pealing off his head like an orange
rind, leaving a pale pink bald topping of shinny flesh.
Next, I bought one of those hair spray miracle products,
as seen on TV, and tried it on my balding head. It actually
seemed to work. I thought I’d solved the challenge of cloning
JFK’s hair. However, after applying the spray, I found that on
warm days like the day the President spoke in Rice Stadium, the
brown colored spray wasn’t “heat-fast”, i.e., it wasn’t
“perspiration-fast”, flowing from the center of my head down my
forehead into my eyes. It gave me the look of a tribal warrior
sporting streaking facial tattoos. Add another $8.00 to my
donation. That can of artificial hair spray joined my twenty year
old can of Ole Spice on the bathroom shelf.
A wig it would be! But then I saw a NASA colleague
leave the office and jump into his MG convertible with the top
down. To my horror, he not only brought the MG’s top down but
the top of his hair down, throwing his wig into the back seat. He
had scalped himself bare-headed.
That striking contrast discouraged me from using a JFK
look-alike wig. What a shock it would be for the audience,
seeing a full-haired JFK turn into the balding Jerry Woodfill at
the conclusion of the recreation! Nevertheless, I decided to dye
my hair a JFK brown then comb what little I had over that
aggravating bald spot.
My glasses posed no problem. Since I’d memorized the
speech, I’d not need them for reading. And well that I didn’t
with the ravages of myopia giving me 20-400 vision at this
writing. Besides, not wearing glasses was a distinct advantage
for me. One of my worst traits is a self-conscious inability to
look others in the eye when I speak. Without glasses, I’d be
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looking at faceless-eyeless “head-forms.” There would be no loss
of confidence even when I botched the words. Without glasses, it
would be, as though, I was speaking to animated manikins.
Now came the final challenge, the props needed to
recreate the 1962, JFK Rice Stadium Space Race Speech: a flag,
a podium, and the Presidential Seal. No problem with the flag. I
had three, collected over the years. Except that a flag stand might
have been expensive until I discovered a solution. In the attic, I
found a discarded three foot tall Foley’s Department store
artificial Christmas Tree in all its yuletide glory – 10” diameter
gold and silver balls with strings of golden and silver beads
meshed about its green toilet brush boughs, pinecones attached.
A vicious wire-cutter emasculation transformed the
holiday ornamental offering into an ideal flag-stand base. Its
erect perpendicular pipe exactly fit like a glove around the
aluminum shaft of my seven foot American Flag. (Forgive me,
Lord, for such desecration, but it was for a good cause.)
Divine providence sent forth from above, onto a
neighbor’s curb, a 50 inch tall white pedestal, (a plant stand). I
saw it only moments before the arrival of the garbage collectors.
In fact, I discovered it during my well-rehearsed JFK recitation
that day, which included the words, “surely the opening vistas of
space promise high costs…” I was thinking about the cost of a
podium. Here stood one at NO COST. I carried it home, barely
breaking stride, as I recited the final words of JFK’s speech.
Best of all, I could stow the podium comfortably in the rear
luggage compartment of my Ford Explorer if I folded the center
seat forward. Now, I could transport it to podium-less venues
along with the flag and the converted Christmas tree stand.
Surely, this was the same patriotic spirit which compelled
Lincoln to study his law books by candle light. I, like our
esteemed president, would employ primitive means for a higher
good.
Finally, came the most difficult hurdle among the props,
the Presidential Seal. I would not have predicted this difficulty at
the onset. Yet, such became the case.
Since my performance would be an official government
activity, I would need approval to use the Seal. To that end, I
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drafted a letter requesting use of the Presidential Seal in a
theatrical recreation of the JFK Rice speech. After several
weeks, a White House counsel responded. “Though your efforts
are commendable, regulation of the use of the Presidential Seal
precludes such use by United States citizens.” (a paraphrase).
Without the Presidential Seal, the recreation would be
wholly unsatisfactory. Students would find it unrealistic.
Downcast, I put aside my quest. I assessed the cost of research
books, cosmetics (latex mask, hair spray, artificial hair spray,
brown hair dye), clothing attire (Tommy Hilfiger tie, Navy Blue
Blazer), and paint for the discarded podium. It totaled more than
one hundred dollars.
One of my props had been a large printed color photo of
President Kennedy speaking that day at Rice Stadium. I’d
bought an easel for $15 (I forgot to add it to the above costs.) to
display the photo as I performed the speech. This would, more
perfectly, involve the listeners in the experience. Listening and
watching me, they could glance at the actual picture of the event.
Perhaps, this would be my last time to examine the picture of the
scene I’d experienced that day as a student at Rice.
Carefully, I read the Presidential Seal: “The Seal of the
President…” What came next must be akin to that process
which gave Einstein his theory of relativity, the moment which
led from Newton’s equation F=MA to Einstein’s E=MC^2. I
saw the Seal’s wording change to the phrase –
“The Seal of A RESIDENT…” from the words “Seal
of the President…”
All I need do would be to cover the word “the” with the
word “a” as well as cover the letter “P” in President. This
would accurately classify me just as the White House letter
required, as a RESIDENT of the United States of America.
And, for good measure, I crafted an altered Latin motto to
include on the “resident’s” seal. Instead of “in God we trust”, I
scribed the Latin phrase for IN God We Believe – In Dei
Credamus.
The official Presidential Seal had been transformed into a
residential seal, a theatrical likeness, suitable for the recreation.
(September, 2004) Space Center Houston, the world class
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space museum, adjacent to the Johnson Space Center, was
hosting 500 teachers in the plush IMAX theater, with its four
story tall screen, attached to the facility. The honored speaker
was a NASA astronaut, veteran of three shuttle flights. An
excellent speaker, the astronaut received an appreciative ovation
at the conclusion of the informative message.
The guests began to leave when the moderator, shouted
over the PA system, “Wait, there is one more talk, a brief
concluding presentation, a recreation of President John F.
Kennedy’s Rice Stadium Moon Race Speech.”
Suddenly, JFK’s picture appeared in four story splendor
on the giant IMAX screen. (The same photo I’d planned to mount
on the easel.) The teachers sat down, awed by JFK’s enormous
image. Forty feet below, to the left of the screen, stood a likeness
of the President, in the flesh, with $45 Hilfiger tie, hair combed
sort of Kennedy-esque, without spectacles, in navy blue blazer,
tattered blue slacks, and best of all - a presidential-like seal
Velcro attached to a pedestal-like podium.
Yet, his words, his passion, his hand gestures, even his
Harvard-like JFK accent captured that same spirit of wonder,
excitement and resolve put forth that day long ago in Rice
Stadium. It was a brief recitation but memorable to the extent
that a long applause sounded throughout the cavernous IMAX
theater. Likewise, appreciative educators and students descended
onto the stage for autographs and well wishes.
Most appreciative among the praise received was from a
bright-eyed eighth grade girl, “I really enjoyed your talk and the
picture of President Kennedy.”
And then, she said that thing which the sixty year old
NASA man would never forget,
“Only thing is…you’re better looking.”
Dumbfounded, I looked at her closely,
“She’s serious…not joking.”
Thank you Dad for teaching me how to memorize that poem.
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What Dad Never Taught Me Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______
a.
b.
c.
d.
_______

_______
a.
b.
c.
d.

1. Jerry’s dad taught him how to:
play tennis
ride a horse
swim
memorize a poem
2.

Jerry was like his dad regarding teaching
his sons.
(T)rue or (F)alse.

3. Jerry’s hobby of memorizing ___.
profited him richly money wise
led to a career as a Thespian
made him a Rubik’s Cube master
won him a scholarship

________ 4. Jerry heard President Truman give a
speech.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. His Sunday school student cried because
_______.
a. Jerry threw a water balloon at her.
b. She lost a race to list Bible books.
c. She was frightened by Goliath.
d. Her parents were angry with Jerry.
________ 6. How did Jerry learn JFK’s speech?
a. listening to it on his Walkman
b. by taking a memorization class
c. associating pictures with the words
d. reciting it during his morning walk
________ 7. Why did Jerry receive praying hands?
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a. He was a devout catechumen.
b.He memorized the lessons best.
c.His dad was the pastor.
d.He was Gideon in a church play.
________ 8. Why did Jerry choose JFK’s
speech?
a. His parents were Democrats.
b. JFK and Jerry looked alike.
c. JFK’s speech inspired him.
d. Jackie Kennedy was attractive.
_______9.Jerry tried to look like JFK by _____
a. using facial “make-up”
b. using life-sized JFK poster
c. wearing a latex mask
d. having “plastic surgery”
________ 10.How did Jerry copy JFK’s tie?
a. buying one at a used clothes store
b. paying nearly $50 for a designer tie
c. printing one on his HP color printer
d. having his wife sew one
_________ 11. How did Jerry copy JFK’s hair style
a. buying an Elvis wig
b. using Miracle Grow for hair
c. combing his dyed hair over his bald spot
d. having hair follicle implants
_________ 12. How did he use the President’s Seal?
a. by getting White House permission
b.by using the Great Seal instead
c. using the Kennedy Coat of Arms
d.cleverly changing one letter

_________13. What was good about not wearing glasses?
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a. He had to memorize the talk.
b. He looked better without them.
c. He had a character flaw about
looking people in the eye.
d. JFK wore contacts.
_________ 14.How much did Jerry spend?
a. one hundred dollars.
b. one hundred fifteen dollars
c. nothing, he used discarded props and clothes
d. NASA paid for everything
_________ 15. Jerry presented the talk ____?
a. at Rice Stadium
b.behind the actual podium JFK used at Rice
Stadium
c. at the Moody Gardens IMAX theater
d. beside a four story tall image of JFK at Rice
Stadium projected on the Space Center
Houston IMAX screen
_________ 16. The audience came forward for

___?

a. free ice-cream coupons offered to those who
would stay for Jerry’s JFK talk
b. two-for-one coupon for dinner in the NASA
cafeteria
c. complimentary tickets to the Hollywood movie
SPACE COWBOYS
d. well-wishers and autographs of the JFK mimic
_________ 17. What quote was in the speech?
a. “Ask not what your country will do for you,
but…”
b.
“…tear down this wall…”
c. “We do this thing not because it is easy but
because it is hard.”
d.
“Why does Rice play A&M?”
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_________ 18. What was not among Jerry’s props?
a. an American flag
b. a plant stand podium
c. a converted tree stand for the flag
d. the presidential seal
_________ 19. Why did Jerry discard the JFK mask?
a. It would frighten young children.
b. The lips didn’t move.
c. It made an inappropriate sound.
d. It look like Nixon, not JFK
_________ 20. What did the student think of Jerry’s talk?
a. It was too long and uninspired.
b.The astronaut was much better.
c. His voice was too loud.
d.Compared to JFK, Jerry was better looking.
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What Dad Never Taught Me Vocabulary List
Word
1.____ adjunct
2.____ mentor
3. ____ valedictory
4.____ catechumen
5._____neophyte
6.____ thespian
7.____ tunic
8.____ latent
9.____ ecclesiastical
10.____ rhetoric
11.____ aghast
12.____ protégé
13.____ charismatic
14.____ embark
15.____ personification
16.____ demeanor
17.____ replicate
18.____ copious
19.____ pompadour
20.____ decoupage
21.____ immaculate
22.____ myopia
23.____ emasculation
24.____ desecrate

Synonym
a. auxiliary, assistant
b. wise counselor
c. bidding farewell
d. one under instruction
e. novice, beginner
f. actor or actress
g. an ancient gown, garment
h. hidden, concealed
i. churchly
j. usage of words, oratory
k. filled with sudden horror
l. disciple, follower, trainee
m. attractive, appealing
n. to engage, begin or start
o. essence, type, image
p. conduct, behavior
q. clone, duplicate
r. abundant, plentiful
s. forehead hair uplifted style
t. multilayered clear coating
u. spotless, pure, unblemished
w. near-sightedness of the eye
x. weakening, crippling
y. to profance, degrade, defile
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President John F. Kennedy
Rice Stadium September 12, 1962

Jerry Woodfill, A.K.A. JFK recreation
NASA Open Houses
August, 2001
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Jerry Woodfill as JFK
before NASA Johnson Space Center
Cooperative Education Student Employees
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Answer Sheet: What Dad Never Taught Me
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
What Dad Never Taught Me
1.____ adjunct
a. actor or actress
2.____ mentor
b. filled with sudden horror
3. ____ valedictory
c. hidden, concealed
4.____ catechumen
d. usage of words, oratory
5._____neophyte
e. attractive, appealing
6.____ thespian
f. to engage, begin or start
7.____ tunic
g. clone, duplicate
8.____ latent
h. forehead hair uplifted style
9.____ ecclesiastical
i. auxiliary, assistant
10.____ rhetoric
j. essence, type, image
11.____ aghast
k. multilayered clear coating
12.____ protégé
l. spotless, pure, unblemished
13.____ charismatic
m. bidding farewell
14.____ embark
n. novice, beginner
15.____ personification o. abundant, plentiful
16.____ demeanor
p. to profance, degrade, defile
17.____ replicate
q. wise counselor
18.____ copious
r. churchly
19.____ pompadour
s. weakening, crippling
20.____ decoupage
t. one under instruction
21.____ immaculate
u. conduct, behavior
22.____ myopia
w. an ancient gown, garment
23.____ emasculation
x. disciple, follower, trainee
24.____ desecrate
y. near-sightedness of the eye
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He’ll Blow His Fingers Off!
Jerry Woodfill

Lust for the third grader, like those debilitating issues
accompanying puberty’s passing, can be equally consuming. At
least that was my case when it came for firecrackers regardless of
their size, shape, or destructive potential.
A romantic movie’s “kissy scene”, as we called them, so
repulsed my hormone-less psyche that I shielded my eyes behind
a half-full butter popcorn box. It would yet be a half decade
until the intimate text, THE FACTS OF LIFE AND LOVE, was
presented to me by my parents on my 12th birthday as my
intimate sexual confidant.
But lust for pyrotechnics, that I understood! The driving
compulsion for anything fiery, burning, and explosive whether a
fourth of July sparkler, cap-gun caps, or even those stupid ashen
snakes that mushroomed when lit into a thin tunnel serpentining
along the sidewalk thrilled my inner id.
Such was this inexplicable passion. Was this the stuff of
the pyromaniac, or, was it child wonder about the mysteries of
life? “How could anything so small as a cherry bomb detonate
such a blast as to rattle from Ridge Road to the Brantwood Creek
and beyond?” It had to be some kind of sorcery that led to this
mystic wonderment about fireworks.
There was still another basis for the Woodfill boy’s
fireworks lust. By some heavenly ordained good fortune, the
Woodfill family bi-annually trekked far south beyond the
fireworks forbidden states of Indiana and Illinois into the land of
pyrotechnic Goshen, Missouri!
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Once past the Mississippi River bridge, every 10 miles of
Route 66 tempted me as surely as any Calument City Burlesque
Show sidewalk barker:
GIANT FIREWORKS SELECTION! STOP HERE!
This was a typical billboard’s message with the following
listing of offered pyrotechnics:
M-80s (an item comparable
to a mini Korean War grenade, able to sever at least a thumb if lit
inappropriately)
Cherry Bombs (wholly descriptive as
these had an inch long fuse akin to a cherry’s stem attached to a
spherical red cherry-like explosive which caused a terrible
carnage should one be “accidentally” detonated in a neighbor’s
metal garbage can), and other items of lesser destruction such as
the dainty
Lady Fingers. ( this had to be a discriminatory
naming of tiny fire-crackers whose sting would be akin to a
wasp’s if exploded while held with the fingers )
Seeing that first marquee launched my backseat whine,
“Please stop, Dad. Please….Please…Please…” as we sailed past
the first dozen Missouri purveyors of Indiana pyrotechnic
contraband.
The recitation grew louder and more pitiful followed
always by the resolute response, “Later, Jerry.”
And then; just when hope was, for me becoming a four
lettered word of a more earthy type, the miracle event…
The
gods of pyrotechnics chose my runny-nosed 3 year old sister as
the agent of intervention.
“J.R., Susan has to go to the bathroom.”
Had I made
so obvious a request, the immediate answer would, of course,
have been, “We can’t stop. Use the milk bottle we brought for
that.”
But for her royalty, the young princess of Woodward
Avenue: “Stop soon, J.R. She can’t hold it much longer.”
And so it was…To God be the Glory. The only
opportunity for urination was the most magnificent fireworks
emporium along the entire 2,000 miles of Route 66. It was the
equivalent of Jim Moran, Your Courtesy Man’s Chicago-land
Automobile Dealership, the Riverview Amusement Park with
ten times the number of roller coasters, Wrigley Field with
20,000 more seats and night lights. Mom
rushed
inside,
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dragging the full-bladdered Susan to the toilet facilities. I beheld
the glory of scores of bins bursting with all manner of explosives:
Silver Sleuths, Whistling Screamers, even packaged collections
rivaling the Optimist Club’s Wicker Park 4th of July
extravaganza, staged for the teaming hordes of HammondHessville invaders. Then my eyes beheld my ultimate desire, “I
must have them,” came an inner voice from the depths of my
being.
The compulsion was uncontrollable, “With them, I will be
the envy of all Brantwoodian boys under the age of 17.” At a
lost to understand the pounding need, I spoke, “ Dad, can I buy
that package of one and one half inchers?”
“Why should I want such? They made a modest report
compared to the deafening M-80s and Cherry Bombs. Even the
Silver Sleuths had a more impressive blast.”
At once, I understood. They were packaged in a string
which, when unfolded, was yards and yards in length. Their
fuses served as a perilous thread of powder-filled igniters,
stitched together pair-by-pair in a domino line of hundreds upon
hundreds of one and one-half inch “crackers.”
En masse, as an explosive brick the size of a cinder block,
their simultaneous detonation would topple a Sherman tank. A
cryptic writing, akin to hieroglyphics, explained their collective
destructive power. Dad said it was Chinese, the language of the
far away land from whence they had come. The intricate fuse
threading aroused memories of those machine gunners in World
War II combat movies. Those gunners were a two man team, one
pulling the trigger, and aiming the rapid fire mechanism, the
other holding the long ribbon of bullets. These 1 and ½ inchers
were that ribbon of machine gun ammo. With such, I might
withstand the entire North Korean Army.
What Dad and Mom did not know was that I was one of
the Brantwood platoon of three firecracker lusters, dispatched on
a foraging mission to Missouri. This was a bi-annual campaign.
My assignment: bring back fire power for the 4th of July revelry
of my cracker-less comrades who promised to pay dearly for my
southern contraband.
And so it was, as my sister emerged from the bathroom,
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bladder voided, I exited the largest fireworks stand in the free
world with 10,000 one and one half inchers soon to be the 4th of
July ammo for an embattled Brantwoodian army of three.
Predictably, approximately ten miles down the highway
toward Grandmother’s house came the interrogation:
Mom asked, “What did Jerry buy, J.R.?”
My dad had his answer prepared as he winked at me,
“Oh, just a few firecrackers, Helen, the small ones.”
And Mom’s response, that which all moms across the
planet from millenniums past, even to that first firecracker lit by
that first Chinese child in the presence of Confucius,
“J.R. you shouldn’t have.
HE’LL BLOW HIS FINGERS OFF!”
I shrugged, “Why do moms always say that?”
Then, I had the thought, somewhat alarmed, “With 10,000
chances to blow my fingers off, she might be right.”
Immediately, I was comforted, by an inner voice, “If I lost
my fingers, I could give up those stupid trumpet lessons.”
“Either way, I couldn’t lose.”
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He’ll Blow His Fingers Off
Comprehension Questions

Fireworks Sign : Vintage 2006
Hammond, Indiana
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s tone compares desire for
fireworks to:
a. carnal lust
b. Christmas wonder
c. birthday joy
d. getting your first car

:

_______ 2. Jerry’s inference about his sister
Is?
a. her parents favor her above him
b. she is extremely intelligent
c. he has deep fondness for her
d. she has bladder problems
_______ 3. Jerry picks the 1 ½ inchers because:
a. he can’t read the label
b. they are the most explosive
c. they’re like machine gun ammo
d. they’ll topple a Sherman tank
________ 4. Jerry is the only Brantwood lover
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Pyrotechnics.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. Jerry loved trips to Grandma’s:
a. because of the scenery
b. her state had legal fireworks
c. it was a wonderful family time
d. he could use the milk bottle
________ 6. How did Jerry get his dad to stop?
a. saying he had to urinate
b. whining continuously
c. asking his parents for fireworks
d. saying he was hungry
________ 7. What did his Mom say about his
firecrackers?
a. “He’ll shoot his eye out.”
b. “The police will get him.”
c. “He’ll blow his fingers off.”
d. “He’ll ruin his trumpet practice.”
________ 8. What did Jerry imagine about
using his fireworks in Indiana?
a. The Optimists would use them.
b. They’d help win the Korean War.
c. They would scare his sister.
d. He’d sell them for a new bike.
_________ 9. Which items were not fireworks:
a. Cherry Bombs
b. M-80s
c. Silver Sleuths
d. Dainty Fingers

________ 10. How did Jerry learn about adulthood?
a. watching romance movies
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b. reading the Facts of Life and Love
c. the comics
d. from older boys on the playground
_________ 11. Where were the firecrackers from?
a. Egypt
b. China
c. Indiana
d. Brantwood
_________ 12. What was the least powerful?
a. M-80s
b. Atom Bombs
c. Cherry Bombs
d. Lady Fingers
_________ 13. Why was a firecracker called a
Cherry Bomb?
a. Mr. Cherry designed it.
b. The Cherry tree was explosive.
c. It looked like a Cherry.
d. No one knew why.
_________ 14. What did “full-bladdered” mean?.
a. a football term
b. condition of needing a bathroom
c. having eaten too much
d. talking too much
_________ 15. Jerry’s attitude about fireworks was?
a they would make him popular
b. they would earn him money
c. they could be used for mischief
d. all of the above
_________ 16.What was meant by “Land of
pyrotechnic Goshen?”
a. Wicker Park on July 4th
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b. Brantwood
c. ancient biblical nation
d. Missouri
_________ 17. What danger did Jerry consider?
a. losing a thumb to an M-80
b. blowing his fingers off
c. stinging his fingers
d. all of the above
_________ 18. Why did Jerry think the name Lady
Fingers was discrimation?
a. negative connotations for women
b. men’s names were left out
c. a candy had the same name
d. Wasp Stingers was a better name
_________ 19. What war was America fighting?
a. Viet Nam War
b. World War II
c. Korean War
d. War Between the States
_________ 20. What did Jerry think of the fireworks
stand they stopped at?
a. it was a letdown
b. the bathrooms were clean
c. better than a roller coaster park
d. close to his grandmother’s home
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He’ll Blow His Fingers Off Vocabulary List
Word
1. debilitating
2. puberty
3. psyche
4. pyrotechnics
5. detonate
6. ordained
7. burlesque
8. marquee
9. contraband
10. extravaganza
11. horde
12. compulsion
13. cryptic
14. hieroglyphics
15. foraging
16. carnage
17. discriminatory
18. serpentining
19. millennium
20. en masse
21. report

Synonym
weakening
sexual maturity
inner self, ego
fireworks
explode
meant to be, delegated
striptease
lighted sign
illicit goods
elaborate act
crowd, multitude
overwhelming desire
secret, mysterious
ancient Egyptian
living off the land
destruction of life
prejudiced
winding
a thousand years
bodily
explosive noise
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The feared outcome of Jerry’s fireworks mischief.

The innocent 1950s 4th of July parading trumpeter musing about
that night’s Brantwood fireworks extravaganza.
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Answer Sheet: He’ll Blow His Fingers Off
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
He’ll Blow His Fingers Off
1.____ debilitating
2.____ puberty
3. ____ psyche
4.____ pyrotechnics
5._____detonate
6.____ ordained
7.____ burlesque
8.____ marquee
9.____ contraband
10.____ extravaganza
11.____ horde
12.____ compulsion
13.____ cryptic
14.____ hieroglyphics
15.____ foraging
16.____ carnage
17.____ discriminatory
18.____ serpentining
19.____ millennium
20.____ report

a. meant to be, delegated
b. illicit goods
c. crowd, multitude
d. overwhelming desire
e. secret, mysterious
f. ancient Egyptian
g. prejudice
h. living off the land
i. weakening
j. inner self, ego
k. destruction of life
l. explosive noise
m. winding
n. sexual maturity
o. explode
p. a thousand years
q. lighted sign
r. elaborate act
s. striptease
t. fireworks
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The Ledger
Jerry Woodfill
Columbus had one as did Charles Lindbergh, Neil
Armstrong, and my father - a trip-traveling log book, a ledger, the
thing for recording momentous events in the exploration of
terrestrial and extra-terrestrial journeys.
No doubt those
navigators of ocean, air and space kept theirs, as Dad kept his, to
judge whether food stuffs, fuel, and other life sustaining
consumables would last the voyage. And so Dad launched our
Colorado vacation sojourn with these categories – “Day 1,
Odometer Mileage – 35,301, Cost of Meals - ( _____) , Cost of
Lodging – (______), Fuel Cost (
), Miscellaneous
( ____)
Now Queen Isabella’s limits on Columbus’s spending
could not have been more rigid than ours. This two thousand
mile, ten day voyage, could not exceed $400 in totality, i.e.,
motel fees, hamburger stops, cavern admissions, gas allowances,
and that ominous miscellaneous category, the bane of the “best
laid plans of stingy vacation budgeters.”
The first skirmish came a scant two miles from home
port. It was a stop for suntan lotion at the Ken Ridge Drugs
which precipitated the event. I asked Mom to buy me clip on
sun-glasses to cover my Buddy Holly massive black plastic
frames. Dad said, “No, it wasn’t planned.” Mom countered with
her weapon, the look, the weapon every husband has no defense
for, unless, we wanted to return to port and start over tomorrow.
I walked out with my eyes shaded. Dad’s log had taken a $3.00
hit in the miscellaneous category. ( It was dutifully entered along
with the tanning cream.)
By the time we’ll driven Kennedy Avenue for the launch
west on the Tri-State, Dad’s composure returned. Our Mobile
Travel Guide ( Western States edition) promised to lead us in the
paths of economic righteousness, i.e., sights, restaurants, and
sleeping accommodations worthy of a Brantwoodian’s vacation.
Dad’s confidence returned when I told him the guide listed prices
for every category with dollar signs ( one “$” sign for cheap to
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five “$$$$$” signs for lavish.) as well as actual cost. Surely, his
$400 would be preserved with such wise counsel.
Mobile’s vacation planners served us well through the
plains of Iowa and Nebraska. Holiday Inns were always avoided
in favor of Best of Westerns so that lodging and meals were not a
threat. However, the attrition of miscellaneous was proving
aggravating, a stop at the Amana Colonies including a meal of
colony cooking, a visit to a western desperado’s museum of
artifacts ( fare for three adults and child, my sister), and some
predictable purchases of souvenirs at each stop - all recorded at
the point of expenditure by my father. Once, he held up a long
line of people waiting to enter a museum while he paused to erase
an entry made in the wrong column of his ledger.
Worst of all, as each day’s total would approach the $40
limit, he’d steer our pick of restaurant and lodging judiciously.
At 5:00 PM, he’d have me studying the guide book, calling out
costs of every restaurant and motel within an hour’s drive. We’d
only stop when his mental calculator locked onto the cheapest
and often the most primitive lodging. This was also true for
restaurant choices. The “blue-plate” special had to be suitable
to that day’s meals’ allowance.
Somewhere between the Nebraska-Colorado state line and
Boulder, Colorado, Mom had her fill of the Chancellor of the
Woodfill family Exchequer.
“J.R. we are going to eat at the Mountain Lodge near
Boulder. “ (Having studied the Guide, I’d quietly murmured to
Mom that it had a four dollar sign rating but excellent steaks,
pure-bred Colorado beef.)
Dad screwed up his lip the way he always did when he
didn’t agree with you, but he said nothing.
“Did you hear me, J.R.?” His response, only ten DB
above a whisper was, “O.K. If you insist.”
The Mountain Lodge must have consumed every knotty
pine board produced in that part of Colorado for weeks. The
floor was knotty pine, the walls, the chairs, the table, the porch,
the steps, the step railing, the sign above, even the toilet seats, not
to mention the plates and the printed menu which had a knotty
pine design.
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“Put away your ledger,” Mom said. “This is one meal
I’m going to enjoy.” While Mom and I ordered a steak, Dad
picked a hamburger. Susan got the kid’s burger. The waitress
brought forth this meal of Colorado’s finest steerage. Actually,
of the meals, I’d preferred Dad’s. My steak was so sinewy and
gristly that swallowing the swill made me gag on each bite.
“Mom, I can’t eat it.”
This launched another of those surprise encounters, not
unlike an Indian ambush, sudden and unexpected.
“J.R., the boy can’t eat his steak. Send it back.”
If there was one thing my father abhorred, it was showing
displeasure with a waitress, purchased item, or service. I’m, to
this day, at a loss to understand his inability to confront a wrong,
except that this weakness has been passed on to me as a genetic
flaw. It has to be a deep-seated lack of confidence, a desire to be
liked by all.
Rather than place blame on the source, he and I shift it to
the innocent.
“Helen, the steak’s fine. It’s Jerry’s fault. He’s cutting
it incorrectly.”
Now to this day, I don’t understand how cutting has
anything to do with the quality of a steak. It’s either grisly or not.
“What’s the way you cut it got to do with it?”
“J.R. that’s ridiculous!” I agreed.
“No it isn’t Helen…if he cuts the meat with the grain, it’ll
be tender.”
I thought about that from my experience making a wood
shoeshine box in shop. If I cross-cut the pine with a hand saw, it
went slower than cutting lengthwise along the grain. Maybe Dad
was right?
“Alright, Dad, I’ll try it your way.”
The serrated steak knife seemed to like Dad’s suggestion
until it struck a bright white elastic run of disgusting gristle and
sinew so tough that I couldn’t have sliced through it with a band
saw or wire cutter.
“Here, Dad…you try it.”
Dad tried, Mom tried, I tried a second time.
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The bottom line was in the finality of Mom’s
assessment…
“J.R., send the damn thing back!”
Worst than choking on that tough prairie steer’s flesh was my
father’s gasp when presented the bill. The meal had eaten our
lodging allowance for the night. Even the Mobile Guide could
not rescue us as we drove into uncharted lodging lands.
Only the peril which Columbus encountered as he
approached the New World could equal what we next
experienced.
“Dad, there’s a motel.” It wasn’t listed among the Best of
Westerns, Quality Courts, Econo-lodges, not even among the
sole-proprietorships of the Mobile Guide. The sun was setting in
the west when we pulled up to the manager’s office. Whatever it
was. We had no choice. It was the only motel within 50 miles.
Yet, Dad seemed pleased. I guessed because it would, in
a small measure, be financial recovery from that lavish steak
dinner hours before. Like the Mountain Lodge restaurant, every
stick of wood down to the toothpicks in the coffee shop was
knotty pine with a yellow urine-like hue. I vowed never to enter
my parents’ downstairs recreation room again. Its paneling was
knotty pine.
Actually, it was more a cluster of cabins than a motel.
Each primitive dwelling reminded me of those “shot-gun” houses
seen in Gene Autry westerns. You parked your car, instead of
your horse, in front of each of these western bunk houses. I’ll
not exaggerate or amplify on the depravity of the place except to
say that it was not even fit for a vacationing Hessville
steelworker, leave alone Brantwoodian gentry.
Its only redeeming virtue was Dad’s entry in his ledger of
$5.00 for a night’s lodging, four people in a double bed. The
odor from the mildewed bath towels made a shower out of the
question for any of the Woodfill party.
That morning, I saw the majestic Rocky Mountains in the
distance, miles away but jutting thousands of feet skyward. I
must have felt the same glow Columbus experienced seeing the
first glimpse of the New World. My parents sighed in relief as
well, not so much for the scenery but for the knowledge that the
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higher elevation would make the car’s interior cooler.
Even Brantwoodians, being in the northern climes, did not
often buy cars with the luxury of an air conditioner. It was not
until I matriculated from Brantwood south to Texas that I enjoyed
the luxury of cool driving.
All one could hope for in July and August was the jet-like
blast through the front vent windows as a measure of relief.
Only at speeds exceeding sixty miles per hour, came such relief.
Of course, that is the speed of the winds from a tropical storm so
that everything on board or rather, in board, had to be tied down
as surely as Columbus lashed cargo to the deck of the Santa
Maria. No magazine could be read without the wind flipping
pages like a Las Vegas dealer shuffling a deck of Blackjack
cards. Small dogs had to be chained to an arm rest lest a tongue
wagging dog’s head-out-the-window posture end up as a road kill
victim of that wicked vent wind.
A neighbor suggested a solution for air-condition-less
Brantwoodian vacationers. It was a contraption which resembled
a small jet engine. I liken it to the pod-like tubular jet engines
attached to either side of a DC-9. In this case, it was sort of a jetair-conditioner. Somehow, physics prescribes a phenomena that
cools air when it blows through water. Portable fans with
looping tubes of water do this, but I wasn’t sure it would work on
a car. ( The thing must work though. The store ad said, “As
Seen on TV.”) This was a Rube Goldberg automobile aircondition at best. We had one for our trip.
Instead of a fan motor to blow the air, that vent wind
served the same purpose, providing a seventy mile per hour wind.
The thing had a bracket on each end to slide onto the passenger’s
window. Closing the window held the unit snugly in place so
that its front looked like the air inlet of a jet-fighter’s intake
scoop. Some kind of screen mesh within could be rotated by
pulling a cord which protruded into the car. A long slot in the
thing’s side let outside air blow into the car through the screen
mesh. (Describing the device reminds me of my technical
writing course at Rice University. I was among the last
engineers to take the course. It was replaced by Fortran
programming.)
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The cord reminded me of our lawnmower’s starter rope in
the way it rotated the mesh cylinder like the mower’s flywheel.
Now comes the crux of the device, that thing which is the genius
of invention, the brilliant innovation which makes the $39.95
sold on TV item ( $4.95 per month for a year sent to a P.O. Box
in New Jersey ) a cheap replacement for factory air, a $1,000 car
option.
This is it: At the other end of the jet-AC-car-cooler is a
fitting to attach a garden hose. This is what makes the apparatus
work. The hose fills the cooler with water.
I noticed the
instructions listed a caution as to the amount of water needed.
Like the mark on the water flask of a home coffee-maker,
exceeding the level could be detrimental.
It’s a four step process:
Fill the car-cooler to the
prescribed level with water, attach it to the window, roll the
window up to lock it in place, then pull the rip cord to rotate the
screen mesh through the water. The vent-air blast blows through
the wet cylinder’s mesh into the car. This cools the occupants.
As cooling ebbs, simply pull on the cord rotating more of the
mesh through the water, refreshing the wetness of the mesh and
the cooling of the occupants.
Like those first attempts at launching America’s rockets
into orbit, difficulties arose. Near Des Moines, Iowa, it
happened. I was the car-cooler operator, sitting in the co-pilot’s
seat adjacent to this engine of invention. Mom was the one who
suggested we try out our innovative cooler.
According to instructions, I gingerly pulled the cord
handle. The rotation of the cylindrical mesh seemed to be
happening within as the mesh absorbed water. We had filled the
reservoir with water from our garden hose prior to leaving
Brantwood. But then, the unexpected, the handle abruptly froze.
With ever increasing force, I pulled harder.
Before continuing, I must say a word about my mom.
Her gift was not one of patience, especially, after paying nearly
forty dollars for a device that was not working on its first
application. My mother, like my dad, ascribed failure to the
operator rather than the object. In this case, I was operator, carcooler, the object.
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“Jerry, you’re not doing it right. You’re binding the cord
when you pull.” The ever increasing temperature, (The vent
wind had been shutoff by the car-cooler.) heightened my
mother’s exasperation so that she let fly a shout that could be
heard from “sea to shining sea.”
“PULL THE DAMN THING!”
Her admonition could not have affected me more than
Perry’s shout of:
“Damn the torpedoes! Full speed ahead!”
Likewise, Pickett’s historic charge of 15,000
Confederates at the Battle of Gettysburg could not have been
launched with a more fierce admonishment.
It so empowered me with a mixed emotion of fear,
resolve, strength, and angst, that I pulled with such overwhelming
power, not only unloosing the stuck cord but imparting a whiplike high velocity spin to the rotating mesh. That internal MerryGo-Round spun like the turbine blades of a DC-9’s jet engine,
whooshing through the lake of car-cooler water, assisted by the
seventy mile per hour vent wind, such that a tidal wave flooded
over me into the car, crashing down on my dad, the pilot of the
ship.
His response was a flinching pull to the left. We nearly
crossed the center stripe before he wrestled the rudder back on
course bringing the car to rest along side the highway. Had we
battled the most fierce hurricane Columbus encountered on his
voyage of discovery, we could not have been wetter.
While Dad unlocked the trunk, I rolled down the window
and dismounted the empty car-cooler. It was banished among the
suitcases and souvenirs, to be stowed henceforth behind the
spare tire.
But we were nearing cooler climes, the mountains. Soon,
we would be wonderfully cooled by the fresh vent air of the
Colorado Rockies. The $39.95 witty invention, as seen on TV,
remained in the trunk, never to be used again after that Great
Tidal Wave incident But best of all, shortly after the Colorado
“tough steak debacle”, Dad’s ledger joined the car-cooler.
Somehow, the sunglasses, the tough steak, that $5 motel, perhaps,
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the failed car-cooler discouraged his resolve to bring us home
under $400.
Later, I read about Columbus’s ledger. Apparently, to
appease the crew, he had made false mileage entries in his journal
as he voyaged west. When landfall came, the ledger didn’t seem
as important. Perhaps, this was dad’s experience. Instead of
fooling the crew, he only had been fooling himself that you could
enjoy a vacation keeping an expense account.
Besides, his Isabella was Mom whose resolve was to
enjoy the journey, forget the expense: “Damn the torpedoes, sun
glasses, grisly meat, car coolers, and most of all ledgers. Full
speed ahead!”

Vintage Brantwoodian : Auto-Air-Conditioner
Circa 1959
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The Ledger
Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s likens the trip to?
a. Voyage to the Moon
b. Columbus’ voyage
c. A Startrek Movie
d. Around the World in 80 Days

:

_______ 2. Jerry’s inference about his father
is?
a. he was too thrifty
b. he didn’t watch his spending
c. he liked expensive dining
d. none of the above
_______ 3. Jerry ruined his steak by:
a. cutting it improperly
b. using too much A-1 sauce
c. ordering it well-done
d. none of the above
________ 4. Jerry liked knotty pine.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. The car cooler helped make the
trip comfortable.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 6. Jerry inferred.
a. his mom was in charge
b. his dad was in charge
c. he was in charge
d. none of the above
________ 7. What did his Mom say about his
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steak?
a. “Tasty and wonderful.”
b. “Send the d???? thing back.”
c. “It’s Jerry’s fault.”
d. “Order hamburger next time.”
________ 8. His dad’s budget was….?
a. under run
b. overrun
c. lavish
d. none of the above
_________ 9. What helped keep within budget?
a. Billboards
b. Mobile Travel Guide
c. Advice from other tourists
d. Picking primitive motels
________ 10. How did Jerry learn about adulthood?
a. watching romance movies
b. reading the Facts of Life and Love
c. the comics
d. from older boys on the playground
_________ 11. What was the first entry in the
ledger?
a. miles driven the first day
b. a meal at White Castle
c. Jerry’s clip-on sun glasses
d. A Buddy Holly record
_________ 12. How was the air-cooler discovered?
a. an ad on TV
b. a service station rented it
c. a neighbor recommended it
d. a comic book ad
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_________ 13. Why was a firecracker called a
Cherry Bomb?
a. Mr. Cherry designed it.
b. The Cherry tree was explosive.
c. It looked like a Cherry.
d. No one knew why.
_________ 14.Who designed the car cooler?
a. Rube Goldberg
b. a rocket scientist
c. an aerospace engineer
d. not said in the story
_________ 15. What happened when Jerry pulled the
air-cooler’s cord?
a. its motor failed to start
b. his mother told him to forget it
c. he was soaked with water
d. the air-cooler went airborne
_________ 16.What happened to the car cooler?”
a. trashed at a roadside rest stop
b. sent back to the manufacturer
c. tossed into the trunk
d. dropped off of Pike’s Peak
_________ 17. What was the daily budget?
a. about $40
b. doesn’t say
c. $400
d. varied based on overall budget
_________ 18. Why was the budget so low?
a. things cost less 50 years ago
b. Jerry’s dad was cheap
c. the family was poor
d. all of the above
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_________ 19. Why did they choose the $5 motel?
a. to keep the day’s budget
b. its western appearance
c. they ran out of gas there
d. no other motel was nearby
_________ 20. What was not true about the $5
motel?
a. the towels smelled musty
b. the place was full of knotty pine
c. it had a single double bed
d. Gene Autry once slept there

Suggestive of Dad’s $5 Motel
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The Ledger Vocabulary List
Word
1. consumables
2. skirmish
3. precipitate
4. pyrotechnics
5. attrition
6. artifacts
7. judiciously
8. sinew
9. depravity
10. crux

Synonym
food stuffs
fight, battle
cause
fireworks
wearing away
objects
wisely
tendon
coarseness
puzzling problem
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Answer Sheet: The Ledger
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
The Ledger
1.____ consumables
2.____ skirmish
3. ____ precipitate
4.____ pyrotechnics
5._____attrition
6.____ artifacts
7.____ judiciously
8.____ sinew
9.____ depravity
10.____ crux

a. wearing away
b. wisely
c. coarseness
d. tendon
e. cause
f. puzzling problem
g. food stuffs
h. fireworks
i. fight, battle
j. objects
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The Spalding 7 and Titleist 3:23
Jerry Woodfill
“MOON LANDING WAS A HOAX! We never went!”
- was the headline of the Weekly World News displayed at the
Kroger checkout counter.
“I could use that for the space
calendar I’m working on.” At least, the thought was so
preposterous no one would accept it as true. I needed an entry for
March 5, 1991, the date of the issue.
The project had a notable event in space history for each
day of the year. Something for March 5th had not been
forthcoming. This was it.
As an educational exercise, I
suggested teachers and students examine the article then refute its
contentions based on solid science. Ten years later, my innocent
posting on the Internet had grown into a vast horde of conspiracy
theorists, contending that the article was factual. Then, the Fox
network collected the ridiculous assertions and broadcast them as
a documentary. Soon, school children were asking me, “Did we
actually land men on the Moon?”
Most see NASA types as humorless studious
engineering/scientists devoid of personality and imagination.
Such is not the case. I can’t forget one Joe Deserackis, an early,
pre-Manned Spacecraft Center employee. He had a desk, a
phone entry in the NASA directory, and a glowing biographical
background. Unfortunately, he had no body. Mischief makers,
among our kind, conceived him as a practical joke on NASA
personnel.
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But this “no-moon-landing” nonsense was dangerous to
American youth. For if Neil Armstrong had not gone, then what
was sacred about any event in American history? Landing on
the moon was considered among the most notable. If it be a
hoax, nothing in history books could be trusted. This led to an
inventory of my years as a Brantwoodian. Had I perpetrated
anything so bogus as those claiming a lunar conspiracy?
At once, I thought about the subtle ways I’d cheated in
golf. Compared to most who played that “damnable” game of
nerves, ethics, and challenges to total honesty, I was angelic.
Yet, I had moments of depraved dishonesty, though none
compared to the heinous collection of cheating schemes
performed by Jack Lickler. His artful-nefarious craft rivaled that
of the greatest bank thief. No communist spy of the KGB could
have equaled Jack’s undercover operations on the links. On more
than one occasion, I knew he’d cheated to keep his handicap
beneath mine, but I could only suspect, never prove his acts of
golf criminality.
I’d compare him to a magician whose world class show
stopping trick looks so real as to be considered supernatural. Yet,
none can decode his technique. He goes to the grave with his
secret intact. That was Jack, the golf cheat. I could only attempt
to simulate his art, fuming hours after he’d beat me on the
Woodmar par 70 eighteen hole course:
In order to thwart his propensity for cheating, I’d establish
rules before we launched our first drive. Hopefully, these would
discourage his felonious ways. First, I’d ask him whose ball he
was playing and its number. He always bought Spalding golf
balls from the Lansing sports discounter. That day, it happened
to be a Spalding 7.
All was well until the 13th hole when Jack hit a wicked
slice off the tee that surely passed out-of-bounds over the barbed
wire fence bordering the course. Because my shot landed on the
opposite side of the hole, I momentarily lifted the surveillance.
Predictably, Jack found his ball had not sailed across the penalty
marker as it appeared. In fact, he had a wonderful lie in the
rough such that his following shot to the green won him a par. I
settled for a bogey five.
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I knew he’d cheated, and, like a g-man about to bust a
felon, I beat Jack to the cup, grabbed his ball as evidence that he
had switched it for the one hit out-of-bounds.
“Unbelievable!” It was a Spalding 7. I had no case.
On the 15th, Jack’s ball rolled under a Weeping Willow
tree on his approach to the Green. Indiana Weeping Willows
have dense branches hanging from the top center to the ground
like Ringo Starr’s Beatle hair cut. No golf swing is possible
under its foliage. Appropriately named, the Weeping Willow
brought sorrowful cries from unfortunates hoping for a par.
I’d dealt with that predicament. It led to an evil thought,
“If I used my putter like a pool cue, with the grip-end to strike the
ball, perhaps, I could escape the mesh of leafage.” I checked the
rule-book. Such was illegal . So I watched Jack disappear
beneath that jungle-like vegetation. “I’ve got him here,” was my
gleeful inner exclamation.
Carefully, I scrutinized that tree,
expecting vituperative-vial shouts of golf-links profanity to come
forth. Nothing was heard, but what I saw was as mystifying as
any Houdini magical performance. Jack emerged from those
hanging Willow vines, as though he was Livingston freed from
jungle captivity.
“But where was his ball?”
He continued, distancing himself from the tree. Behind
the green, where a modest chip shot would place him at a single
putt’s distance from the hole, I heard Jack’s voice.
“Here it is, my Spalding 7…must have got a good bounce
and run under that tree.” Once more, Jack bested my bogey with
a par. And, yes, I checked again. It was the same Spalding 7
he’d driven off the 16th tee.
Now, all, at some time, in some form or fashion, cheat at
golf. It’s biblical, like, “All have sinned (cheated in golf) and fall
short of the glory of God.” (Titleist 3:23) So, on occasion, I
wasn’t above cheating. I’d employed the “foot-mashie” more
than once on a ball imbedded in a fairway divot. But those
infrequent instances were misdemeanors compared to Jack’s
fairway felonies.
Both our drives on the 17th seemed equally long, perhaps,
220 yards, mine to the left, his to the right, slightly in the rough.
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Yet, when I reached mine, I saw him continue to walk erect, Bag
Boy cart in tow, a full fifty yards farther. This gave him a
modest nine iron to the hole for his par. I struggled for a bogey.
Angry at his obvious act of cheating, I “topped” my six iron
shot. Of course, the ball I pulled from the cup, along with mine,
was Jack’s Spalding 7.
There was no doubt about it. My ability at golf exceeded
Jack’s. One could simply judge our shots on the practice range
and come to that conclusion. Yet, Jack’s handicap was 10 and
mine 13. What makes golf such a great game for cheaters is the
lack of a victim. A bank robber takes someone’s savings. A
drug pusher damages those who buy his narcotics. Blackmailers,
embezzlers, and burglars have victims.
Weekend golfers don’t, except where there is a
competitive rivalry between friends. I was Jack’s victim because
of this.
Jack was a proponent of the Mulligan. In his mind, this
was sort of like a marriage annulment, i.e., the marriage or golf
shot never really happened because it was ones first marriage or
first golf shot of the day. He explained it like this.
“Jerry, say we are supposed to tee-off at 8:00 AM. I hit
my shot. Then a lightning bolt strikes. There is a fierce rain. Our
golf game has to be restarted later. Well, that shot I took at 8:00
AM is simply a Mulligan. It never happened. It doesn’t count
This is a new start. So every first shot has the potential of being
a Mulligan, if we choose.”
At first, I agreed with Jack’s logic but then the concept
horrified me: Imagine, a birth Mulligan – i.e., God deems you a
dubbed shot, picks you off the fairway of life, and has your
parents try again. What about a face Mulligan for an ugly person
– I guess that would be plastic surgery.
Jack had a similar explanation about why a “wiff”
shouldn’t count as a stroke, “Jerry, look at it this way. A wiff
is when you swing but don’t hit the ball, even though you
intended to…now, isn’t a practice swing when you do the same,
i.e., swing and miss the ball. Who’s to know whether you
intended to hit it or were practicing? No one’s a mind-reader.
No wiff should ever be counted as a stroke.”
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I had to admit it. Jack’s arguments would put the most
competent trial lawyer to the test. How was I ever going to
control his cheating? I might as well cheat along with him. At
least, this would normalize the situation, and my handicap would
show that I was better than he was.
Then it happened on a visit to that Lansing sports
emporium to buy some tees and golf balls. When I began to
select a brand, I noticed they always came in lots of a dozen.
But, suddenly, I recognized what Jack had been doing. He’d buy
all Spalding 7s, by the lot. Somehow, he was stowing a vast
number of them in his bag, on his person, in his jacket and pants
pockets. When he’d hit that Spalding 7 out-of-bounds, the
substitute Spalding 7 was dropped near the fence while I was
searching for my ball. Likewise, when it seemed his Spalding 7
ended up under that Weeping Willow Tree, he had simply left it
there, and dropped another Spalding 7 behind the green when I
wasn’t looking.
“But how did he make that drive sail fifty yards beyond
mine?” I’d watched him carefully. Like a divine message from
God’s angelic golfing hosts, an answer came.
“That cheater had a hole in his pocket.”
“Yes. That’s how he did it.”
The Spalding 7 in his pocket had dribbled down his
pants leg into the rough. Somebody was finding quite a few
Spalding 7s inadvertently left on the course. They were Jack’s.
At once, a plan, as nefarious as any of Jack’s cheating
schemes, came to mind. It was expensive, but well worth it, if it
brought Jack to justice. I bought twelve dozen Spalding balls.
Each box had a different number on the Spalding balls. The first
was a box of Spalding 1s, another of Spalding 2s, the third of
Spalding 3s, and on and on. The last dozen being Spalding 12s.
Next, I collected one ball from each box and hid them in a
pocket in my golf bag.
I waited for the junior club tournament, the day
when my scheme would most impact Jack. We were in the same
foursome. The opportune moment came when Jack chose to
relieve himself just before we teed off. Quickly, I collected the
dozen randomly numbered Spalding balls from my bag and
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substituted them for his Spalding 7s. When he returned, I threw
him one of his Spalding 7s with the comment, “Here’s to you
Jack…may the best golfer win.”
When he saw it was a Spalding 7, he was satisfied to
place it on the tee. I saw a ball bulging in his side pocket.
Assuredly, it was a Spalding 7. I took comfort in knowing that
would be the only substitute he would pull off today.
All was well until the 4th hole. I led by a stroke when
Jack’s approach shot sliced off line into a pond on the far left.
Since I didn’t see it skip across the water onto the other side, I
knew Jack’s lone substitute Spalding 7 was soon to be used.
And, of course, it was, as Jack exclaimed, ”I’ve had
something of a miracle. My Spalding 7 got legs and walked on
water.”
“That will be the last miracle Jack gets today.” I chuckled
quietly.
To Jack’s credit, he was playing so well that he really
didn’t need to cheat. In fact, by the 13th hole he was beating me
fairly. It had to be an act of ironic justice, the same out-ofbounds hole, the same dubbed shot. Resolutely, Jack marched
toward that same fence in search of his Spalding 7. I watched
him pause midway to the mark. He squatted behind his bag
which hid his body from our view. Obviously, he was unzipping
his cache of Spalding 7s to substitute one for his errant shot. He
would save two penalty strokes by cheating.
The other golfers in our group noticed Jack hadn’t moved
though the rest of us had reached our drives preparing to hit a
second shot.
“Jack,” one yelled, “You’re holding up the
tournament…come on.” Slowly, Jack walked on, to the spot his
Spalding 7 took flight abroad from the confines of Woodmar’s
13th hole.
What he said next was very sweet to hear…
“Fellows, my ball is out of bounds. I can’t find it. I’ll be
hitting a Spalding 5 and taking two strokes penalty.”
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The Spalding 7 and Titleist 3:23
Comprehension Questions
1. ______Who are the main characters in the short story?
a. the author and Jack Lickler
b. the golf balls
c. Arnold Palmer and Sam Sneed
d. the Woodmar Pro and his caddy
2. _____ How many times did Jack cheat in the story?
a. never
b. too many to count
c. three times
d. once
3. ______ How did Lickler cheat?
a. secretly switching balls
b. using the foot mashie
c. lying about his score
d. taking multiple “Mulligans.”
4. _____ What does an Indiana Weeping Willow Tree look
like?
a. a Beetle’s hair cut.
b. a sorrowful golfer
c. a slender woman’s torso
d. a weed
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5. _____ How did the author stop Jack from cheating?
a. having the pro talk to him privately
b. leaving an anonymous note in his ball pouch
c. by secretly switching balls in his bag
d. threatening him with physical harm
6. How would you have stopped Jack Lickler from cheating?
______________
a. politely suggesting he had cheated
b. cheating also to get his attention
c. ignore Lickler’s acts
d. None of the above. I would…..
7. Did the author ever cheat? ____
Yes or No
8. _____ Do you think everyone cheats at golf somehow at
sometime?
Yes or No
9. _____ What does the author compare golf cheating to?
a. gambling
b. sin
c. magic tricks
d. loss of memory
10. _____ What is a Mulligan?
a. an Irish stew
b. a club named for a famous golfer
c. a rodent found in the woods
d. a second uncounted stroke for a bad shot
11. _____What’s a “wiff” in golf?
a. a rancid smell from the outhouse
b. a club used in the sand trap
c. a type of golf tee used on the fairway
d. a golfer missing the ball during the swing
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12. _____ How did Jack justify not counting a wiff?
a. a noise had unfairly caused the wiff
b. it was a practice swing since it missed the ball
c. the club was defective causing the miss
d. something had inadvertently moved the ball
13. ______Why does the title include the number 3:23?
a. it refers to the International Golf Rule 3:23
b. Jack Lickler cheated 23 times in 3 days
c. it’s a verse about everyone cheating in some way
d. Jack’s handicap of 23 strokes for 3 months
14. ______ How did Jack justify taking a Mulligan on the first
shot on the first hole?
a. the first shot could be ignored by interruptions
b. on-lookers made him nervous
c. he had no time to warm-up his swing
d. a bad first shot would ruin the whole day
15. _____ Who was Joe Deserackis?
a. a famous 1950s professional golfer
b. one of the original seven Mercury astronauts
c. the caddy master at the Woodmar Country Club
d. a make believe NASA employee
16. _____ How did Lickler outdrive Jerry by 50 yards?
a. using a driver with a metal head
b. using a driver with a graphite shaft
c. letting the ball trickle from a pants pocket hole
d. kicking the ball while Jerry wasn’t looking
17. _____ Why did Jack have only Spalding 7 golf balls?
a. only the best golfers used them
b. he cheated by substituting them for bad shots
c. his clubs were Spaldings
d. his deceased grandfather, a golf pro, used them
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18. _____ Did Neil Armstrong actually land on the Moon?
a. the Moon shot and Jack’s golf shots were fake
b. the Weekly World News said it didn’t happen
c. Yes, Jerry proved the Weekly World News wrong
d. Fox news aired a documentary calling it a fake
19. _____ What movie was filmed at Jerry’s work place?
a. High Noon
b. From the Earth to the Moon
c. West World
d. 2001 Space Odyssey
20. _____ What did Jerry think he’d do to hit a shot
from under the Weeping Willow?
a. grip a putter just above its head and swing
b. use the club like pool cue
c. detach the club head into his hand and swing
d. with the club head touching the ball, kick it

The ball which brought Jack Lickler to justice.
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New Spelling Words From:
The Spalding 7 and the Titleist 3:23
1. preposterous
2. thwart
3. propensity
4. felonious
5. scrutinize
6. opportune
7. resolute
8. cache
9. nefarious
10. mystify
11. depravity
12. misdemeanor
13. predicament
14. conspiracy
15. horde
16. bogus
17. slice
18. bogey
19. par
20. foliage

ridiculous
stop
inclination
criminal, illegal
study, examine
fortuitous, lucky
dedicated
storage place
evil
fool
foulness
wrong-doing
dilemma
evil alliance
collect greedily
fake
errant shot to right
one shot over par
ideal strokes for a hole
mass of leaves
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Answer Sheet: Spalding 7 and Titleist 3:23
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
Spalding 7 and Titleist 3:23
1.____ preposterous
a. evil
2.____ thwart
b. dilemma
3. ____ propensity
c. evil alliance
4.____ felonious
d. wrong-doing
5._____scrutinize
e. collect greedily
6.____ opportune
f. errant shot to right
7.____ resolute
g. stop
8.____ cache
h. inclination
9.____ nefarious
i. fake
10.____ mystify
j. one shot over par
11.____ depravity
k. fortuitous, lucky
12.____ misdemeanor
l. ideal strokes for hole
13.____ predicament
m. study, examine
14.____ conspiracy
n. mass of leaves
15.____ horde
o. foulness
16.____ bogus
p. ridiculous
17.____ slice
q. dedicated
18.____ bogey
r. fool
19.____ par
s. storage place
20.____ foliage
t. criminal, illegal

For extra credit: Do you think this is a true story, partially true, or
altogether made up? __________________________
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The Brantwoodian Villain
Jerry Woodfill
“Jerry, we’re going to a party tonight. Josette Chamberlain
is going to be your sitter.”
Quickly, I postured my lower lip into a pitiful whimper,
dropped my shoulders for Mom’s benefit, and stomped
dejectedly from the room, all the while relishing the thought,
“Wow, Josette, this is my night!”
In 1949, Playboy magazine did not exist. The closest
“girlie periodical” was my uncle’s pile of Esquires, altogether
tame compared to today’s TV, cinema, and other more unseemly
opportunities for an 8 year old boy’s inadvertent (of course)
perusal. But Josette, though only 14, was equal in my mind to
any of those pinups pictured in Esquire.
Nevertheless, if I seemed eager for Josette to sit me, I
feared Mom would be suspicious and call the prissy Wilhemina
Ragsdale, a Dutch Reformed Sunday school student aspiring to
be a deaconess one day. Wilhemina always lectured me on the
evils of movie attendance when she was my sitter. Who needed
the movies when Josette was in the house? She looked better
than most of the girls in them.
But it’s neither Josette nor Wilhemina that this is about.
It’s Josette’s younger brother Lance Chambelain. (of course not
his real name) Her six year old kid brother was my familiar
colleague in work, play, and crime. It’s that third category I
want to address.
Lance was a prodigious budding felon having the
potential of a Mafia don though Chamberlain was certainly not an
Italian surname. It was only by God’s grace, i.e., transfer of Mr.
Chamberlain to another plant in a foreign land that spared me a
life of criminality under the tutelage of “Light Fingers” Lance
Chamberlain, the young thief of Brantwood.
Besides losing wrestling matches to Lance, I found his
mischievous ways altogether harmless: swiping produce from
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Janzzen’s farmers’ market on Ridge Road was about as dire as
his conduct got. Yet, I sensed, an underlying evil that might one
day manifest itself to my detriment. That day did come.
Lance casually suggested we visit a neighbor’s son’s
home. Seemed like a swell idea. I liked my playmate’s toys
very much: lots of toy trucks, bulldozers, ships, planes, and cars.
Then I discovered the problem. Both my friend and his parents
were out of town.
The home had sort of a playroom between the garage and
house. Lance must have done a thorough surveillance since his
room was directly in front and above the planned crime site Not
only did he know of the home’s vacancy, he, like most crooks,
knew how to gain illegal entry. The clandestine path would be
through the unlocked garage into that wonderful toy-studded
playroom.
Lance plied me with the convincing argument that this
was “no big deal”…that our friend would want us to enjoy his
toys in his absence. And this we did, until our parents found out
about our “breaking and entering” for the purposes of felonious
toy playing pursuits. Fortunately neither Lance nor I was
prosecuted. We were six years old. The second incident came
three years later, The Great Iceball Caper. Brantwood’s trail to
Hammond began with the four lane Ridge Road. This served as a
bus route to downtown Hammond. The bus continued four miles
down Ridge Road before turning north bound for Hohman
Avenue for the final leg of the trip.
The name Ridge Road is appropriate. The road actually
follows a ridge bordering the Brantwood lowlands. Brantwood is
approximately 20 feet below the natural ridge topology. There
was a Brantwood stop on the bus route. Conveniently, it was
across from the main entrance into the aforementioned wicked
Wicker Park. So that the vast populations from afar might enjoy
the park’s offerings without need of automotive transportation.
Few from Brantwood, except for non-licensed youth,
chose the bus for travel to downtown Hammond. I was among
the “wheeless” disadvantaged and often road Hohman Avenue
into the heart of the metropolis of 80,000 Hammonites.
(Actually, if one missed the bus, the walk home was but a few
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hours. I know, because that was my experience on more than one
occasion.)
While these recollections seek to be factual, names have
been changed to protect the guilty. The Great Iceball Incident
was perpetuated by three Brantwood juveniles. I’m only sure of
one of those three. That would, of course, be Jerry Woodfill.
Likely, Lance, would be another but memory fails me except to
say the incident was consistent with Lance’s modus operandi.
As was often the case in winter, Ridge Road was awash in
ice, slush, and snow. This was a temptation for the three 9 year
olds among Brantwood’s finest youth as they awaited the
Hammond bus. We planned an evening at the cinema for the
late show at the Hammond Metropolitan Theater, a block from
Goldblatts.
The incident might have been avoided except for an
aberration in the law of random variables. Generally, only one of
the trio might have been tempted to launch an iceball at a
passing car. The probability of a three-ball launch ranked with a
Calument City bar’s back room slot machine displaying three
lemons after a patron’s hand crank. However, the gods of
probabilistic outcomes had ordained just that unlikely event as a
Gary bound car loaded with steelworkers slushed pass the
iceball hurlers.
The descent of that iceball triad tripled the impact. The
windshield devastation obscured the steely eyed foundry
workers’ visibility, splattering iceball shrapnel as destructively
as a terrorist’s IED. Had a single ice bomb struck such a blow,
most drivers would have been content to scream a four lettered
expletive into the auto’s inner-void accompanied with a center
fingered hand jester at the attackers. But a mortar barrage of
triple the magnitude called for a like retaliation, much to our
horror and dismay.
At once, the offended vehicle, braked, backed rearward,
and pursued its attackers with a vengeance not unlike that
wrought on Japan after Pearl Harbor. Outrunning an automobile
was not a prospect any of us relished. Our only salvation rested
in fleeing to the one acre wooded home site adjacent to the bus
stop. To this end, each felon chose an alternate route into the
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dark sheltering abyss of the night.
Perhaps, it was Lance who tripped on the garden hose left
inadvertently in the yard for the winter. Actually, this was
providential. Beside the hose was the family barbecue rig, also
left exposed to the winter’s elements. Beneath its rusted
members, one of our gang hid. By wedging his small body so
that his legs and arms wrapped around the propane bottle, he was
obscured from the angry search party’s scrutiny. Had those
vigilantes shined their flashlight his way, they might have
mistaken the bottle with its encircling arms, legs, and Lance for a
child Buddha resting in the snow.
The remaining twosome had no such tripping misfortune.
Theirs was an unobstructed diagonal snow dash across the acre of
real estate. A chain link fence was the final hurdle. The memory
of leaping that fence remains vivid. It was as much a prison wall
as any which incarcerated felons in the Joliet State Prison which
had housed bank robber John Dillinger for a season.
That fence was actually something of a protective barrier
for the Brantwoodians. It existed to separate the Ridge Road
“riff-raft” from the privileged estates of the well-to-do dwelling
on its other side. Its purpose was to keep people out, but, for
now, I was the one being kept out. I can’t imagine how I was
able to jump that hurdle being no more than four foot tall. It has
to do with those tales of super-human feats accompanying
threatened survival. But I did.
Whose yard had I landed in was the question? Had they
heard me? If so, an irate home owner’s shotgun blast might be
no better than being drawn and quartered by those angry
steelworkers. I studied the darkly lit home. It was vacant.
Again, I was a prowler, a trespasser on its premises. It was the
same home Lance and I had broken into three years before. This
had to be another of life’s ironies, a rule I’d often heard preached
on Martin Cane Private Eye, a crook always returns to the scene
of his crime.
It was Lance’s father’s transfer that broke up our
misguided friendship. But I had not seen the last of the Villain
of Brantwood. Several years later, the family returned for a
visit. We were asked to provide lodging for my old friend Lance.
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Immediately, I hid my entire 1953 Topps baseball card
collection in our attic. It simply wouldn’t be right to confront
Lance with such temptation. Congratulating myself on the
wisdom of my baseball card decision, I shook Lance’s hand as he
left, carrying his suitcase to his parents’ car. And that was the
last time I saw Lance, more than a half century ago.
Months later, a mysterious package was delivered to our
home by the postman. It was from Lance’s mother. Expecting,
perhaps, a gift in appreciation for Lance’s visit, Mom happily cut
the twine, tore open the small card board box, and reached
through the discarded newspaper wrapping for the gift.
Both of us were anxious and
excited, expecting
something special. The package was quite heavy for its size.
Together we watched as she pulled from the package our gift. It
was a Colt 22 Revolver, dad’s army hand gun. The attached not
said it all. “I found this in Lance’s suitcase. He told me it
accidentally fell in while he was packing.”
“Sure, it did.” We both thought and smiled.

Jerry’s Dad’s Army Pistol : Vintage 1944
Brantwood, Indiana
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The Brantwoodian Villain
Comprehension Questions

(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______

:

1. Jerry’s tone compares his friend Lance
to:
a. a future Eagle Scout
b. a fellow Sunday School classmate
c. a brilliant student
d. a future felon

_______ 2. Jerry’s inference about Lance’s
mother’s explanation of finding the
gun is?
a. Lance was truthful
b. Lance’s mother was untruthful
c. the explanation was laughable
d. the package was a gift
_______ 3. Jerry was suspicious of Lance because:
a. Lance had wicked friends
b. he beat Jerry up
c. he stole fruit
d. he was related to John Dillinger
________ 4. Lance led Jerry into crime?
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. Jerry made trips to Hammond:
a. on his bike
b. mostly walking
c. taking the bus
d. hitch hiking with steelworkers
________ 6. Why did the steelworkers stop?
a. to give Jerry a free ride
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b. to clean their windshield
c. to pick up a friend
d. to catch Jerry and punish him
________ 7. What did Lance tell Jerry about
playing with his friend’s toys?
a. “No one will find out.”
b. “His friend would wish them to.”
c. “His parents wanted them to.”
d. “They’d let their friend play with
their toys when they were on
vacation.”
________ 8. What did Jerry think about Lance’s
sister?
a. He didn’t want her as a sitter..
b. She was a future deaconess.
c. She looked like a movie star.
d. None of the above.
_________ 9. Why did Jerry pout about Josette,
Lance’s sister, baby-sitting him?
a. he disliked her very much
b. she might invite Lance over
c. he used reverse psychology
d. she said Hollywood movies were evil
________ 10.What did Jerry attribute the
foundry workers’ anger to?
a. their dislike of Brantwoodians
b. the terrible winter roads
c. the improbability of three iceballs
d. drinking too much coffee
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_________ 11. Why didn’t Lance lead Jerry into a
life of a juvenile delinquent?
a. Lance was incarcerated in prison
b. Lance’s father was transferred
c. the steelworkers frightened him
d. he became a Cub Scout
_________ 12. How did Lance escape the steel workers?
a. He ran into the Wicker Park forest
b. He told them it was Jerry who did it.
c. He used a barbeque propane bottle.
d. He jumped a neighboring fence.
_________ 13. What did not describe Lance’s sister?
a. a magazine pinup girl
b. a movie starlet
c. a beautiful magazine cover model
d. an aspiring deaconess
_________ 14. What did “Light-Fingers” mean?.
a. Lance had extreme dexterity.
b. Lance played the piano artfully.
c. Lance was very skinny.
d. Lance was skilled at stealing fruit.
_________ 15. Jerry’s attitude about Lance was?
a He was extremely evil.
b. He was just like Jerry.
c. His regrettable ways were harmless
d. Jerry liked Lance because of his sister
_________ 16.What was meant by “a crook returns
to the scene of his crime?”
a. Martin Cane Private Eye’s motto
b. Jerry returned to his place of crime
c. It was a popular movie of the 1950s
d. Lance was a crook
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_________ 17. Why did Jerry hide his cards?
a. He didn’t want to tempt Lance.
b. He was sure Lance would steal them.
c. Some of them had been Lance’s.
d. Lance didn’t care for baseball cards.
_________ 18.John Dillinger was a ______?
a. prison warden
b. famed bank robber
c. former Indiana governor
d. movie star of the 1950s
_________ 19. How did Lance know his friend’s
toys would be accessible?
a. His friend told him to sneak in.
b. He heard his friend mention leaving.
c. From his room across the street, Lance
watched his friend leave on a vacation.
d. His friend left him a note.
_________ 20. When Jerry used the terms “riffraff”,
his tone was_____.
a. aloft, haughty, and prejudiced
b. benevolent
c. understanding
d. supportive of others
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My 1953 Topps Mickey Mantle:
The card Lance never got.
Present value $1,000 to $2,000
Purchase price: 1953 – one cent
Value 2008: $1000 - $2000
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Brantwoodian Villain Vocabulary List
Word
1. postured
2. colleague
3. deaconess
4. prodigious
5. tutelage
6. manifest
7. detriment
8. topology
9. recollection
10.perpetuated
11. modus operandi
12. aberration
13. triad
14. shrapnel
15. abyss
16. scrutiny
17. vigilantes
18. prosecute
19. caper
20. riffraff

Synonym
posed
associate, partner
female church worker
impressive
training
make known, reveal
damage
surface character
recall, remembrance
extended, continued
habit, way of acting
flaw, error
threesome
explosive fragments
bottomless pit
study, examination
lawless avengers
legally charge, try
escapade, historic event
commoners, undesirables
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Answer Sheet: The Brantwoodian Villain
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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The Brantwoodian Villain
Vocabulary Test
1.____ postured
2.____ colleague
3. ____ deconess
4.____ prodigious
5._____tutelage
6.____ manifest
7.____ detriment
8.____ topology
9.____ recollection
10.____ perpetuated
11.____ modus operandi
12.____ aberration
13.____ triad
14.____ shrapnel
15.____ abyss
16.____ scrutiny
17.____ vigilantes
18.____ prosecute
19.____ caper
20.____ riffraff

a. surface character
b. extended, continued
c. habit, way of acting
d. flaw, error
e. explosive fragments
f. bottomless pit
g. escapade, historic event
h. lawless avengers
i. threesome
j. study, examination
k. posed
l. legally charge, try
m. damage
n. commoners, undesirables
o. make known, reveal
p. associate, partner
q. impressive
r. recall, remembrance
s. training
t. female church worker
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The Rock and Roll Hall of Shame
Jerry Woodfill

“One, two, three, o’clock four o’clock rock…”
The cadence was hypnotic for a Lincoln School
upperclassman, i.e., eighth grader. This was what one author
deemed, “The Plains of Passage,” an unescorted South Shore rail
trip from Hammond’s Indianapolis Blvd. station into the
metropolis, Chicago. And not a routine trip, at that, one of
momentous historic significance, a landmark moment in time. It
was the opening of that 1955 cinematic classic Black Board
Jungle starring Glen Ford as “Daddy-o”, along with its
blockbuster theme song “Rock Around The Clock.”
Yet, there was much-much more about the event jacking
its notoriety near the top of great moments in the annals of
musical entertainment history. Bill Halley and his Comets were
appearing live onstage. During intermission, they would perform
the hit of the year, no, the hit of the decade; for all I knew the
greatest rock and roll hit of the millennium.
While there had been modest peril taking the South Shore
through the south Chicago war zone (Only one beer bottle came
RPG fashion through the window of the car I rode.), seeing the
Comets in person outweighed any threats. For, we, the
Brantwoodian Rock ‘n Roll devotees of the fifties, this would be
a seminal experience much rehearsed in coming years. I was not
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alone. Rickie and Eddie made it a trio. Perhaps, we were the only
residents of Northwest Indiana to have witnessed the event.
After all, it was a full 40 miles from Wicker Park. For us, a
sheltered lot, only a later journey to the Indy 500 would equal
this daring adventure.
But it was not the city which left a lasting impression, it
was the antics of the rock and roll crowd at intermission. There
were girls and women of extreme diversity: teens and moms,
young and old, fat and thin, ugly and pretty charging forth
beneath the stage, some screaming, others crying, tearing at oneanother to be closest to their idols.
The objects of adoration were a group of middle aged
men, none exceptionally handsome to behold. These were not
the Rock Hudson, Cary Grant or even Frank Sinatra “pretty
boys.” Yet, the adulation rolled out around them like a tidal
wave of irrational feminine lust.
There were professional
women of material substance jostling baser types for access to
these non-descript white guys.
Manifestations included superhuman feats, catapulting
themselves on stage, tearing at the performers clothes, fainting
amidst the cheering, whooping, screaming sounds of these
deranged fans.
To a man, not one male was among the flurry of
demented female devotees. I say demented in this sense, “They
had forgotten who they were.” This became the birthplace of
my rock and roll addiction.
I returned to Lincoln School
changed.
No longer did Snooky Lanson’s and Gisele
MacKenzie’s Lucky Strike Hit Parade ballads move me. Bill
Haley, Elvis, Ricky, Roy, and Paul (Anka not McCartney) had
replaced them.
A strange confluence, a synergy of interests, deepened my
addiction. Audio Electronics as a hobby tracked the advent of
Rock and Roll. It was something called High Fidelity audio,
HiFi for short, that became the catalyst for my continued
addiction.
Brantwoodians, as a whole, caught the HiFi bug while I
dealt with my case of Rock and Roll-itis. No longer was the
latest Detroit automobile that which impressed. The size of the
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V-8 engine was supplanted by the frequency range of the HiFi
system as the specification which impressed friends and
neighbors.
Book shelves no longer held books. Instead all manner of
tweeters, woofers, and mid-range speakers stood where the
printed text once was. In fact, the challenge of the art was to
manufacture a speaker with the specs of a low-throated ultra-base
vibrato in a cabinet the size of a set of World Book
encyclopedias. Fireplaces no longer burned wood in those cold
Indiana winters. Rather the sounds of Percy Faith’s Orchestra
warmed the heart and soul of listeners.
Though our fire place stayed speaker-free, the wood-bin
beside the hearth no longer held wood. Its content became our
woofer’s place in the living room. Likewise, Mom’s antique,
wash basin stand, a cherished heirloom from the family home
place, was savagely modified for the HiFi preamp, FM tuner, and
horror of horrors the 20 watt Williamson amplifier. Where
antique Oak leaf China once resided, the heat of electronics aged
those ancient timbers.
Actually, the guttural, earthy groans, throaty appellations,
and falsetto harmony of groups like Buddy Holly’s Crickets and
The Platters along with solo performers Chuck Berry, Sam
Cooke, and, of course, Elvis were little challenge to the wide
range of our Sherwood Ravina speakers. Our ten year old Philco
radio would have served equally well. Bill Haley’s vocal range
was at best little more than an octave. But somehow the
combination of snare drums, guitars, and that locomotive beat
served up a mixture of broken harmony, raucous nasal lead
singing, and repetitious lyrics that stirred a visceral something in
the deepest depths of all who heard it.
Neighborhood amateurs attempted to clone their idols.
Many an irate Brantwood homeowner complained to authorities
about the din of discordant sounds heard from a garage combo
butchering “Great Balls of Fire”, “Whole Lot a Shakin’ Goin’
On,” or Little Richard’s classic screamer “Tutti Fruiti, All
Rutti.” Somehow these groups had an unsavory reputation such
that soon none existed amongst the Brantwoodians. These types
were of more earthy upbringings across the tracks.
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Though I agreed with the assessment, I could not forget
that Chicago theater scene, the groveling, grabbing, grasping,
growling, gang of girls, gasping with each gyration of Bill
Haley’s Comets. This led to that unfortunate thought, “Perhaps,
I, too, can be a rock and roll idol.”
The era of the Elvis impersonator was decades away.
Besides, Elvis, did live so why impersonate him? There was no
easy access to Rock and Roll, off the shelf, paraphernalia. The
regalia was devoid of today’s readily available greasy looking
Elvis-like wigs. There were no sequined body shirts and tight
fitting pants, no back-up accompaniment tapes, no inexpensive
Fender guitars. There was absolutely nothing for an aspiring
rock and roll artist to accelerate entry into the genre.
I played first trumpet in the band. A lousy trumpet was
not the instrument of feminine devotion. Though I wore a flattop haircut, a nasty colic refused to respond to combing. This
made an Elvis hair-do out of the question. Worst of all, I didn’t
own a guitar though Dad had a ukulele bought as a gag. He
played it at a Brantwood Hawaiian party.
Again, imagine Elvis singing Hound Dog accompanied by
a four string uke. No respected rock idol would have one.
“At least having a guitar would be a start,” I sighed.
Only through Mom’s intercessions did Dad agree to trade in his
silver trumpet along with his bass and tenor saxophones on a
steel string acoustic guitar. I had the guitar but not the ability to
play this instrument of feminine attraction. Of course, a Mel Bay
How To book was purchased. But that was the extent of the
process. Rather than the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, I was
destined for its Hall of Shame.
But I found something as useful for the kind of respect I
sought from women. I made the discovery by accident. Women
swooned over this thing as much as they did Bill Haley’s
performances. The revelation came at our school gym the same
year as the trip to Chicago.
I’d played an exceptional game that evening, the high
scorer, against a respected grade school team. Leaving the gym,
I noticed a special friendliness from our cheerleaders, not
experienced previously:
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“It’s got to be something about how I played tonight.” I
guessed. I was right. To preserve that friendliness, I had better
become the Bill Haley of the hardwood. From that moment, my
rock and roll performances were rocking opponents into
submission and rolling up points for Lincoln School.
This required no long greasy hair. The flat-top was fine.
No guitar required either…just make baskets. A sequined body
shirt and pants? Gym shorts got better response from the girls as
long as the guy wearing them was the star. Henceforth, I would
be that star. And…ah, yes. Having an attractive girl friend was
never a problem again, though I wore glasses and looked uglier
than Buddy Holly and more homely than Bill Haley.
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Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Shame
Comprehension Questions

Bill Haley and Comets : Vintage 1955
Chicago, Illinois
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s tone compares Bill Haley’s
stage show to:
a. a ballet performance
b. a Cub Scout Pack meeting
c. the Indy 500
d. fan behavior at a wrestling match

:

_______ 2. Jerry’s inferrence about women’s
behavior at the perfomance is?
a. like a PTA meeting
b. being polite, subdued and appreciative
c. like a scene in the movie Little Women
d. like a lady wrestlers’ training class
_______ 3. The women were impressed by?:
a. the handsome Comets
b. the range of Bill Haley’s voice
c. the soft melodic musical selections
d. the Comets gyrations along with
the drum beat, and repetitious
raucous lyrics of the music
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________ 4. Jerry was the only male to jump on
stage.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. The train trip to Chicago:
a. was uneventful
b. had a beer bottle break a window
c. was fraught with vagrants
d. ended in hitch-hiking
________ 6.Why did Jerry want to hear Bill
Haley and the Comets?
a. he liked astronomy
b. he wanted to see “Haley’s Comet”
c. he was running away hoping to be
a rock star
d. Rock Around the Clock was a hit
________ 7. What was the name of the movie
featuring the Comets’ song?
a. “Rock of Ages”
b. “Rocket to the Moon”
c. “Jingle Bell Rock”
d. “Blackboard Jungle”
________ 8. What was the year of Jerry’s trip?
a. when Jerry was in eighth grade
b. when Jerry was in first grade
c. Jerry’s senior year in high school
d. not mentioned in the story
_________ 9. What instrument did Jerry play?
a. the harmonica
b. Hawaiian guitar
c. Ukulele
d. trumpet
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________ 10. Why did Jerry not like that
instrument?
a. it was difficult to master
b. his neighbor played it better
c. it did not impress girls much
d. he didn’t like his music teacher
_________ 11. Which was not a 50’s Rock song?
a. “Whole Lot a Shakin Goin’ On”
b. “Tutti Fruiti All Rutti”
c. “Hound Dog”
d. “Fly Me to the Moon”
_________ 12. Jerry learned the guitar from_____?
a. corresponding with Bill Haley
b. his neighbor, a guitar vituoso
c. a comic-book guitar course
d. a Mel Bay book
_________ 13. Why couldn’t Jerry copy Elvis?
a. he couldn’t memorize lyrics
b. he couldn’t move like Elvix.
c. he had a nasty hair colic
d. he had no acoustic guitar
_________ 14. What was the “HiFi” Bug??
a. an incurable disease of the 50s
b. an insect common to Brantwood
c. pursuit of the best audio system
d. fan of Rock ‘n Roll music
_________ 15. What made Jerry popular?
a he looked like Buddy Holly
b. his basketball skill
c. his Elvis-like hair
d. he sounded like Bill Haley
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_________ 16. What did Jerry compare the trip to
Chicago to?
a. a journey to the Moon
b. the movie Blackboard Jungle
c. a family vacation
d. the Indy 500
_________ 17. The women at the show did not ___?
a. scream
b. get excited
c. sit demurely in their seats
d. rush the stage
_________ 18. Which of the performers was not a
Rock ‘n Roll star?
a. Elvis
b. Roy Orbison
c. Buddy Holly
d. Snooky Lanson
_________ 19. The Comets were _____?
a. a rhythm and blues group
b. a stringed quartet
c. folk singers
d. pioneer rock ‘n rollers
_________ 20. Why was the movie named
Blackboard Jungle?
a. it was a film about a jungle
b. it was about rebellious students
c. it was about a pirate in Africa
d. it was about global warming
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Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Shame Vocabulary List
Word
1. cadence
2. adulation
3. deranged
4. confluence
5. synergy
6.vibrato
7. catalyst
8. heirloom
9. tweeter
10. woofer
11. octave
12.discordant
13.genre
14. raucous
15.visceral
16. clone
17. paraphernalia
18. seminal
19. guttural
20. en masse
21. colic

Synonym
rhythm, tempo
worship, adoration
crazed, irrational
meeting, junction
cooperation
variation in pitch
impetus, stimulation
inherited keepsake
high frequency speaker
low frequency speaker
music range of notes
off-key, tuneless
style, type, class
hoarse, harsh
deep seated, emotional
copy, duplicate
belongings, apparatus
formative, pioneering
husty, deep, low
bodily
hair twist
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The March 20, 1955 Movie Posters Jerry must have seen in the
lobby of the Chicago Theater featuring the movie along with Bill
Haley and the Comets
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Answer Sheet: Rock and Roll Hall of Shame
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
21. _____________
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Vocabulary Test:
The Rock and Roll Hall of Shame
1.____ cadence
2.____ adulation
3. ____ deranged
4.____ confluence
5._____synergy
6.____ vibrato
7.____ catalyst
8.____ heirloom
9.____ tweeter
10.____ woofer
11.____ octave
12.____ discordant
13.____ genre
14.____ raucous
15.____ visceral
16.____ clone
17.____ paraphernalia
18.____ seminal
19.____ guttural
20.____ en masse
21.____ colic

a. variation in pitch
b. hair twist
c. musical range of tones
d. off-key, tuneless
e. hoarse, harsh
f. copy, duplicate
g. belongings, appartus
h. worship, adoration
i. deep seated, emotional
j. formative, pioneering
k. rhythm, tempo
l. husky, deep, low
m. cooperation
n. impetus, stimulation
o. bodily
p. crazed, irrational
q. inherited keepsake
r. high freqency speaker
s. style, type, class
t. meeting, junction
u.base speaker
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THE TOWN THEATER

(The Town theater, circa 2006)
Adult movie tickets cost thirty-five cents, kids twenty-five
cents. But then haircuts were only seventy-five cents. I once
analyzed the cost of space craft. Everything had to be adjusted
for inflation’s creep. A Mercury capsule couldn’t be compared to
a 2010 Mars lander without a half century adjustment.
Really, it was a neat thing. Once you got that adjustment
number, any 1950s item’s price could accurately foretell its
future cost. For instance, a Coke cost five cents in 1950. It costs
sixty-five cents in the year 2006. So a haircut at seventy-five
cents in 1950 should cost fourteen times as much, or about $10.
Ten bucks is about right for a neighborhood barber shop.
Likewise, a movie ticket ought to adjust upward fourteen times
from that thirty-five cents. This comes to five dollars,
reasonable for most neighborhood theaters like the Highland
Town.
The Town was on Kennedy Avenue, a block down from
the corner of Ridge Road and Kennedy. Really it was more
typical of small town theaters than the plush Orpheum Theater
immortalized in Shep’s prose. I say more typical because it
lacked all the Greek architectural frills of the Orpheum and the
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Hammond Parthenon on Hohman Avenue. Added to the façade
was the difference in cliental. There were no amateur night
contests, nor was there a great deal of “necking” and other
lascivious acts as depicted in Shep’s accounts. A family
audience made such inadvisable to Brantwood youth watching
the likes of Flash Gordon and Roy Rogers. My one and only
grade school date was to the Town. I never so much as held the
hand of the girl leave alone participate in the carnal acts
described by Shep at the Orpheum.
The Town had a strict noise code as well. Even loud
chomping on Milk Duds could draw the ire of the pimply faced
teen age usher hired by the Driskills, owners and operators of the
Town. This was a respected entertainment emporium and patrons
were expected to respect those in attendance. However, the
proprietors exhibited a theatric persona every bit as Hollywoodlike as Shep’s Mr. Doppler.
Mme. Driskill was always attired in those skin-tight
sequined silvery dresses. Though not an unattractive women,
her heavy application of face-paint, lipstick, and the like, along
with the creamy-silver wig-like long hair frightened me. A tall
woman, she would have made an ideal actress in the House of
Wax 3-D. That 1953 Vincent Price movie was my standard for
the most frightening horror film.
Always suited impeccably, Mr. Driskill wore a mustache
and exuded a dignity befitting a theater owner. Not given to
theatrics, Mr. D. always spoke in measured voice, both in
volume and emotion. He was not a “hype-ster” like Mr. Doppler.
As such, he was the ideal for a Brantwoodian family oriented
theater.
Only one movie featured at the Town, aroused a latent lust
in me or my grade school friends. It was called Miss Sadie
Thompson. Sadie was played by actress Rita Hayworth. She did
a wicked dance which, by today’s movie standards, would be
deemed a polite waltz. It would be altogether none threatening to
censors. The movie would earn a PG rating, i.e., barely above a
Disney film in carnality.
But such in 1953, made its run at the Town brief. I told
other friends about it, but before they were able to enjoy the
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dance scene, Miss Sadie, i.e., Rita, had left Town, i.e., the Town
Theater.
The above pictured 2006 Town marquee features a movie
called The Break-Up, a PG-13, no less, with “brief nudity”.
Such would have been anathema in those innocent 1953 days of
Miss Sadie Thompson. I would not have been granted admission,
nor would the Driskill family have shown such fare. Perhaps, the
Orpheum would stoop to such lows but not the Town.
There were, of course, evil movie provocateurs on the
grounds of Lincoln Grade School. I’m not certain how such
contraband came into my possession, but among the family 8mm
Kodak two minute clips of Mom, Dad, Susan, and the Puritan
Jerry was found a 5 minute, Black and White, “cheese-cake”
movie of a tightly-sweatered girl in short-shorts, who later
frolicked bikini-clad on the beach.
Inadvertently, my sister Susan previewed that movie to
young friends. She had been searching for cartoon clips of
Heckle and Jeckle and Mighty Mouse. Her discovery severely
shocked those young girl friends. It was akin to later uncovering
those “Men’s Illustrateds” in my darkroom hide-away.
At least the Town had the obligatory theater balcony,
though it seated no more than fifty patrons. Mischief seekers
found its presence ideal for droppings of obscene refuse
earthward on hapless friends. No World War II B-29 bombardier
released his weaponry more accurately than the shower of butter
corn, spit-wads, sailing paper missiles, and, yes, even, Shep-like
“great silver oysters into the void” below.
Before the Town theater usher police mounted the lobby
stairs, the overhead assailants had fled into obscurity, i.e., the
men’s room, lobby, or upfront aisle seats. No management
enforcer could sleuth out the balcony felons from these hiding
places. They were simply too quick to be apprehended after
abused patrons cried out for justice.
Only once did I fall prey. Some low-life vermin cleverly
left his liter of Coke slightly in front of a seat. Its placement was
calculated to inflict maximum grief on an unsuspecting patron.
The artful delinquent’s venomous intent was reminiscent of a
Northern Korean Communist saboteur.
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The Town’s aisle lights were extremely dim compared to
other theaters. The ocular iris could not adjust before blinded
show goers stumbled to their seats. Having found a sitting place,
the unsuspecting victim, faced the screen, then reached rearward
to flip down the spring loaded mechanism.
The Town’s seats were notorious for their recoil force.
The physics of Hook’s Law made attendance of children under
40 pounds perilous.
Only if an accompanying adult stiff-armed the child’s seat
could it be prevented from “jack-knifing” the youth’s torso.
Without a parent, two light weight kids teamed up in the
same sea
t to avoid being “hinged” at the waist for the entire movie.
But I was not among such “panty-waists” as these of little mass
were deemed. My robustness earned me a solo seat at the Town.
However, excitement over the featured movie dulled my
vigilance, otherwise I might not have fallen prey to a trickster’s
prank.
Like a land mine’s concealed actuator, flipping the seat
down would trigger the Coke’s explosive deluge. And so it was:
I would liken the event to a tidal wave of soda inundating my
pants, filling my socks and shoes, flowing forth under the pull
of Newton’s law of gravitation under every third seat on every
row between me and the screen.
Not only did I howl, but all manner of obscene
appellations, never heard previously at the Town, came from
below my aisle as patrons felt the wash of a quart of Coke
rushing out of its banks ever downward. Purses left in the river’s
path were most affected, not to mention those whose habit was to
relax shoeless. These had drenched socks, wet feet, and extreme
acrimony for the perpetrator of the crime.
Hoping to apprehend the felons, some leaped into the
aisle to summon the usher though I knew it to be futile. Like
those combatants who laid land mines, the Town’s practical
jokers remained at large. Indeed, this was not the first nor
would it be the last time a Coke river would flow screen-ward.
Actually, I considered this the perfect theater crime,
above any balcony strafing. Should the Coke be linked back to
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the evil-doer, a perfect alibi thwarted prosecution. “Sir, I’d left
the Coke there when I went to the bathroom. I propped it against
my seat so no one would knock it over while I was away.”
My first encounter with horror films and their
psychological damage came at the Town in 1949. It was a
cartoon adaptation of Washington Irving’s Legend of Sleepy
Hollow.
The decapitated Ichabod Crane’s torso atop a galloping
steed tormented my dreams that night.
But the worst experience I had at the Town came later. I
don’t understand why one movie, in particular, reached into the
submerged recesses of my psyche, tunneling into the bedrock
depth of my being. The movie remains nameless except that I
know it was a western.
Though it wasn’t exceptionally fraught with gore
compared to the “Freddie” Halloween movies, or Frankenstein,
Dracula, or even this era’s horrific and heinous Stephen King
films, it affected me in a grisly, gut-wrenching, and gruesome
way. The western, in today’s rating system, would be no worse
than PG in rating. In fact, it might even receive the Disney
cartoon epoch’s customary G rating. However, its impact gave it
a definite “R” and perhaps, an “NC-17” as far as I was
concerned.
The scene which did the damage had a dying cowboy in
the final throws of life as a result of a gun fight. That scene
(perhaps, my first of someone dying so graphically) invaded my
sleep with a dream so ghastly, so sadistic, so depraved that I died
that night inside the mind of the mortally wounded actor.
Awakened by my own loud scream, my sweating body
shook uncontrollably, trembling for several minutes. It would be
months before I returned to the Town theater.
And I’d never again enjoy suspense films where death
was a possibility.
Perhaps, this has had an unexpected benefit. I’ve paid
little for movie tickets this past half century. No movie seen
since equals the horror of that lone cowboy’s death in a crummy
gunfight, simply because he wasn’t fast enough on the draw.
The closest I’ve come to a real life experience like that
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scene at the Town was an arithmetic duel at Lincoln School. My
adversary, a prissy, pompous Brantwood daughter of a cave bat
type female drew her chalk first. This beat me to the blackboard
draw. So mortally wounded was my pride that I died a second
death akin to that cowboy’s demise.
I didn’t scream, but worse, I broke out in tears, at first a
whimper, then a wailing lament that so troubled my teacher that
she tried to cheer me with her cherry cobbler desert at lunchtime.
She hoped that this would resurrect my wounded spirit.
Not once did my parents accompany me to the Town.
Hollywood was not of interest. Nevertheless, they were rabid
devotees of home movies, i.e., the kind taken with an 8
millimeter Kodak camera. So advanced was their zeal for the
hobby that they had a splicer kit. A collection of a dozen or more
films taken with their camera, spliced together would take about
ten minutes to play.
The problem was that spliced films, taken months apart,
were wholly frustrating to watch. The opening scene would have
Dad in military accouterment, officer’s hat, bedecked with
America’s Great Seal in gold leaf. The following clip would
feature Mom and Dad strolling New Orleans’ Bourbon Street
pushing me in a stroller. Without sound or titles edited in
between those individual spliced shorts, frustration reigned.
Especially confusing were edits spliced in nonchronological order. They’d be touring the bowels of a cave
somewhere in space and time followed by an abrupt “beam me
up Scotty” transition to the Pacific Coast, Dad, again in uniform
with me on his lap.
And in mid frame, the scene would flash back, years
earlier, to Niagara Falls. It was as though H.G. Welles’ Time
Machine’s timer couldn’t make up its mind. I guess Dad simply
wanted to splice all his film on one reel without dealing with
chronology.
If centuries in the future one of those spliced reels turns
up in an archeologist’s shovel, the history of the Woodfill clan
will be rewritten, i.e., I’ll be a miracle child, being born after I
turned three years of age.
More disturbing, depending on where the reel is first
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viewed, I’ll be illegitimate, born before my parents’ honeymoon
to Niagara Falls!

Town lobby Movie Posters seen by Jerry (left to right)
It Came From Outer Space(1953)
Creature from the Black (1954) Lagoon
House of Wax (1953)
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The Town Theater
Comprehension Questions

Author under Town’s Marquee (circa 2006)
(circa 1952 for the marquee and ticket sales booth)
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s tone compares the Town to___.
a. a war zone
b. a Cub Scout meeting
c. a dance recital
d. a neighborhood bar

:

_______ 2. Jerry inferred the owners were
a. hucksters
b. dignified and respectful
c. lustful and unseemly
d. jokesters
_______ 3. Teenage balcony patrons ____.
a. slept through movies
b. served as theater police
c. pelted people seated below
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d. made inappropriate sounds
________ 4. Jerry was a victim of ________.
a. Milk Duds on his seat
b. the seat recoil
c. a balcony bomber’s “oyster”
d. a Coke “booby-trap”
________ 5. Balcony pranksters did not hide in:
a. the men’s restroom
b. the front row, lower level
c. the lobby
d. the women’s restroom
________ 6.Who did Jerry see do a wicked dance
at the Town theater?
a. the owner’s wife, Mrs. Driskill
b. a vagrant
c. a woman in the balcony
d. Sadie Thompson
________ 7. What did Jerry not like about the
Town?
a. the strict noise code
b. it being family oriented
c. its practical jokers
d. as a respected place for a date
________ 8. What affect did the cowboy film have
on Jerry henceforth ?
a. he always attended with a friend
b. he always sat near the exit
c. he brought a blindfold and earplugs
d. he woke up screaming that night
_________ 9. Why were small children a seating
problem at the Town?
a. they violated the quiet code
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b. they ran up and down the aisle
c. they left refuse under the seats
d. the seat recoil “jack-knifed” them
________ 10. How did small children overcome the
seating handicap?
a. sharing a seat
b. buying a heavy box of popcorn
c. standing in the seat
d. putting a crossbar in place
_________ 11. What did Jerry do when out-chalked
by an arithmetic opponent?
a. threw an eraser at her
b. claimed she’d cheated
c. whimpered and cried
d. secretly ate the girl’s packed lunch
_________ 12. What did Jerry compare the Coke
prank to?
a. a guillotine
b. the electric chair
c. a hangman’s noose
d. a tripped landmine wire
_________ 13. Why were his dad’s movies bad?
a. they were underexposed
b. they were spliced out of order
c. they showed scenery but no people
d. he had a cheap camera
_________ 14. Why was the Coke crime perfect?
a. its alibi about the bathroom
b. it was the most destructive
c. the prankster was absent
d. Jerry had never been caught
_________ 15. Why was Mrs. Driskill perfect for the
movie House of Wax (3D)?
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a her snaggle teeth jutted out in 3D
b. her appearance was frightening
c. she wore Halloween masks
d. she was an actress
_________ 16. Why did a Coke only cost 5 cents?
a. it was an introductory offer
b. inflation
c. no one liked them
d. the theater kept the price low
_________ 17. Jerry’s “cheese cake” movie was about?
a. the manufacture of cheese
b. a dessert popular in 1953
c. a scantily clad model
d. a vacation film
_________ 18. How did the Orpheum differ from
the Town?
a. the size of the seats
b. the “necking” incidents
c. the price of the tickets
d. both owners were hypsters
_________ 19. House of Wax was _____?
a. a miracle 1950s kitchen cleaner
b. a grotesque horror film
c. an amusement park fright house
d. a candle shaped like a house
_________ 20. The Orpheum theater owner ____?
a. was a shy businessman
b. avoided amateur contests
c. was a theatrical huckster
d. employed usher police
*For extra credit compare the Orpheum to the Town,
or Mr. Doppler to the Driskills.
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The Orpheum Façade

The Infamous Orpheum Balcony (Above)
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The Town Vocabulary List
Word
Synonym
1. inflation
increase in price
2. facade
front of a building
3. lascivious
lewd, lustful
4. emporium
large business or store
5. persona
speaker, actor, or talker
6. impeccably
flawlessly
7. proprietor
owner and operator
8. anathema
a ban, a curse
9. provocateurs
trouble makers
10. obligatory
required
11. lament
crying out, wailing
12. accouterment
a dress accessory
13. bedecked
worn, dressed
14. illegitimate
born of unmarried parents
15. chronology
sequential history
16. robustness
strength or vigor
17. vigilance
awareness
18. acrimony
anger, resentment, ill will
19. torso
body w/o head and limbs
20. apprehend
capture, bring to justice
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Answer Sheet: The Town Theater
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
The Town Theater
1.____ inflation
2.____ facade
3. ____ lascivious
4.____ emporium
5._____ persona
6.____ impeccably
7.____ proprietor
8.____ anathema
9.____ provocateurs
10.____ obligatory
11.____ lament
12.____ accouterment
13.____ bedecked
14.____ illegitimate
15.____ chronology
16.____ robustness
17.____ vigilance
18.____ acrimony
19.____ torso
20.____ apprehend

a. a ban, a curse
b. required
c. crying out, wailing
d. a dress accessory
e. worn, dressed
f. born of unmarried parents
g. sequential history
h. strength or vigor
i. anger, resentment, ill will
j. awareness
k. front of building
l. body w/o head and limbs
m. large business or store
n. speaker, actor, talker
o. capture, bring to justice
p. increase in price
q. flawlessly
r. owner and operator
s. trouble makers
t. lewd, lustful
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Battle of the Alimentary Canal

It had to be one of those “when in the course of human
events” kind of things, an assignment by Highland High’s gridiron coach to teach his sophomore biology class. Since I only
played basketball, he could deal with coaching duties while I
taught.
Yet from earliest childhood, I’d known my true academic
forte was not biology but scatology. The word has a pair of
dictionary meanings. I’d like to assign the first to my gift, the
study of excrement, but that second meaning, is, perhaps, the
more appropriate – that is, interest or treatment of obscene
matters, esp. in literature. To that end is composed the following
recollection from an experience in the Lincoln Lion’s boys
restroom more than a half century past:
*****
The sign said, “Wash Your Hands.”
No one could miss it. It was posted on the exit side of
every bathroom door in the school house. Remarkably, I’d only
noticed it after being assigned the demonstration of
urination/defecation hand washing. This was the era of extreme
germ warfare, when the mere contact with a contaminated
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playground swing might lead to polio. Nevertheless, my deft
antiseptic hand cleansing demo was artful. It would have done an
OR nurse proud prior to open heart surgery. I displayed
microscopic slide drawings showing all manner of bacteria and
fecal contagion deposited on unwashed hands, followed by, of
course, the Louie Pasteur award winning post-wash-photo.
Statistics gathered from surveys and surveillance systems
had one out of three defecators ignoring the restroom sign. Such
failings were ominous. My schoolmates were virtually shaking
hands with someone’s private parts. Additionally, the handshaker’s wiping malfunctions left fecal matter on fingers. Rather
than being flushed into the commode’s void, his victim’s hands
became toilet paper.
I consulted a bookish friend about an invention to deal
with the “unclean” of Lincoln Grade School. Perhaps, we might
enter our invention in this year’s science fair. Besides, the device
was sure to instill hand-washing resolve. The concept dealt with
an alarm system. Failure to run tap water after a toilet’s flushing
sound triggered the device. The moment the toilet flushed, a
timer started a launch-rocket-like count down. The sucking
whooshing toilet bowl discharges had a distinctive audio
signature. An electronic noise discriminator (one of us hiding in
an adjacent stall) recognized such sounds. It launched the
count.
With a stop-watch bought at Millikan’s Sporting Goods,
we timed the hand-sink-washing process, i.e., from toilet flush,
user mount up, pants pull-up, re-zip-up, belt-up, stall open-up,
and finally, hand clean-up. Again, a unique wash basin tap
water sound reset our counter, the stop-watch. Elapsed time of
ten seconds from toilet flush would activate the alarm if not
reset. After a number of simulated runs, the alarm time was set
for twenty seconds.
But technology of the 1950s posed a handicap. No Radio
Shacks with myriads of electronic contraband imported from the
foreign shores of Taiwan and Singapore existed to automate our
contrivance. We would have to make do with Beard’s Hardware
Store gadgetry.
Our preliminary design was begun employing a door-bell
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button mechanism cleverly wired to the toilet’s float lever. From
there bell wire was dressed down behind the stall then run along
the wall, and finally up into the light fixture over the sink.
Hidden within the overhead apparatus would be our timer with a
battery to activate an alarm.
But what might our alarm be? An audio siren, i.e., my
Schwin Panther bicycle horn? A scolding voice intoning the
statement, “Please return to the sink your hands are unclean?”
Perhaps, a red light flashing above the mirror over the wash basin
might serve well? The sound of tap water would extinguish it.
But there was a better way. Entering the boy’s restroom one
morning to wash my hands led to the discovery.
The gravest among the hand wash abusers nested either
immediately after breakfast or lunch, i.e., a b.m. in the a.m. or
p.m. (We were great on acronyms. B.M. stands for bowel
movement.) Somehow, a belt busting breakfast or belly bloating
lunch launched swollen bowels into warfare of the alimentary
canal. Therefore, horrible noises blared into the boy’s room
from the far stall on the left. My cup rinsing was a whisper in
comparison. The decibel din sounded like World War II with
mortar rounds firing and depth charges dropping into seas below.
Ghastly poison gases accompanied the half foot olivedrab torpedoes. Such fumes were more acrid than any mustard
gas carried down-wind from the trenches of World War One.
However, the carnage of this battle included the moans of
defecation, grunts akin to extracting a bullet imbedded in flesh.
Perhaps, it was hemorrhoids, piles, an inflamed urethra, enlarged
prostrate or constricted anus. My sympathy for this male
combatant arose as the battle raged.
Surely, I must offer condolences when my Lincoln School
warrior emerged from his foxhole.
I paused awaiting his exit. Certainly, in light of the
grossness of his combat, those hands, devoted to removing refuse
from the field of battle, would be cleansed. At that time, my
well-wishes would be voiced toward the embattled soldier at the
adjacent sink.
Thinking about our alarm system and the timed events, I
heard the flush, the pants pull-up, the up-zippering, the re-
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belting, the stall unlatching as the count preceded to twenty
seconds. At the count of twenty, I looked into the mirror as the
washroom warrior passed behind me, through the exit door,
ignoring the HAND WASH sign. He had entered the general
population of Lincoln Grade School as a Typhoid Marty, an
unclean leper, a contagion carrier. His handshake would deposit
bodily wastes on every innocent victim greeted with a smile and
extended hand.
“Why hadn’t I yelled at him? Wash your hands!”
Perhaps, knowing he’d been found out, embarrassment
would mend his disgusting ways. Having a witness to his
nefarious act of restroom depravity was the answer. No longer
would he remain incognito among a caste of untouchables, the
UNCLEAN of our proud school.
This led to my epiphany, the solution: a listing of such
violators. Yes, I’d post a notice, not on the inside of the
restroom door but on the outside. A sign could do it all…no
alarm needed!

If you are so disposed, post the sign above. It just might work!
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However, our project was never to become the gold medal
winner of the Lincoln Grade School science fair. But who
knows how many lives might have been rescued from the ravages
of polio had it been employed not only in the halls of Highland,
Hammond, and Hessville grade schools but across America?
Yes, indeed, Jonas Salk would have been proud!

The Never Patented Handwashing Enforcer Invention Design
(circa 1953)
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The Battle of the Alimentary Canal
Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry’s tone compares the bathroom to:
a. Garden of Eden
b. Roman Spa
c. WWI and WWII
d. hospital operating room

:

_______ 2. Jerry infers that unwashed hands are_?
a. unsuitable for writing themes
b. the sign of a macho-man
c. simply a nuisance
d. carriers of polio germs
_______ 3. Jerry’s invention used _____?
a. Radio Shack electronic parts
b. A NASA gas detector
c. Army surplus gadgets
d. parts from a hardware store
________ 4. Jerry’s conducted a washroom test?
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. Jerry entered his invention in ___.
a. Lincoln Grade School Science Fair
b. the national patent registry
c. Mr. Wizard’s science show
d. a scientific study of scatology
e. none of the above
________ 6. Scatology is the study of ___?
a. Biology
b. particle physics
c. excrement
d. cats who scat
________ 7.

What did Jerry not think about the
boy he heard in the bathroom?
a. “felt his pain”, sympathized with him
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b. likened him to a brave soldier
c. he might have a medical flaw
d. it was actually the custodian
________ 8. What radio show did Jerry think of?
a. Rin Tin Tin
b. Crime Does Not Pay
c. War Stories
d. The Shadow
_________ 9. Which disease was not mentioned?
a. typhoid
b. hemorrhoids
c. polio
d. diarrhea
________ 10. How did Jerry time his alarm?
a. interviewing friends
b. using himself as a test case
c. consulting a gastroenterologist
d. hiding in a stall with a stopwatch
_________ 11. Jerry compared defecation to ____?
a. depth charges and torpedoes
b. a Humpty Dumpty rhyme
c. a teacher he despised
d. a defector (a deserter, traitor)
_________ 12. Why did Jerry want the device?
a. it would make him famous
b. to win a science fair award
c. to prevent disease
d. to embarrass classmates
_________ 13. What did the stall sitter do?
a. failed to flush the toilet
b. collapsed on the floor
c. failed to wash his hands
d. studied for a spelling test
_________ 14. What is meant by B.M. in the A.M.?
e. Billy Morgan in his Auto-Mobile
f. Beginning Math and Arith-Metic
g. after breakfast scatology
h. a belt-busting morning breakfast
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_________ 15. Jerry’s compared unwashed
hands to _?
a shaking hands with toilet paper
b. shaking hands with fecal matter
c. shaking hands with polio germs
d. all of the above
_________ 16.What was not considered as an alarm?
a. his Schwinn bike horn
b. a flashing red light
c. a scolding voice
d. a sign posted on the door
_________ 17. What was Jerry’s handwashing
enforcer?
a. class bully standing by the sink
b. the alarm mechanism
c. a poster revealing abusers
d. restroom agent spying on the
unwashed
_________ 18. How would Jerry’s alarm work?
a. using flushing and washing signals
b. an odor detector in the stalls
c. door-bell button on soap dispenser
d. recoil of a spring-loaded toilet seat
_________ 19. Why did the stricken toilet sitter
enrage Jerry ?
a. he knew his hands were
disgustingly filthy yet he
failed to wash them
b. Jerry was sorry for the sitter
c. the sitter helped serve lunches
d. he’d seen the sitter pick his nose
_________ 20. What resulted from Jerry’s idea?
a. he received the Jonas Salk award
b. nothing
c. this story will make others think
about bathroom handwashing
d. the story sickens readers
e. c. and d.
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The Battle of the Alimentary Canal
Vocabulary List

Word

Synonym

1. deft
skillful
2. commode
toilet
3. discriminator
selection device
4. myriad
innumerable
5. decibel
measure of sound
6. din
loud discordant noise
7. alimentary canal entire body food tube
8. defecation
waste elimination
9. contrivance
mechanical device
10. gadgetry
crude mechanisms
11. scatology
study of excrement
12. fecal
pertaining to body waste
13. carnage
slain flesh
14. pile
single hemorrhoid
15. hemorrhoids
sores
16. urethra
bladder tube
17. prostrate
gland
18. typhoid
communicable disease
19. incognito
disguised
20. epiphany
divine revelation
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Answer Sheet: Battle of the Alimentary Canal
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Matching Vocabulary Test:
The Battle of the Alimentary Canal
1.____ deft
2.____ commode
3. ____ discriminator
4.____ myriad
5._____decibel
6.____ din
7.____ alimentary canal
8.____ defecation
9.____ contrivance
10.____ gadgetry
11.____ scatology
12.____ fecal
13.____ carnage
14.____ pile
15.____ hemorrhoids
16.____ urethra
17.____ prostate
18.____ typhoid
19.____ incognito
20.____ epiphany

a. disguised
b. mechanical device
c. toilet
d. single hemorrhoid
e. innumerable
f. measure of sound
g. selection device
h. pertaining to body waste
i. gland
j. waste elimination
k. sores
l. communicable disease
m. loud discordant noise
n. crude mechanisms
o. study of excrement
p. divine revelation
q. skillful
r. bladder tube
s. entire body food tube
t. slain flesh
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The Report Card
by Jerry Woodfill

(Note: The letter “N” equates to an “F”, the lowest grade possible. )

Here it is…the report card of a potential felon. You be
the judge: In the PERSONAL HABITS Category – I keep things
out of my mouth – F, I am still and listen when others talk – F, I
follow directions and signals – F, I work and play well with my
friends and share with others – F, I am friendly and polite – F. In
the GROWTH IN SELF CONTROL Category - I use my soft
voice in school, – F. And then the final indignity, a note to my
Mom
“Jerry has talked very, very much.”
Shep would have classed that last one as a “DoubleDogged” very, the depth of failure. Actually, to my credit, I
passed the category of – I take off and put on my own wraps.
Had I failed that I surely would have been on my way to the
reformatory. Putting on other children’s wraps was tantamount
to stealing them.
With the luxury of fifty years to reflect, I must admit, in
part, to having honestly earned some of those F’s. In fact, I
continue to fail in them, especially, keeping things out of my
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mouth (I chew my fingernails.), and using my soft voice (
Numerous times I’ve been asked by groups I’ve addressed to
speak more quietly. In fact, rarely is a PA system needed when I
speak.) Likewise, concerning my failings in I am still and listen
when others talk, I continue to make low marks.
.
But a trio of those F’s is wholly unjustified, to the extent
that I’d like to have my record expunged by an attorney whose
special gift is litigation in matters of wrongful grading. “I want a
pardon, my grade changed, the records corrected.” There is
ample evidence that I do follow directions and signals, that I do
work and play well with my friends and share with others, that I
do act friendly and polite. These injustices rank with officials
giving the Soviet basketball team extra time to defeat the
Americans in the 1972 Olympics.
Regarding following directions, I need present but a
single evidential exhibit - a marriage which has lasted 41 years.
No husband who fails to follow directions could hope to sustain
marital bliss for more than four decades. “Expunge my record, in
regard to following directions immediately, your honor!”
Indeed, I have been graded unjustly by that elementary school
judge, my third grade teacher.
Furthermore, I submit to the court that there is not one
engineering graduate of Rice University who would fail the
category of following directions and signals.
It is an
impossibility for such a person to earn an engineering degree.
Following directions is the stuff, that thing which makes an
engineer. Additionally, I not only followed directions but
composed them in designing the Moon Lander’s warning system.
Had I not followed directions, Neil Armstrong might not have
landed successfully at Tranquility Base. Nevertheless, had the
Eagle landed, a directionless warning system engineer would
have Armstrong and Aldrin still awaiting liftoff, 37 years later.
“Likewise, stenographer of this court write this down in
your proceedings.
‘No recipient of a college basketball
scholarship can fail to follow directions.’ ”
“Your honor, do you not know of a facet of the game
known as the play? The play-book is a carefully orchestrated
listing of directions for scoring baskets. I followed its directions
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so artfully that I received a basketball scholarship.”
“Additionally, members of the jury, the charge is that I
likewise failed to follow signals, an impossibility for a motor
vehicle operator of some fifty plus years who has never been
ticketed for ignoring a traffic signal. Indeed, a grade of F in
following signals is wholly unjust. I insist the court provide
restitution. Rectify this wrong.”
Now, lest my account appear unfair, biased in my favor,
there is a posthumous witness for the prosecution, my Mom. Her
testimony likely would deal with the unhappy destruction of her
cherished 22 cubic foot Westinghouse refrigerator.
Her
testimony could equip the prosecutor with valuable cross
examination questions proving that my third grade teacher’s
judgment was just.
“Mr. Jerry Woodfill, regarding the tragic incident of your
mother’s newly purchased $350 refrigerator and your hapless
destruction of the same, I have a few questions.”
“What has this to do with following instructions?” I’d be
wondering.
“Sir, did you not stab its delicate aluminum freezer lining
with an ice pick, thereby causing its demise.”
On the defensive, I would respond,
“Your honor, I meant no harm. I was simply trying to
remove an ice tray held in place by frost deposits.”
“But Mr. Woodfill, wouldn’t one, so erudite as your
grades would indicate, have read the operator’s manual for said
refrigerator?”
Then, the assertion would come from the DA,
“Your honor, may I approach the bench?”
I’d be watching as he presented a document, actually a
pamphlet, for the judge’s perusal. His honor’s response would
be…
“Yes, we shall include the operating manual as exhibit A,
page 1, especially noting the stated instructions – Read the
directions carefully before attempting to remove frost from
refrigerator. Be careful never to use a sharp object such as a
knife or an ice pick to remove frost. Use of sharp tools may
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puncture the Freon lining and void the warranty.”
“Mr. Woodfill, did you follow these directions?”
“No, your honor. I did not.”
“Then, the prosecution rests its case…”
With respect to that charge, the jury would be out only
briefly, I’d have lost the case. That teacher was justified in
failing me with respect to following directions. Ugh!
Doubtless, I’d fare better with failing - I work and play
well with my friends and share with others. Surely, I could
prove the injustice of failing this category. I’d employ character
witnesses in my behalf. Hadn’t I been voted the first student
council president of Highland High School. Such an honor is
impossible for one who does not work well with friends.
Why, I’d never failed to assist an academically challenged
classmate deal with homework. I’d shared my mental acumen
generously, patiently, and without prejudice.
Indeed, my
benevolent-gratis tutoring might have classified me as a
Brantwood United Fund provider. And, for this, I’m deemed a
selfish malevolent playmate? This is a grave injustice. My
record must be expunged, immediately.
And what about the athletic arena? That’s where a spirit
of selfishness, is, at once, revealed. The youth, whose flawed
persona, earns the title of “ball-hog” might fail the “plays well
with friends” category but not me. Hadn’t I always thrown the
ball to the “snow-bird” who lagged behind on defense, hoping to
grab an easy basket after I’d rebounded an opponent’s missed
shot? By all rights of pugilistic round-ball combat, I was entitled
to fast break and enter a basket beside my name in the scorer’s
ledger. Instead, I’d always lofted a long pass to that selfish
snowbird. I did the work. He got the glory. Nathan Hale would
have been proud of such philanthropic demeanor.
“Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I have been the victim
of report card abuse. Right this wrong. In this regard I rest my
case.”
However, the prosecution had been at work, uncovering
hard evidence that my propensity to share and team with others
was suspect. The cross examination was exceptionally revealing.
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I would rather omit its content, except that some kind of
psychological cleansing might free me of those dark thoughts
accompanying it.
“Mr. Woodfill, you’ve said, you were an unselfish team
player. Is that right?”
“Yes, of course.”
“Why, then, did you violate your coach’s rule, not to ice
skate during basketball season?”
“Did you not know, your punishment would lead to the
team’s loss because you were benched? I would hardly call what
you did teamwork. It was the height of self-indulgence. Not
only did you fail to share the spirit of teamwork, you did not play
fairly in behalf of your coach, your classmates, and your school.
Indeed, you are among the most loathsome of traitorous felons.
Not since Benedict Arnold betrayed our nation, has Lincoln
Grade School experienced such treachery. ”
“Your honor, I stand naked before you, i.e., with regard to
my evil act. I implore the jury to be merciful in my behalf. Yes,
I confess. My failing mark in sharing and playing with friends is
just.”
What puzzles me, more than a half century later, is that
failure came the final six weeks of the school year. For the
previous six months, though not a sterling performance, I was, at
least, mediocre in deportment. Why, the descent into the pit of
social depravity?
Then, I remembered, a particularly nasty incident. It was
unforgettable, simply by virtue of its intensity, a slashing, open
handed blow to the right side of my face, catching me unawares.
I’d been talking, actually more like loud whispering, at an
inappropriate moment. Because my accomplice was seated
behind me and with limited peripheral vision (less than 180
degrees),
I failed to see the pugilistic pedagogue’s stealthy advance
within lethal striking distance. I liken it to the actuation of a
executioner’s guillotine, the pulling of the electric chair’s knife
switch, the blow which decked Jersey Joe Wolcott, Bill
Vuckovich’s fatal crash at Indy, and, perhaps, Gene Autry’s
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disarming of a range rustler by fisticuffs rather than gunplay. It
was devastating!
I’m reminded of that carnival test of strength, having a
mallet-like hammer strike a catapulting target actuator, shooting a
projectile upward to ring a bell. My face, head, and body
became the actuator, projectile and bell with the angry feminine
educator’s arm and hand, the hammer-like mallet swung with
awesome whipping velocity. The blow jacked me airborne from
my seat, my head became a yoyo’s body, my slight physical
frame, the taunt string in tension, my chair, the gripping hand of
the yoyo virtuoso.
The sting I felt would have sent a North Korean torture
meter off-scale high-end. The shock and surprise must be akin to
what one experiences in an auto-accident, when the air-bag
actuates. No words came from my punisher’s lips. Like one
who administers vengeance from the visceral deep, the act was
swift and decisive. In this the 2006 era of enlightened corporalless punishment, such would have that pedagogue incarcerated in
the Joliet prison, once home to John Dillinger. In the 1950s, I
got what I deserved.
Likely, my dismal failing grades were assigned by that
teacher as a result of that blow. Those Fs further inflicted pain.
The woeful marks were a case of report card vengeance, final
parting blows of satisfaction dealt Jerry Woodfill, and, of course,
my parents. No retaliation would be forth coming from the
Woodfill clan.
It was the summer recess! The sins and iniquities of the
prior year were forgotten, except that my permanent record was
besmirched forevermore. My final six weeks’ grades were those
of an elementary school hellion.
So I will continue to argue for restitution, especially, with
regard to failure to be friendly and polite. I guess it had to do
with who one was friendly and polite to… Had I learned early in
life, a technique which future colleagues called smoozing, I might
have reached lofty management levels career-wise.
Later, I
discovered there was a biblical basis for the error of my ways, “a
fool is one who talks before he thinks.” This is my paraphrase of
a Proverb I’d often broken, one that ordained a work-life as a
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governmental journeyman.
Perhaps, this is the source of future occupational anguish.
A teacher’s pet persona does not always cease on departure from
Lincoln School. It may continue on to the highest levels of
industry, government, politics, and, yes, even ecclesiastical
circles. I was never able to escape it insidious influence. Only
when victory or defeat hung in the balance did I prevail over
those who possessed the talent.
Unwarranted favoritism is discarded by its practitioners
when athletic victory is in jeopardy, a business is about to go
bankrupt, astronauts are about to be lost in space, an election is
in jeopardy, or a church faces extinction. But, this third grader,
knew nothing of the eternal truth. Such might have spared me
that hand-ax-like-swinging-slap of an angry teacher. However,
my classroom transgression had been too grave for a winsome
smile and flattering apologetic words to have aborted. That
single act of idle conversation destroyed months of achievement.
“Where is the God of mercy?” I wondered.
“Members of the jury…yes, I was loud, never using my
soft voice in school. I am helpless, at my voice’s mercy. To this
day, my speech has but one volume setting…LOUD!”
Again, I cite that report card: Note the string of failing
marks assigned to using my soft voice…an F every six weeks for
the entire school year. This is the measure of a genetic flaw, not
a willful abuse of friends or an act of nefarious selfish hording of
a teacher’s candy jar offerings. Indeed, it is, likewise, the reason
for failing the category - I am still and listen when others talk
five out of six periods.
It is a case of LVS, Loud Voice Syndrome, a disease
which requires a ten step program for deliverance. I am a
potential enrollee in a LVS anonymous program. Only through
testimony, prayer and fasting does one overcome this malady.
But don’t ascribe character stains to my account. I am friendly.
I am polite. I do share. I follow directions. I do play well with
friends.
“Before closing, I implore the court’s mercy in
considering how I have applied my syndrome for the good of all
mankind.” The Highland High School 1960 Homecoming game
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stands out among my beneficent use of LVS.
The contest, played on our opponent’s gridiron,
(Highland High School had no football field.) needed a play-byplay announcer. By state rules, the home team had to provide
such a person: “Whose loud voice, knowledge of the combatants,
and speaking expertise could meet such a challenge among the
HHS student body?”
An added challenge was the lack of an announcer’s “skybox”. Having a “bird’s eye view” was a prerequisite for sportscasters ever since those days Roman gladiators wielded weapons
of carnage before thousands of sadistic citizens.
But our
borrowed field had none, at least not until Lester Twillinger, the
team trainer, yelled, “Hey, look…there’s a tall light pole at the 50
yard line with kind of a place to sit near the top for changing the
light.”
What followed reminded me of a scene from the 1962
movie The Longest Day about the World War II invasion of
Normandy. My Rock ‘n Roll idol Paul Anka played an army
ranger. We needed such a volunteer ranger to lead the charge?
Lester’s revelation was responsible for what happened
next… Every member of the team, along with the coaches,
cheerleaders, home-coming queen’s court, even the snotty nosed
siblings of our Highland Trojan army of invaders looked at me.
Yes, I was to be the one in harm’s way that evening.
I’d always feared playing football, knowing the ever
present threat of injury. That night I’d rather have been a 147
pound lineman than sit atop that thirty foot pole risking certain
death should I fall from my perch.
Nevertheless, bravely, I climbed skyward, roster lists in
hand. Even a lineman for the Northern Indiana Public Service
Company had a safety strap, a belt tied to the waist to avert a
fatal fall. Instead, my providers hooked a PA microphone onto
my belt. No Everest adventurer had such a handicap, a 50 foot
extension cord wired into the amplifier beneath the scorer’s table.
Yet, I succeeded in scaling the summit, reaching the two foot
square servicing platform, adorned in my basketball lettermen’s
sweater, corduroy slacks, and white-buck-suede shoes.
(As student council president, I was to crown the home
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coming queen at halftime.) This was the meddle of a proud
Highland Trojan, the inner stuff which led to that victory at
Normandy, the pathos and passion which Paul Anka belted out
his hit I Did It My Way.
And that’s when, my handicap became a gift. Yes, Loud
Voice Syndrome conquered the handicap of a wholly inadequate
PA system. Though all rose for the Star Spangled Banner, I
refused to follow-suit, tucking the microphone under my armpit
and placing my hand over my rapidly beating heart.
And
then…switching the mike on, I carefully spoke with a
moderately-controlled Jack Brickhouse voice, as though I was the
famed Cubs sportscaster. At once, I heard the murmuring three
stories below, “Louder…louder…we can’t hear you!”
Then it happened: I felt a quivering warmth arise from out
of my belly as Scripture speaks of the supernatural gift of the
Holy Spirit. It had to be the endowment of Samson’s power
from on high funneled through my loins, lungs and larynx. I
opened my mouth and let it fly into the void below. LVS
marvelously filled the stadium such that for the ensuing two
hours, many of the patrons, cuffed their ears, listening to the
booming shout from above.
Some might have mistaken it for that which Scripture
predicts, a mighty shout from Heaven on that last day. Others
said it was a supernatural blast of articulate cogent sports
announcery heard from Griffith to the shores of Lake Michigan
even among the swarthy denizens of the East Chicago steel mills
and beyond.
Yes, that night Jerry talked very, very much. Likewise, he
used his loud voice in school, and lastly, he was not still listening
to others. For which your honor, ladies and gentlemen of the
honor, and my dear teacher, I request a pardon, an expunging of
my report card. And, somewhere, above, in the heavens, where I
believe my pedagogue, Mom, and Dad now dwell, some quiet
voices whisper.
“We understand.”
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The above is a generic 1951 third grade class photo. There are 28
seats arranged in seven rows from the blackboard. The seat of
my crime was row four, seated next to the window. My attacker
approached from the window aisle behind my desk, catching me
unawares with a slashing open-handed check-slapping
decapitating chop to my face.
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The Report Card Comprehension Questions
(Enter answers on the line to left of each question.)
_______ 1. Jerry Woodfill was a felon.
(T)rue or (F)alse
_______ 2. The story is about ________.
a. A high school report card
b. A grade school report card
c. A driver’s license exam
d. An intermediate school report card
_______ 3. Jerry’s grade in ___ was awful.
a. arithmetic
b. neatness
c. using his soft voice
d. completing his work
________ 4. The teacher liked how Jerry’s talked.
(T)rue or (F)alse.
________ 5. Jerry’s evidence of following
directions did not include. ___.
a. A marriage lasting 40 plus years.
b. He graduated as an engineer.
c. He had learned basketball plays.
d. He had memorized the Lincoln
Lions’ school song.
________ 6. Jerry’s evidence of sharing did
include. ___.
a. He’d shared his jelly-roll.
b. He wasn’t a “ball-hog” on the team.
c. He loaned a friend his Captain
Video decoder ring.
d. He took the blame for a friend’s
yelping in class.
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________ 7. What was Jerry’s punishment for
unauthorized talking in class.
a. forced to stand in the corner.
b. writing I will not talk a thousand
times on the blackboard
c. an vocal apology to the class
d. a slashing/slap across the face
________ 8. To what did Jerry attribute his
teacher’s dislike of him?
a. She liked the girls better than the
boys.
b. He was too loud and never still.
c. He had body odor.
d. She hadn’t had her morning coffee.
_________ 9. What did not Jerry compare a blow to?
a. an executioner’s guillotine
b. Korean War torture
c. a boxer’s knock-out punch
d. being whipped by the Merciless
from the Flash Gordon
matinee movie
________ 10. How did Jerry think he might have
won the teacher’s favor?
a. being quiet in class
b. applying the technique of smoozing
c. wishing her car on weekends
d. buying her a lavish gift
_________ 11. Why did Jerry volunteer to be the
announcer at the football game?
a. He liked heights.
b. He feared getting hurt playing.
c. He wanted to impress the girls.
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d. He had a loud voice and everyone
wanted him to volunteer.
_________ 12. What does the acronym LVS mean?
a. Liver Vine Strawberry
b. Loser’s Vote Strong
c. Loud Voice Syndrome
d. Leslie Veronica Stringfellow
_________ 13. Why did Jerry refuse to stand for the
National Athem?
a. He was unpatriotic.
b. He had not memorized the words.
c. He couldn’t place his hand over his
heart.
d. He was frightened he would fall.
_________ 14. What was the skybox compard to?
a. Empire State Building
b. Mount Everest
c. Paul Anka
d. the Astrodome
_________ 15. What did not Jerry wear?
a. letterman’s sweater
b. white-buck-suede shoes
c. corduroy slacks
d. Chicago Cubs hat
_________ 16. Jerry made N’s in ______.
a. personal hygiene
b. being still and attentive
c. neatness
d. finishing what he started
_________ 17. What was the “double-dooged”
teacher’s note?
a. “Jerry is an idiot’s idiot!”
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b. “Jerry is a potential felon.”
c. “…talked very, very much.”
d. “Jerry is an angel’s angel.”
_________ 18. Jerry’s punishment was not like…
a. being seated apart from the class
b. a race car crash at Indy
c. being “fried” in an electric chair
d. a carnival’s test of strength
_________ 19. Jerry makes his case by ______.
a. speaking to an imagined court
b. listing only his achievements
c. having friends vouch for him
d. showing his teacher’s prejudice
_________ 20. Jerry compares his punishment to
a. Cold War torture
b. tossing a yo-yo
c. a boxer’s knockout punch
d. being crushed by an earthquake
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The Report Card Vocabulary List
Word
1. felon
2. tantamount
3. expunge
4. litigation
5. erudite
6. acumen
7. pugilistic
8. philanthropic
9. inappropriate
10. pedagogue
11. persona
12. genetic
13. pathos
14. syndrome
15. articulate
16. cogent
17. beneficient
18. carnage
19. sadistic
20. ecclesiastical

Synonym
criminal
of equal value
delete, remove
a legal court contest
learned, informed
discernment
combative
benevolent
unsuitable
instructor, teacher
character, role
inherited, hereditary
sympathetic pity
condition, disorder
eloquent, fluent, lucid
forceful, credible
helpful
gore, butchery
cruel, brutal, ruthless
churchly, religious
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Answer Sheet: The Report Card
1. _____________
2. _____________
3. _____________
4. _____________
5. _____________
6. _____________
7. _____________
8. _____________
9. _____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________
15. ____________
16. ____________
17. ____________
18. ____________
19. ____________
20. ____________
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Vocabulary Test:
The Report Card
1.____ felon
2.____ tantamount
3. ____ expunge
4.____ litigation
5._____ erudite
6.____ acumen
7.____ pugilistic
8.____ philanthropic
9.____ inappropriate
10.____ pedagogue
11.____ persona
12.____ genetic
13.____ pathos
14.____ syndrome
15.____ articulate
16.____ cogent
17.____ beneficient
18.____ carnage
19.____ sadistic
20.____ ecclesiastical

a. discernment
b. benevolent
c. instructor, teacher
d. inherited, hereditary
e. condition, disorder
f. forceful, credible
g. helpful
h. eloquent, fluent, lucid
i. gore, butchery
j. churchly, religious
k. cruel, brutal, ruthless
l. of equal value
m. learned, informed
n. delete, remove
o. sympathetic pity
p. a legal court contest
q. character, role
r. combative
s. criminal
t. unsuitable
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